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Brief summary
Canada has signed the Paris Agreement and made other international commitments to
doing our fair share of what is needed to keep overall global warming to the Paris
Agreement limit of well below 2ºC, and to aim for 1.5ºC, to avoid devastating climate
change. However, we have not yet progressed far in translating these commitments into
implications for decision making on proposed undertakings with significant implications
for meeting those commitments.
Clarifying those implications and determining how best to incorporate them in
deliberations and decision making is overdue and now imperative. The federal
government’s new Impact Assessment Act, which is now proceeding through
Parliament’s legislative process, stands to require that all assessments decisions be based
in part on evaluation of
the extent to which the effects of the designated project hinder or contribute to
the Government of Canada’s ability to meet its environmental obligations and its
commitments in respect of climate change. (Impact Assessment Act, section
93(e)).
In this report we present the findings of an initial effort to delineate and address the gap
between Paris and projects. We set out the needed steps and their main implications,
especially for new assessment law, regulation and policy. The steps are not fully defined
and many components include a range of possible options. Our intent and expectations
have not been to deliver final answers but to establish a firm basis for informed
conversation of a matter of pressing importance. The challenges identified in this report
are numerous and demanding but reasonably clear.
Our main findings and recommendations are summarized in part 5, the concluding
section of the report.
The key findings about the overall implications of our commitments are as follows:

● Keeping overall global warming to the Paris Agreement limit of well below 2ºC
and aiming for 1.5ºC will require immediate and sustained best efforts, especially
by the most advantaged countries.
● Even under the most marginally equitable fair share option for allocating
national responsibilities for GHG mitigation, Canada would exhaust its share of
the global carbon budget within a decade if our GHG emissions continue at
current levels.
● Research into decarbonization pathways and earliest possible achievement
dates is at an early stage. The limited number of existing exploratory studies
identify different routes to and timelines for decarbonization. So far, the
earliest technologically feasible date identified in any of the studies for
decarbonization in Canada is 2050. Given that our fair share decarbonisation
deadline is most likely passed or, at best, looming in the next decade, 2050 as the
earliest feasible achievement date should be adopted as Canada’s latest possible

deadline for achieving decarbonisation.
● Reconsidering what is politically, culturally, and behaviorally possible could
bring the feasible decarbonization deadline closer to the short term and reduce
the gap between mitigation efforts in Canada and what is considered to be our
fair share under the Paris Agreement.
● Any working deadline for decarbonization must be accompanied by always
attempting to do better and by international assistance in support of mitigation
and adaptation abroad to compensate for our past inaction and domestic lateness.
Very briefly, Canada’s domestic efforts need to set 2050 as the working deadline for
decarbonisation, and adopt best efforts to do more and to make substantial contributions
beyond Canada to meet international commitments.
The needed package of targets, frameworks and applied tools to facilitate planning and
evaluations, including assessments, should combine
● delineation of and comparative evaluation of viable pathways to decarbonisation
by the overall as well as interim deadline;
● a carbon budgeting system to clarify expectations and track accomplishments
over time;
● long range energy policies;
● effective mobilization of economic and regulatory tools using both carbon
pricing and the social cost of carbon, and strengthening financial motives for
meeting GHG reduction and offset commitments;
● climate- and sustainability-based matrices to compare alternative policy,
planning, program or project options with different GHG implications;
● advanced GHG accounting, covering specific qualities of sinks as well as
emissions, fair attribution of negative and positive effects, critical evaluation of
offsets, and recognition of just transition imperatives;
● enhanced public understanding, including through transparency and convenient
public accessibility of climate-relevant information; and
● improved coordination among federal, provincial, territorial, Indigenous and
municipal governments.
Finally, for application of the new Impact Assessment Act, extensive direction in
regulations and policies will be needed to establish expectations and clarify means of
compliance with the climate-related requirements of the law. The guidance must bridge
the currently wide gap between the broad Paris Agreement commitments and the
determination of whether project-level proposals and alternatives will hinder or
contribute to meeting those commitments.
Guidance supporting the new law will need to combine identification of the key
requirements for meeting the Paris commitments as outlined above, with elaboration of
means of evaluating a specific options at the project level. The needed guidance
includes the following:
● climate-specific criteria and trade-off rules for evaluations and decisions, tied to
7

●

●
●
●
●
●

particular delineations of required steps, targets, deadlines for meeting the Paris
commitments (such as consistency with available delineated pathways for
meeting the 2050 decarbonization deadline noted above) and also integrated into
a comprehensive set of other sustainability-based criteria needed for application
of the broader sustainability-based public interest test established in the new Act;
means of ensuring attention beyond immediate effects of GHG emissions and
sinks through, for example methods for determining whether proposed
undertakings would
o contribute to just transitions to a low-GHG future that are respectful of
human rights including Indigenous rights,
o avoid or offset GHG emissions or sink impairments past the Canadian
deadline for GHG neutrality,
o avoid entrenchment of climate-inappropriate structures, practices and
dependencies,
o ensure “best efforts” for GHG mitigation and sink enhancement, and
o favour capacity to meet increasingly ambitious future national
commitments;
means of applying a suite of climate tests, based on the findings of this report,
incorporating the range of tools identified above (see Box 5 in the report),
associated information requirements, and standards for analyses and evaluations;
means of ensuring that all climate-significant project and strategic level
undertakings are subject to the legislated assessment requirements;
provision of basic interim direction for reasonably consistent and effective
evaluations of climate commitment compliance while the more specific guidance
is being developed; and
means of fostering public learning and interjurisdictional collaboration.

While none of this promises to be easy, the needed transitions likely offer as much
positive opportunity as challenging disturbance. Also many climate-centred efforts
would combine in mutually reinforcing ways with other initiatives to enhance prospects
for lasting wellbeing.

Introduction
The December 2015 Paris Agreement established new and more ambitious global goals
for greenhouse gas (GHG) emission abatement. In signing this agreement, Canada
committed us to do our fair share to reduce GHG emissions sufficiently “to limit global
average temperature rise to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels, and to pursue
efforts to limit the increase to 1.5 °C.”1
Meeting the Paris Agreement commitments is crucial if we are to avoid disastrous
climate change. The commitments are also ambitious. For Canada, the implications
require more substantial effort than our previous and current national commitments to
GHG abatement, which we are not on track to meet. However, the federal government
has not yet clarified the implications of the Paris commitments, including what we need
to accomplish and by when.
One key area where clarification is needed is the planning and approval of new
undertakings that are subject to assessment requirements. Even since the signing of the
Paris Agreement, federal authorities have continued to approve major long-term projects
that will contribute to increased GHG emissions and further entrench fossil energy in the
economy. The gap between climate commitments and approvals of particular
undertakings is also evident at the strategic level of climate-significant policies, plans
and programs, which include federal subsidies to the fossil industry and major
infrastructure funding programs that have been approved and maintained with no
apparent consideration for how they may influence the country’s ability to contribute its
fair share to the goals established in the Paris Agreement.
The gap between Canada’s Paris Agreement commitments and decisions made on
projects and strategic level undertakings therefore requires significant consideration. To
spur and inform serious public policy attention to this issue, this report provides an
initial exploration of what is needed
● to clarify what Canada’s international commitments on climate change entail for
domestic goals and compliance efforts in Canada, and
● to ensure that assessment processes do what is possible within their ambit to
enable Canada to meet those commitments.
The following discussion considers how to understand, specify and translate the broad
implications of mitigation measures in the Paris Agreement into clear guidance for
deliberations and decision making about projects and other undertakings subject to
legislated assessment requirements.

1

The Paris Agreement, 22 April 2016, UNTS (entered into force 4 November 2016), online:
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Assumptions and working positions
We begin with the assumption that Canada intends to honour its Paris Agreement
commitments on GHG mitigation. We assume that Canada is serious about doing our
fair share to achieve the Paris Agreement objective of reducing GHG emissions
sufficiently “to limit global average temperature rise to well below 2°C above preindustrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the increase to 1.5 °C”. We also recognize
that national emissions targets, including Canada’s, will evolve and strengthen over time
in response to the global stocktaking and ratcheting mechanisms included in the Paris
Agreement.2
These international commitments are appropriate, if belated, responses to the
increasingly compelling evidence from climate science of the consequences of failing to
act. If we fail to meet our commitments, continuing climate change will deliver its own
implacable form of enforcement. Given the substantial challenges involved in making
the necessary economic and other transformations required to meet these commitments,
we need to move as quickly as possible to act on our responsibilities.
To its credit, the federal government has recognized the need to prepare climate change
guidance for assessment decision making. In its June 2017 Environmental and
Regulatory Reviews Discussion Paper,3 the government indicated that it would carry out
a “strategic assessment” to “provide guidance on how to determine how life-cycle
greenhouse gas emissions associated with individual projects are assessed.”4 Whether,
when and how this assessment will proceed remains uncertain. In any event, the Paris
Agreement commitments will loom over any such exercise.
In anticipation of this strategic assessment and broader attention to the issues
surrounding assessment of individual projects in the era of climate change, this paper
considers the basics of what is involved in translating the Paris Agreement’s climate
change commitments into practical implications for planning and assessing proposals for
climate-significant projects and strategic-level undertakings such as policies, plans and
programs in Canada. Our initial aim here is simply to delineate the gap between the
Paris commitments and the assessment of individual undertakings. It involves
identifying the key questions and the most important evident components of the answers
needed to bridge the gap between Paris and these undertakings.
For many of the questions, definitive answers are not currently available and may not be
possible. Often the most we can expect are working positions based on our best
2

The global stocktaking mechanisms included in the Paris Agreement require the Parties to consider
periodically what has been accomplished and what remains to be done in achieving Paris commitments.
Canada (and other signatories) will need to bring their national climate mitigation policies in line with
what is required to meet the global goals agreed to in the Paris Agreement.
3
Government of Canada, Environmental and Regulatory Reviews Discussion Paper, June 2017, online:
˂https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/themes/environment/conservation/environmental-reviews/shareyour-views/proposed-approach/discussion-paper-june-2017-eng.pdf˃;
in
French,
online:
˂https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/themes/environment/conservation/environmental-reviews/shareyour-views/proposed-approach/discussion-paper-june-2017-fra.pdf˃ [Discussion Paper (June 2017)]
4
Discussion Paper (June 2017), p. 9.

understanding of what is responsible (likely to meet our commitments) and feasible
(practically doable). There is no single correct strategy for translating the climate
commitments into implications for project assessments. However, given that climate
change mitigation is an increasingly desperate imperative and that delays are likely to
increase the challenges and minimize the time for smooth transitions, developing and
acting on the basis of well-considered and regularly reviewed working positions is
necessary.
We also recognize that any discussion of climate change mitigation commitments and
their implications for mitigation targets and initiatives will raise questions about
feasibility. Matters of political, technical, economic, institutional, social and other
aspects of feasibility are unavoidably important. But while they must be faced, this
paper assumes that first we must think clearly about what is needed, to establish a
foundation for identifying the most feasible ways of getting there.
Finally, we recognize that the Paris Agreement also covers climate change adaptation
and international financial transfers, which we do not address in this paper. Adaptation
needs are significant in Canada. They are linked to mitigation issues and options,
inadequately considered in Canadian assessment law and practice, and certainly worthy
of careful attention. We have chosen to focus here on climate change mitigation, given
the urgency of eliminating anthropogenic GHG emissions that have resulted in part from
three decades of national inaction. However, synergies between mitigation and
adaptation options should be sought wherever possible.
The structure of the report
This report is organized into four sections. First, we review key concerns and
overarching principles that are central to the discussion at hand. Second, we examine the
multiple implications of the goals of the Paris Agreement and address what the
implications are for Canada under different interpretations of “fair share”. Third, we
describe Canada’s current approach to climate policy and pathways, and then highlight
existing gaps within this approach. We also provide recommendations for how to fill
these gaps, first in policy and then in assessments. Fourth, we specify the key
components of assessment legislation that will be needed to help Canada meet its Paris
Agreement duties in light of the bill introduced by the federal government in February
2018. Finally, we summarize the key recommendations made throughout the report.
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Part 1. The overarching context and basic principles
Climate change has been described as a “super wicked problem”.5 Super wicked
problems are characterized by four key elements: “time is running out; those who cause
the problem also seek to provide a solution; the central authority needed to address them
is weak or non-existent; and irrational discounting occurs that pushes responses into the
future”.6 Policies implemented by governance institutions typically fail to properly solve
these problems. This is due in part to the fact that government actions often respond only
to “short-term time horizons”, an approach that is unfit to address problems at a much
larger temporal scale, such as climate change. Solutions to super wicked problems need
to find strategies to constrain our future selves by bypassing the tendency of our political
and economic institutions to only take into account short-term problems. This is no easy
feat.
The Paris Agreement reflects and approach that is both people-centric and grounded in
the concept of climate justice. On one hand, it addresses issues of “human rights, just
transition, Indigenous peoples, and gender”7 as well as intergenerational equity. It is the
first time these concepts are recognized in a legally binding agreement under the
international climate regime.8 At the same time, the Paris Agreement responds to calls
from climate justice advocates who have pushed for the recognition that the burdens of
climate change are not felt equally. Such advocates argue there is a need “to promote
more equitable allocation of the burdens of these impacts at the local, national, and
global levels by drawing on international human rights and domestic environmental
justice theories”.9 In this regard, the preamble to the Paris Agreement notes “the
importance of ensuring the integrity of all ecosystems, including oceans, and the
protection of biodiversity, recognized by some cultures as Mother Earth,” and “the
importance for some of the concept of ‘climate justice’, when taking action to address
climate change”.10
With these core concepts in mind, there are several key concerns and principles that
should be considered throughout this exercise. Many, if not all of them, are increasingly
entrenched in international law and law at other levels. It is worthwhile to understand
the connection between these concepts and the Paris Agreement, as they underscore the
discussion presented in this report.
5

Kelly Levin and others, “Overcoming the Tragedy of Super Wicked Problems: Constraining Our Future
Selves to Ameliorate Global Climate Change”, Policy Sciences, 45.2 (2012), 123–52, online:
˂https://doi.org/10.1007/s11077-012-9151-0>.
6
Kelly Levin and others, “Overcoming the Tragedy of Super Wicked Problems: Constraining Our Future
Selves to Ameliorate Global Climate Change”, Policy Sciences, 45.2 (2012), p. 126
7
Daniel Klein, Jane Bulmer, and Meinhard Doelle, “Negotiating History of the Paris Agreement”, in The
Paris Agreement on Climate Change: Analysis and Commentary, ed. by Daniel Klein and others, Oxford
(Oxford University Press, 2017), p. 53.
8
Meinhard Doelle, “Assessments of Strengths and Weaknesses”, in The Paris Agreement on Climate
Change: Analysis and Commentary, ed. by Daniel Klein and others (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2017), p. 377.
9
Randall S. Abate, “Introduction”, in Climate Justice: Case Studies in Global and Regional Governance
Challenges, ed. by Randall S. Abate (Washington, D.C.: Environmental Law Institute, 2016), p. xxxiii.
10
Paris Agreement, preamble.

1.1 Human rights, climate justice and governance
It is evident that climate change has already and will continue to have an impact on the
enjoyment of human rights. The impacts of climate change are already being felt, often
by the most vulnerable in the more vulnerable parts of the world that are least
responsible for the problem. It has been widely recognized that “climate change has a
range of negative implications for the rights to life, food, health, housing, and selfdetermination, among others, and its consequences will be felt most acutely by
vulnerable groups, such as Indigenous peoples, the world’s poor, women, youth, lowlying regions, and small-island states”.11 In other words, the Paris Agreement must be
considered in the context of global climate injustice.
From an international human rights law standpoint, it is widely accepted that States have
the obligation to protect human rights from violations caused or contributed to by nonstate actors, such as businesses. They also have the obligation to regulate, to adjudicate
and to provide access to remedy when rights are violated. In fact, an international
environmental law informed interpretation of human rights obligations in the climate
change context would align with the “do no harm” aspect of Principle 2 of the Rio
Declaration12 (an expectation, at a minimum, that states would undertake due diligence
to ensure that the resource extraction undertaken in accordance with sovereignty over
natural resources would not harm the territory of other states, or areas beyond the
jurisdiction of any state).
The Paris Agreement reference to human rights implies that Canada should be mindful
of the international consequences of projects and programs put forward in Canada,
including on the rights of vulnerable populations in foreign countries. This global
dimension makes climate under national assessment regime unique amongst “effects”
for its international scope. At the same time, the human rights of people within Canada,
especially Indigenous peoples, will need to be taken carefully into account in designing
and operationalizing the massive transformation at hand.
Nationally, section 7 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms states that
“everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be
deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.”13
Scholars have argued that section 7 safeguards environmental rights14 and that it could
11
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serve as a foundation to invalidate laws and regulations (and potentially even
government inaction) that allow pollution at levels significant enough to interfere with
human health and increase the risk of death, thus violating the right to life and security.15
Those disproportionately impacted by climate change, such as youth, future generations,
the elders, the disabled and the homeless, could arguably claim that their right to
equality, enshrined in section 15 of the Charter, has been infringed upon. Furthermore,
the Supreme Court confirmed that, in certain contexts, the State is under a positive duty
to extend legislative protections where it fails to do so inclusively.16 In the US, a court
allowed a case brought forward by a group of children against the federal government to
proceed on the basis that the state has failed in its duty to protect their fundamental
constitutional rights, including the right to life, from the threats of climate change
stating:
Exercising my “reasoned judgment”, I have no doubt that the right to a
climate system capable of sustaining human life is fundamental to a free
and ordered society. Just as marriage is the “foundation of the family,” a
stable climate system is quite literally the foundation of “society, without
which there would be neither civilization nor progress.”17
In November 2018, a class action on behalf of all young Quebecers was filed against the
federal government for failing to take adequate action on climate change, arguing that
successive failures to set adequate greenhouse gas reduction targets and meet them
violate the members’ constitutionally protected human rights to life and equality.18
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As international and national climate justice court cases unfold, they will doubtlessly
offer much needed guidance on the duties of states and corporate actors regarding the
human rights implications of climate injustice.19
Human rights can be infringed upon through disproportionate climate impacts brought
about by insufficient mitigation, but they can also be violated through ill-conceived and
implemented mitigation action. In the past, the single-minded focus on climate outcomes
within climate change treaty implementation and domestic implementation strategies
have also sometimes led to negative human rights repercussions “by failing to abide by
the participatory rights of marginalized peoples and communities and restricting their
access to the lands, food, energy, and resources on which their livelihoods depend”.20
Internationally, the human rights implications of focussing on outcomes at the expense
of participatory processes have been particularly problematic with regard to flexibility or
market-based mechanisms (e.g. Clean Development Mechanism), biofuels and energy,
and forest preservation.21 Thus, it is imperative that human rights considerations
henceforth guide both the process and outcome of global responses to climate change.22
1.2 Specific rights of Indigenous Peoples
The specific rights of Indigenous Peoples bear particular relevance in the context of
climate mitigation internationally, and especially nationally. Even if some have narrowly
interpreted Canada's human rights obligations as owed solely to those within Canadian
territory and jurisdiction, it is still the case that human rights issues have arisen with
respect to Northern Indigenous peoples and climate change.23 Canada warms faster than
19
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other regions of the world due to its northern latitudes. Average annual temperatures in
Canada have increased by 1.6°C between 1948-2013,24with strongest warming in the
North (2.2°C),25 across the homelands of northern Indigenous populations. Moreover,
Indigenous peoples in Canada are disproportionately vulnerable to climate change
impacts due to their reliance on the land for food and cultural practices.26 Changing
migratory wildlife patterns, thinning sea ice resulting in dangerous crossing conditions,
the arrival of new pests and increasingly unpredictable weather patterns due to climate
change are already having dire impacts on Indigenous peoples in Canada, in ways that
could be argued to already infringe upon their constitutionally protected rights.
At the international scale, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) enshrines many rights specific to Indigenous peoples that are
relevant in a climate context, including the principle of Free, Prior and Informed
Consent.27 This principle requires that Indigenous groups be consulted and give consent
prior to the initiation of a project that may affect their rights and interests, including
indirect effects such as climate change impacts due to GHG emissions.28 Given the
federal government’s endorsement without qualification of UNDRIP, its commitment to
the Declaration’s full implementation, and its support for Bill C-262, it would seem that
the federal government would therefore be obligated to ensure that all future laws,
including those related to GHG mitigation, be consistent with UNDRIP.29
On February 14, 2018, the Government of Canada announced that it will develop a
Recognition and Implementation of Rights Framework in partnership with First Nations,
Inuit and Métis Peoples.30 As part of this initiative, the government released a set of
Principles respecting the Government of Canada’s Relationship with Indigenous
peoples that will guide the government’s implementation of UNDRIP through a review
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of policies and laws.31 Principle #6, which enshrines Free, Prior and Informed Consent,
provides that “the Government of Canada will look for opportunities to build processes
and approaches aimed at securing consent” and “ensure that Indigenous peoples and
their governments have a role in public decision-making”.32
Further, Canadian constitutional law protects Indigenous Peoples’ title, rights and
treaties.33 The constitutional nature of treaties and the government’s obligation to
conduct itself in accordance with the Honour of the Crown when fulfilling obligations
under a modern treaty have recently been affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada.34
Indigenous rights, specifically Aboriginal title, can be established on unceded territory.35
These constitutionally protected rights and interests could underline a claim to specific
mitigation that would be ambitious and minimize impacts on Indigenous peoples.
Indigenous groups must be engaged and consulted on climate mitigation action as a
component of “reconciliation”.36
The law should allow for meaningful Indigenous participation in and throughout project
assessment and development.37 Meaningful participation means “adequate notice, access
to information and data, funding mechanisms, opportunities for review and comment,
face-to-face hearings, early and ongoing participation throughout process stages”.38
“[T]he burden imposed on Indigenous groups’ already limited capacity by having
multiple governments departments consulting at the same time”39 should also be
considered. Indigenous groups have also stressed the importance of traditional
knowledge and Indigenous oral evidence being heard and accepted in assessments.40
This need is affirmed in the proposed federal impact assessment legislation.
The link between Indigenous rights and climate change is increasingly being made
explicit. For example, at least one Indigenous group has put forward a position linking
their specific rights based on Land Claim Agreements and specific aspects of climate
change mitigation consideration in environmental assessment processes by
recommending that project assessment should include upstream and downstream GHG
emission and climate change impacts as mandatory evidence to be considered.41 Thus,
31
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Indigenous rights will have to be taken into account in all processes and decisions
relating to assessments and approvals of projects and programs going forward.
1.3 Interrelationships among climate, biodiversity, sustainability
The United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) negotiated in
1992 sets the foundations for global responses to climate change. As summarized by
Carazo and Klein, the UNFCCC
provides that responses to climate change should be “coordinated with social
and economic development in an integrated manner” (preambular clause 21),
that the stabilization of GHG concentrations in the atmosphere “should be
achieved within a time frame sufficient… to ensure that food production is
not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a
sustainable manner” (Article 2), and that Parties have a right to, and should,
promote sustainable development (Article 3.4).42
The Paris Agreement further conceives of mitigation actions as having the co-benefit of
sustainability and biodiversity.43 The Agreement is “fully cognizant of the SDGs
[(United Nations Sustainable Development Goals)]44 and recognizes sustainable
development explicitly and repeatedly in many of its provisions as providing the context
in which parties are expected to implement their actions”.45 UNFCCC Decision 1/CP.21,
which adopted the Paris Agreement, sets the context for implementation with “an
explicit reference to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, indicating the
linkage between the climate regime and the Sustainable Development Goals”.46 Carazo
and Klein note, “The inclusion of sustainable development in Article 2.1 in particular
sets clear expectations on how the objectives of the Agreement should be pursued,
which points to an integrated and synergetic approach to implementation”.47 The Paris
Agreement also refers to complementary notions such as “poverty eradication”, “ending
hunger”, biodiversity, preserving forests, oceans and ecosystems.48
There are a number of ways in which sustainability, specifically the SDGs, can be
incorporated into pathways for combating climate change through an integrated
approach, notably in the areas of land degradation (SDG 15.3), adaptation (Article 7.9
42
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e); SDG 1.5), the protection of forests and carbon sinks (Article 5; SDG 15.2), the
protection of oceans (SDG 14, 14.3), food security, and renewable energy.49
Further, the Paris Agreement enshrines the principle of a just transition of the
workforce.50 The Paris Agreement requires “[n]ational plans on climate change that
include just transition measures with a centrality of decent work and quality jobs”.51 A
just transition “ensures environmental sustainability as well as decent work, social
inclusion and poverty eradication”.52 These objectives are entrenched in the UN
Sustainable Development Goals 1, 7, 8 and 13.53 According to the International Labour
Organization’s guidelines, the Paris Agreement’s principle of “just transition” “can
become a strong driver of job creation, job upgrading, social justice and poverty
eradication. Greening all enterprises and jobs by introducing more energy and resource
efficient practices, avoiding pollution and managing natural resources sustainably leads
to innovation, enhances resilience and generates savings which drive new investment
and employment”.54
Ecosystem integrity, the relationship between biodiversity, sustainability, and climate is
a critical consideration. Indeed, the SDGs deem biodiversity as “essential to sustainable
development” with biodiversity and ecosystems prominently featured across many of the
goals themselves and associated targets. The agendas of several international
frameworks, such as the Convention on Biological Diversity, are tightly linked with that
of UNFCCC55. The then Deputy Executive Secretary of the UN Climate secretariat,
Richard Kinley, remarked: “The policy frameworks for action on climate change and
biodiversity are largely in place. Now, the overarching priority is accelerated
implementation. The interrelation between climate change, biodiversity and human wellbeing is clear and compelling. Together we can generate extraordinary outcomes
towards the safe and sustainable future envisioned in the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals”.56 With this in mind, it bears restating that wherever possible, synergies between
sustainability, biodiversity protection and climate mitigation and adaptation should be
49
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sought.
1.4 Precaution guiding consideration of and responses to the technological and
socio-political challenges of meeting mitigation obligations
In light of the uncertainties associated with climate science, mitigation approaches and
technologies, the principle of precaution should be the cornerstone of action. This
principle has been part of the climate framework from the very start, as evidenced by the
UNFCCC’s commitment to take precautionary measures.57 In a sense, the global
community has already passed the opportunity to deal with climate change in a
precautionary manner. In many ways, climate mitigation is now an emergency and rapid
action is necessary. In undertaking this ambitious mitigation, precaution to avoid doing
further harm and respect for human rights should guide the way.
In summary, these considerations provide the fundamental backdrop of climate
mitigation action in Canada and must provide the foundation for the new national
paradigm as the country moves towards meeting its Paris Agreement commitments.

Conclusions and recommendations from Part 1
Climate inaction and poorly planned and implemented climate action have human rights
implications. Consequently, human rights considerations must guide the global response
to climate change, including the implementation of the Paris Agreement. Unfolding
climate justice court cases will provide some clarity regarding the duties of states and
corporate actors.
Indigenous rights and their broader context (self-determination; nation-to-nation
relationships, etc.) will have to be respected in all processes and decisions relating to
assessments and approvals of projects and programs in Canada.
The tendency of our political and economic institutions to only take into account shortterm problems is a critical barrier to addressing the “super wicked problem” of climate
change.
In many ways, climate mitigation is now an emergency and rapid action is necessary. In
undertaking this ambitious mitigation, precautionary avoidance of further harm and
respect for human rights should guide the way.
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Part 2. Implications of Paris: Understanding Canada’s fair share of
climate mitigation
Part 2 focuses on global GHG mitigation targets and deadlines, and their overall
implications for Canadian targets and deadlines. It surveys key terminology and
analytical approaches – how best to conceptualize and frame the national obligations
arising from the Paris Agreement objectives while incorporating our best understandings
of climate change phenomena and system responses to mitigation efforts. The discussion
also involves history, law, capacities and ethics and raises fundamental questions of
justice at multiple scales. Responses to the questions involved entail judgments about
the merits of various approaches to determining each country’s fair share of the needed
efforts, and the practical implications of choosing one approach (and its potential
effects) over another. Finally, the range of potentially defensible responses to many of
the questions requires identification of responsible and feasible working positions.
The Paris Agreement “is a dynamic climate governance system that aspires to be
durable and to achieve its purpose and long-term goals through a process of iterative
increases in individual and collective ambition”.58 Hence, by its very design, the
Agreement is meant to act as a mechanism for driving up global efforts over time. Given
the past record of missed climate mitigation targets, the aspirational quality of some of
the Paris commitments, and evidence that climate changes may be occurring faster than
predicted,59 we assume in the discussion below that policy making must anticipate more
ambitious international targets and deadlines in the coming years. This also applies to
any present conclusions about the Canadian fair share of effort required to meet the
Paris Agreement objectives. Consequently, conclusions made today about the
implications of the Paris Agreement and Canada’s fair share of responsibilities are
interim, and representative of a minimum requirement for what is to be accomplished in
the foreseeable future. Where we can do more, we should.
2.1 Implications of Paris for GHG emissions reduction
The international climate framework aims to avoid a dangerous interference with the
climate system, which is understood as limiting total warming to a certain temperature
threshold that hopefully avoids the most egregious risks and impacts. The Paris
Agreement is the most ambitious international agreement in terms of temperature goal,
aiming to keep overall global warming to “well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels
and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial
58
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levels.”60 It aims to achieve this ambitious temperature goal 1) by rapidly reaching peak
greenhouse gas emissions (to happen earlier in developed countries), and 2) through
achieving “a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by
sinks of greenhouse gases in the second half of this century.”61
There is still significant uncertainty concerning the specification of these two goals and
implications for national GHG reductions. Models of how to keep global warming
within the new temperature limits are few and tentative, and new reports on compliant
mitigation pathways as well as methodologies and procedures are not to be developed
under the Paris Agreement until later in 2018. Important questions will remain even
after that work is completed. For needed immediate action, however, we must prepare
basic working answers. We start with the first big question: how do the Paris
temperature goals translate into global and national GHG reduction targets?
In the 1992 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the
international community aimed to “stabiliz[e] greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the
climate system” knowing that “such a level should be achieved within a time frame
sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food
production is not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a
sustainable manner”.62
The 2015 Paris Agreement, an international treaty adopted under the umbrella of the
UNFCCC, introduced a temperature-based threshold, rather than a threshold based on
greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere, which underpinned most previous international
efforts. It requires mitigation achievements sufficient to keep the GHG-driven rise of
global temperatures “well below 2°C and to pursue efforts to limit the increase to 1.5°C
above pre-industrial levels”63, the most ambitious temperature goal to date in
international climate law. The agreement also explains that the aim is “to achieve a
balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of
greenhouse gases in the second half of this century, on the basis of equity, and in the
context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty”.64
Establishing those points in an agreement with 197 countries was a significant
accomplishment.65 Also notable is the reiteration of the UNFCCC’s principle that action
is to occur “on the basis of equity” (reiterating “fair share” obligations), and that
mitigation must be enacted early enough to adaptation of ecological, human and food
systems. The fact that the Paris Agreement integrates mitigation efforts with other
objectives to serve broader sustainability imperatives speaks to the comprehensive
nature of the agenda. Not surprisingly, however, the Paris Agreement has left some
substantial uncertainties about the target and the deadline for the global GHG emission
60
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reductions needed to meet the Paris commitments. Moreover, the Agreement itself does
not establish binding targets for individual countries - those are determined by countries
themselves in domestic processes, subject to iterative “ratcheting” through Paris
Agreement provisions.
Two key considerations do seem clear. First, the global objective has been tightened
(from 2°C to “well below 2°C and pursuing efforts to limit the increase to 1.5°C above
pre-industrial levels”) and could tighten further in light of better scientific understanding
of climate change mechanisms and perils, and more enlightened attention to global
responsibilities.
Second, the overall objective has major implications for the pace of needed mitigation
achievement.66 Consequently, the temperature target, timing of emissions peak and the
ultimate deadlines need to be considered together.
Concerning the target, the most obvious question is as follows.
2.1.1 What qualifies as limiting global warming “well below 2°C and pursuing efforts
to limit the increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels” in climate science?
In the history of the UNFCCC, efforts to understand how to avoid dangerous climate
change through evolving climate science and reports developed by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have at least partially informed the
political goal-setting process throughout the negotiations.
Developed countries, starting with the European Council in 2005, have been advocating
that temperature increase should not exceed 2°C above pre-industrial levels, whereas
vulnerable countries have since 2009 consistently asked for the upper limit to be set at
1.5°C.67 In 2015, Canada also endorsed this more ambitious target as the global goal and
pushed for its inclusion in the final Paris Agreement.68
The Paris Agreement clearly implies that 2°C is too high to be a hard limit on global
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warming – a “defence line”69 – and efforts should “be made to push the defence line as
low as possible”70 towards 1.5°C.
The Paris objective implies making efforts towards greater probability of keeping
temperatures as close to 1.5°C and as far away from 2°C as possible. Even if there are
1.5°C scenarios available, clarifying the implications of the Paris Agreement was a
challenge because some climate modelling agencies have used low end scenarios “with a
limit for global warming of 2°C but rarely below”.71 However, we can gain a reasonable
working understanding on the basis of existing information.
An important recent finding of modelling exercises and scientific observations so far is
that “warming responds approximately linearly to cumulative CO2 [carbon dioxide]
emissions over time”.72 The hard limit on temperature rise in the Paris Agreement
implies near-zero emissions at some point in the future,73 and this likewise implies a
hard cap on cumulative emissions. Based on this understanding, climate scientists have
proposed the concept of a “carbon budget”, which is equal to the total amount of
emissions that can be allowed without surpassing a given temperature increase (see Box
1 for more details).

Box 1. Carbon Budget
A “carbon budget” is the amount of GHG emissions that can be emitted without
exceeding, or with exceeding and subsequently returning to, a specified increase in
global temperature74.
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It is important to note that a carbon budget should not be interpreted as a license to
pollute. Climate scientist, Ken Caldeira, cautions people against misinterpreting what a
carbon budget means:
“There are no such things as ‘allowable CO2 emissions’. There are only ‘damaging CO2
emissions’ or ‘dangerous CO2 emissions’.”75
In other words, there is no safe amount of warming or interference with the climate.
Mitigation should be as ambitious as possible, and there should be no illusions that
there is a “safe amount of allowable emissions” that follows from a carbon budget
estimation.
It is important to note that as of 2010, there was no carbon budget left for a very high
likelihood of avoiding 2°C — we have already used up our 90% probability of
remaining below 2-degree budget76. In this sense, it is highly dubious that there even
exists such a thing as a “fair share” of the carbon budget, since 1) there is really nothing
to be shared and 2) emissions result in exacerbating inequalities between those who
have caused climate change and those who are and will suffer from its impacts the
most77.
Critics of the budget framing suggest that the carbon budget represents an emergency
measure. For example, Spratt makes the argument that framing the carbon quota in the
language of the budget will encourage policymakers to use up and increase the
likelihood of overusing the carbon budget, as is often the convention with financial
budgets78. Perhaps using the term “quota” rather than “budget” would help dissuade
policymakers of the rationale that if there is a budget, it is intended, and indeed safe to
be used.
Each unit of carbon dioxide warms the atmosphere an equal amount, regardless of the
time and location of its emission.79 Cumulative carbon dioxide emissions can therefore
be used as a more robust way of quantifying targets than sparsely spread out annual
targets, usually in the distant future, as the later do not prescribe a specific emissions
trajectory, and hence can lead to a wide range of cumulative emissions and
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corresponding warming outcomes.80 By instead using cumulative emissions over a given
period of time, i.e. the sum of annual emissions over said interval, policymakers ensure
that national emissions abide by a fixed contribution to warming.
The larger the allowed temperature increase in the models, the larger the carbon budget
may be. Similarly, the larger the acceptable probability of failure to stay within this
temperature threshold is, the larger the budget can be. A further dimension is whether
temperatures are allowed to go past, or “overshoot” a given temperature threshold before
returning to that limit at a specified date.81 However, ethical question may rise on
whether it's appropriate for us, today, to commit future generations to pay back our
carbon debt.
There is some debate about the remaining global carbon budget. The scenarios currently
used by the latest IPCC reports indicate that the 1.5°C and well below 2°C targets can be
quantified using the standard probabilities in the modelling community. Although
ultimately arbitrary, it could be said that the most generous possible Paris-compliant
window would be the range from 50% chance of returning to 1.5°C by 2100 and 66%
chance of staying below 2°C.82 Any 2°C target that allowed overshoot or a higher
likelihood of failure could not justifiably be read as “well-below 2°C.” Well-below 2°C
would warrant using a higher likelihood of avoidance, meaning a higher chance (e.g.,
75% or 99%) of avoiding crossing the 2°C threshold, which would make the target much
more stringent and level of action required much more pronounced.
The IPCC’s Special Report on 1.5°C released in October 2018 includes scenarios with
66% probability of returning to 1.5°C83. The pre-existing IPCC suite of scenario models
did not tell us enough about keeping within the 1.5°C limit.84
Based on recent analyses, it appears that “while the CO2-only carbon budget is a robust
upper bound on allowable emissions for a given climate target, the size of the effective
80
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carbon budget is dependent on the how quickly we are able to mitigate non-CO2
greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions”.85 Therefore the overall GHG mitigation goal
should be further specified to recognize the differences among GHGs’ persistence in the
atmosphere and global warming potential, and their different implications for abatement
targets and other response options. This will be explored in the Canadian context in Part
3.86

Table 1. Global Carbon Budgets for an Even Chance of 1.5°C and a Likely
Chance of 2°C.
1.5°C (50%)

2°C (66%)

Carbon Budget (Remaining after 2011) [Gt CO2]87

550

1000

Emissions from 2011 to 2017 [Gt CO2]88

234

234

Post-2017 Carbon Budget [Gt CO2]

316

766

Estimated global emissions rate [Gt CO2/year]89

41

41

Years remaining at current emissions rate

8

19

Data found in Table 1 are from the IPCC AR5 and Global Carbon Project. All emissions
are in carbon dioxide only, from the burning of fossil fuels and other industrial
processes. Note that these budgets are smaller when factoring in the emissions from nonCO2 greenhouse gases.
The IPCC’s AR5 estimate of a global carbon budget for 1.5°C, even with the most
lenient chance of success (50% likelihood of staying below), would be exhausted in
eight years at current global emissions rates and even the 2°C budget would be
85
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exhausted within 20 years.
The recent IPCC special report on global warming of 1.5°C suggests carbon budgets of
750GtCO2 and 550GtCO2 respectively for the 50% and 66% non-exceedance
probabilities.90 According to the report, if global emissions decline linearly starting in
2018, net zero emissions would need to be achieved somewhere between 25 and 35
years (though considering uncertainties, this might be as little as 5 and 15 years,
respectively).91
There are no decarbonization pathways that would allow us to not exceed the 1.5°C
carbon budget without imposing restrictions on people’s consumption or lifestyle.
Without rapidly phasing out the use of fossil fuels and other GHG-emitting activities,
substantial negative emissions, yet to be proven possible, are the only way to meet the
1.5°C limitation objective92.
It is not the place of this report to determine the size of the carbon budget that most
appropriately reflects the Paris Agreement targets; however, the most suitable figure is
likely somewhere between the two estimates of the remaining carbon budget in Table 1.
Thus, while there is some debate about the remaining budget, it is much smaller than is
recognized in current policy making.
Being clear about the specific goal is important. The difference, even between 1.5°C and
1.6°C or the length and magnitude of a possible overshoot, is likely to have a substantial
effect on the implications for what level of mitigation needs to be achieved by what date.
Such differences also have important practical consequences. Less ambitious goals with
later deadlines entail more damage and risk for future generations and especially on
people who are already disadvantaged (poor, vulnerable, reliant on the land for
sustenance, living in areas already stressed by conflict, etc.). Still, setting ambitious
goals and early deadlines without contemplating serious restructuring of energy and
economic systems encourages a delusional reliance on untested negative emissions
technologies being deployed on an industrial scale in the long term, with potentially
serious adverse global side effects.93
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Many questions in determining GHG targets and deadlines remain, however.
2.1.2

How is the ultimate global GHG mitigation goal to be defined?

There is the matter of translating the chosen temperature stabilization point to a goal for
global emission mitigation. Article 4.1 of the Paris Agreement states:
“In order to achieve the long-term temperature goal set out in Article 2,
Parties aim to reach global peaking of greenhouse gas emissions as
soon as possible, recognizing that peaking will take longer for
developing country Parties, and to undertake rapid reductions thereafter
in accordance with best available science, so as to achieve a balance
between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks
of greenhouse gases in the second half of this century, on the basis of
equity, and in the context of sustainable development and efforts to
eradicate poverty.” (Our emphasis)
In any definition, the time frame for getting to global net zero emissions is key. The
deadline for decarbonisation has major implications for many long-existing projects and
programs with long-term effects. It would affect, for example, the selection of a cut-off
period beyond which proposals for new fossil fuel exploration and extraction initiatives
will stop being considered. Moreover, the requirements to act with “equity, and in the
context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty” demand greater
achievements from advantaged countries such as Canada.
The Paris Agreement requires reduction of net anthropogenic GHG emissions to zero
(GHG neutrality, such that emissions must be balanced by deliberate removals from the
atmosphere) in time to prevent overall warming from crossing the well below 2°C or
1.5°C threshold.94 That means reaching the point at which any remaining human-caused
GHG emissions are offset (in effect captured and retained in perpetuity) by human
enhancements of and additions to natural GHG sinks (e.g., forests, bogs and soils) or
engineered facilities (using negative emissions technologies or more specific carbon
dioxide removal technologies; e.g., direct air capture and storage in geological
formations).95
Many different ways of expressing the objective – deep decarbonisation, net-zero GHG
remaining under 2°C overshoot the budget and rely on negative emission technology. United Nations
Environment Programme, The Emissions Gap Report 2015, p. 28.
94
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95
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emissions, carbon neutrality, climate neutrality – were suggested and rejected during the
final phase of the Paris negotiations, although referring to the balance between
anthropogenic sources and sinks can be interpreted as an oblique reference to “net-zero
GHG emissions”.96 Each of these terms has distinct complexities and drawbacks, we
review each of them to provide basic lexical guidance.
Greenhouse gas emissions neutrality implies annual zero net anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions by a certain date. By definition, greenhouse gas emissions neutrality
means every tonne of anthropogenic GHGs emitted is compensated with an equivalent
amount of GHGs removed through human action (e.g., via carbon sequestration).97
Confusion can arise at the domestic level since “neutrality can be achieved at the
domestic level with offsets from other jurisdictions, while net zero emissions does not
have the same connotation (though theoretically could be met via offsets). Both terms
risk overshooting the carbon budget unless complemented by short-term emissions
reduction targets.”98
Given the complexity and potential confusion of the GHG neutrality concept99, and the
relatively untested nature of anthropogenic GHG removals by sinks, it may be
preferable, to continue considering alternatives that convey a more easily understood
basic target, e.g., use of the terms “decarbonisation” and/or “fossil fuel phase-out”.
Decarbonization literature focuses on decreasing carbon dioxide emissions from
anthropogenic sources – especially energy systems and energy use in industrial
production, transportation, agriculture and other sectors. When it is used to cover all
GHGs, the accessible term is slightly misleading as some GHGs are not carbon based.
Decarbonization “implies a shift away from burning carbon-containing fossil fuels. This
can be made firmer with ‘full decarbonization”’,100 which “means zero unabated (not
captured by carbon sequestration or storage) CO2 emissions from energy generation and
industrial processes.”101 The Canadian government does refer to decarbonization in its
Mid-Century Long-Term Low-Greenhouse Gas Development Strategy.102
Decarbonization calls for a decrease in the ratio of carbon dioxide or all GHG emissions
96
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related to primary energy production.103 More specifically,
“In all national scenarios, the deep decarbonization of energy systems
involves strong action on three pillars of decarbonization: (i) energy
efficiency and conservation; (ii) decarbonization of energy carriers
(electricity and fuels); and (iii) fuel switching toward low-carbon energy
carriers in end-use sectors.”104
Although a less inclusive terminology, “fossil fuel phase-out” may be preferable for
focused and saleable policy. The combustion of fossil fuels “accounts for about 90.5%
of total global CO2 emissions, excluding those from forest fires and the use of wood
fuel”.105 The full exploitation of existing fossil fuel reserves severely threatens the goals
of the Paris Agreement.106 In the Canadian context, fossil fuels are responsible for over
80% of Canadian GHG emissions.107 Hence, defining the goal as fossil fuel phase out
could be a clearer reference point. Already, Canada played a leadership role at the 2017
COP by co-founding the Powering Past Coal Alliance and leading nations towards a
coal phase-out in energy generation.108
A study found that a total phase-out of fossil fuel use worldwide by 2025-30 is required
to limit warming to 1.5°C,109 while another found such a feat to be achievable.110
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Current policies, however, are not aimed at meeting this goal. On the contrary, in many
jurisdictions fossil fuel extraction and/or use still benefit from substantial subsidies: “If
unpriced pollution and other externalities associated with the use of fossil fuels are
regarded as implicit subsidies, then overall post-tax subsidies can be estimated at over
US$5 trillion per year”.111 Such subsidies also discourage investments in clean energy.
Regardless of the terminology, however, a profound transformation of energy and
economic systems is implied – one that will severely constrain global GHG emissions,
notably by reducing combustion of fossil fuels, and open major creative opportunities
for alternatives. However the ultimate goal is defined, respecting the Paris Agreement
implies a radical transformation of energy and economic systems. For example, in early
2017, the International Energy Agency (IEA) in cooperation with the International
Renewable Energy Agency released its first ever energy forecast compliant with the
Paris Agreement. In the context of the 2017 German G20 presidency, Germany
requested a report to explore an energy transition that would be consistent with limiting
the rise in global temperature to well below 2°C (understood as a 66% chance of
limiting temperature increase to 2°C without overshoot). This exercise was the first of its
kind for the IEA since all previous energy forecasts were premised on scenarios that
would overshoot the “well below 2°C” threshold and are therefore inconsistent with the
Paris Agreement goal. The Agencies’ report concluded as follows:
“Limiting the global mean temperature rise to below 2°C with a
probability of 66% would require an energy transition of exceptional
scope, depth and speed. Energy-related CO2 emissions would need to
peak before 2020 and fall [globally] by more than 70% from today’s
levels by 2050. The share of fossil fuels in primary energy demand would
halve between 2014 and 2050 while the share of low-carbon sources,
including renewables, nuclear and fossil fuel with carbon capture and
storage (CCS), would more than triple worldwide to comprise 70% of
energy demand in 2050.”112
“A deep transformation of the way we produce and use energy would
need to occur to achieve the 66% 2°C Scenario. By 2050, nearly 95% of
electricity would be low-carbon, 70% of new cars would be electric, the
entire existing building stock would have been retrofitted, and the CO2
intensity of the industrial sector would be 80% lower than today.”113
Beyond this deep transformation of the energy sector, GHG neutrality also includes
attention to sinks and reservoirs, which will likely be further elaborated in the future.
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2.1.3

What will mitigation imply for GHG sinks and reservoirs?

Since the objective of the Paris Agreement is anthropogenic GHG neutrality or net zero
emissions, accounting for anthropogenic GHG emissions and lasting human
enhancements of and additions to natural sinks is a key concern.
Paris Agreement Article 4.1 focuses on limiting human-caused or “anthropogenic”
emissions, and also identifies “removals by sinks” as a key factor. The default reading
suggests that natural sinks do not count towards mitigation; i.e., that the qualifier
“anthropogenic” in applies to both emissions by sources and removals by sinks. Only
additional human-induced removals are accounted for. Any losses from destroying or
impairing natural carbon sinks and reservoirs are properly counted as the equivalent of
additional emissions.
Hence, there should be no consideration of reductions due to a country’s natural forest
endowment, and only additional human-induced removals are accounted for. However,
destroying or impairing natural carbon sinks and reservoirs should count as additions to
a country’s national emissions.
As will be seen below, enhanced sequestration in forests and peatlands should be part of
Canada’s mitigation efforts, as the country is well endowed in both. Yet, it remains to be
determined what human enhancements of or additions to natural sinks provide
sufficiently reliable and permanent carbon sequestration to qualify as contributions to
GHG reduction.114
This is largely due to the fact that none of the current accounting approaches can be put
forward as “ideal” in real-world circumstances. In the interim, methodologies for
defining the diverse (and imperfectly understood) actions and interactions of both
emissions and removals of GHGs for accounting purposes should be in keeping with and
informed by the precautionary principle.
For example, when and how should we count the increased emissions and/or decreased
sequestration resulting from land use changes, forestry operations and other human
interventions that impair natural sinks?
Large quantities of carbon are stored in land-based ecosystems (in vegetation, dead
organic matter in soils and in wetlands and permafrost) and the agriculture, forestry and
other land use (AFOLU) sector represents roughly 24% of anthropogenic GHG
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emissions globally.115 Consequently, the question of natural sinks and reservoirs is
specifically addressed in Article 5 of the Paris Agreement:
“1. Parties should take action to conserve and enhance, as appropriate,
sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases as referred to in Article 4,
paragraph 1 (d), of the Convention, including forests.
2. Parties are encouraged to take action to implement and support,
including through results-based payments, the existing framework as set
out in related guidance and decisions already agreed under the
Convention for: policy approaches and positive incentives for activities
relating to reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation,
and the role of conservation, sustainable management of forests and
enhancement of forest carbon stocks in developing countries; and
alternative policy approaches, such as joint mitigation and adaptation
approaches for the integral and sustainable management of forests, while
reaffirming the importance of incentivizing, as appropriate, non-carbon
benefits associated with such approaches.”116
Under UNFCCC Article 4, paragraph 1(d), sinks and reservoirs include biomass, forests,
oceans and other terrestrial, coastal and marine ecosystems.117 A “reservoir” is a
“component or components of the climate system where a greenhouse gas or a precursor
of a greenhouse gas is stored’ whereas a ‘sink’ is ‘any process, activity or mechanism
which removes a greenhouse gas, an aerosol or a precursor of a greenhouse gas from the
atmosphere.”118
The AFOLU sector is unique given its importance for food security, sustainable
development, livelihoods of local communities and the rights of indigenous peoples,
including the spiritual and cultural values of ecosystems, as well as the fact that AFOLU
activities can act as both sources and sinks of emissions.119 The particular focus on
“forests” in article 5.1 sends a strong political signal of their importance as ecosystems
and synergistic roles in climate mitigation and adaptation as well as a recognition of preexisting forest mitigation approaches.120
Further, international organizations have recognized the role of peatland ecosystems in
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atmospheric carbon dioxide attenuation121. When compared to forests that are
recognized to increase carbon sequestration, peatlands are less affected by natural
disturbance (fire and insects outbreaks). Their total areas over the planet represent about
1/10th of the land covered by forests but they have stored almost the same amount of
carbon since the last glaciation122. Preservation of our natural sinks – such as forests and
peatlands – has to be part of Canada’s mitigation efforts since the country is well
endowed in both (see section 3.3.4).
How to deal with reduced emissions from deforestation, forest degradation and land use
change has a long history in the UNFCCC context123 and is not without controversies,
notably because it is extremely difficult if not impossible to guarantee the long-term
storage of carbon. Caution should be exercised in counting offsets arising from
sequestration that depends on land use changes and forestry operations, given the great
challenges associated with biodiversity offsets.124 Important issues around
comprehensive land-use accounting remain to be tackled.125
Article 5.1 maintains the pre-existing distinction between developed and developing
countries when it comes to reducing emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation, as the pressures on forests are not the same. Moreover, there should be no
incentive to avoid reducing industrial emissions in developed countries. As a general
rule, the conservation of existing forests in developed countries should not count
towards anthropogenic reductions; rather, only restoration should count.
The most robust accounting methodology for developed countries was achieved under
the Kyoto Protocol, which defined the information pertaining to land use, land-use
change and forestry (LULUCF) that had to be reported. The requirements covered
emissions by sources and removals by sinks of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gases resulting from LULUCF activities (e.g., afforestation, reforestation and
deforestation that occurred since 1990) and elected human-induced activities (e.g., forest
management, re-vegetation, cropland management and grazing land management).126
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These LULUCF rules are likely to continue to guide accounting and reporting under the
Paris Agreement.127 The methodology for defining these diverse (and imperfectly
understood) actions and interactions of both emissions and removals of GHGs for
accounting purposes should be in keeping with and informed by the precautionary
principle. Another area of mitigation where the precautionary principle will be a
particularly key concern is geo-engineering as explored below.
2.1.4 What is the potential role for negative emissions technologies and non-mitigation
geo-engineering approaches?
Inevitably, setting a deadline for significant change raises other issues, including
contrasting positions on matters of feasibility. The role of technology and its future
development and deployment are at the centre of this issue. On one hand, the apparent
need for unprecedented socio-political accomplishments has led to questions about
whether ambitious targets and deadlines can possibly be met.128 On the other hand, the
severity of anticipated climate change impacts questions the acceptability of less
ambitious targets. The past century’s experience suggests that extraordinary
technological advance is possible,129 though not guaranteed or likely to come without
unanticipated side effects. Moreover, the established international approach to climate
change goal setting is iterative, with regular reviews and other openings for adjustments
in light of new developments.
The Paris Agreement commitments are framed in technology-neutral language that
leaves open how much specific technologies could and should contribute to the effort.
However, there is high uncertainty about the feasibility of certain negative emissions
technologies, from environmental, economic and human rights perspectives. The future
deployment of currently untested technologies cannot be relied upon to avoid or delay
near-term GHG reductions or justify overshooting temperature goals with the hope of
developing technology capable of removing emissions released in excess in the future.130
Any such delays are unacceptably likely to impose additional adverse effects and
remedial action obligations on future generations who will not have contributed to the
problem.
Geo-engineering, the “deliberate large-scale intervention in the Earth’s natural systems
127
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to counteract climate change”131 through a variety of different technologies, is not
specifically precluded as a potential contribution to compliance. This recognizes that
further warming is irreversible unless negative emissions allow for removing excess
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere back into geological or other permanent deposits.132
Negative emission technologies, or more specifically carbon dioxide removal,133 refer to
technologies or techniques to remove CO2 that has already been emitted to the
atmosphere and storing it.
Another (untested) geo-engineering technique, solar radiation management (SRM) that
aims to reflect a portion of the sun’s energy back into space. In theory, SRM could
contribute to the long-term temperature goal but will “not contribute to the balancing of
emission and removal of GHG in the second half of the century. Of course, only some
geo-engineering technologies can be used to achieve GHG emission neutrality”.134 Nonmitigation techniques such as SRM are not able to avoid “local climate impacts and
other types of interference, such as ocean acidification”.135 Hence, non-mitigation geoengineering efforts such as SRM should likely not be part of the options available for
Paris compliance, considering that they do not remove GHG from the atmosphere and
therefore do not contribute towards achieving GHG neutrality.136
A precautionary approach mindful of the important risks and moral hazards would
prioritize a mitigation agenda that would not require future generation to deploy
negative emissions technologies at a scale that is both highly uncertain and risky.137
Successful and relatively low-risk mitigation policies should be prioritized, as they can
reduce the need for adaptation: “‘successful mitigation policies are known and must be
scaled up urgently’ and are ‘still feasible and will bring about many co-benefits’,
including reducing the need for adaptation, despite posing ‘substantial technological,
economic and institutional challenges’”.138 The upper limit of emissions that will have to
131
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be abated through carbon dioxide removal must not exceed the limits of the most
conservative estimate of what current technologies can capture safely.
A precautionary approach can be used to screen proposed carbon dioxide removal
approaches for social, environmental and technical risks, and compatibility with the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. A recently completed scenario modelling
exercise specifically looked at the near term impact on required emissions reduction
stringency of various levels of precaution in approaching carbon dioxide removal with
the goal of limiting warming to 1.5°C. It found “there are no plausible scenarios where
1.5°C remained within reach without significantly ratcheting pre-2030 ambition”,
meaning no amount of future negative emission technologies can help us stay within this
temperature threshold without deploying significantly more short term mitigation
action.139
If focus on precaution are early mitigation action are key, it remains that investment in
research to find additional, socially and environmentally sustainable, negative emissions
technologies should continue, as the results may be highly useful and necessary in the
future. In the meantime, the upper limit of emissions that could be abated through
carbon dioxide removal should not exceed the most conservative estimate of what
current technologies can capture safely. Moreover, successful and relatively low-risk
mitigation policies should be prioritized, as they can reduce the need for corrective
action or adaptation.140
2.1.5 What are the different timeframes for mitigation actions and ratcheting up
national ambitions under the Paris Agreement?
In a way, the global community agreed to efforts to limit global temperature increase to
1.5°C without fully knowing what it entailed, as previous modelling and policy effort
concentrated on less ambitious temperature goals. However, the Paris Agreement and
subsequent UNFCCC decision adopting the agreement141 provide for mechanisms to
increase ambition and flesh out details over time. As stated previously, the Paris
Agreement aims to achieve GHG neutrality at some point in the second half of this
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century. It should also be noted that the agreement provides for different timeframes to
developed and developing countries for peaking of emissions, recognizing that
developed countries must do so first.142 By all accounts, the global peaking of emissions
is intensely urgent. Emissions must peak by 2020 in order to keep within reach the Paris
temperature goals.143
Beyond this, the Paris Agreement has a ratcheting up mechanism set to increase national
ambition on a voluntary basis so as to globally achieve the temperature and GHG
neutrality goals. First, each country will have to “either update or communicate a new
nationally determined contributions (NDC) by 2020”, based on the outcome of the
“Talanoa Dialogue,” a facilitative dialogue that led to a Call to Action in December
2018.144 Countries that set a target covering the period up to 2025 will have to
communicate a new NDC by 2020, while countries that set a target covering the period
up to 2030, such as Canada, will have to communicate or update their NDC by 2020.
“Countries will agree a common timeframe for their future contributions. This means
that future cycles will eventually fall into line, with every country setting targets
covering the same time period.”145 Further, the Paris Agreement “commits each country
to submitting targets on a five-year cyclical basis, each of which must be progressively
more ambitious than the last”146 and are also “encouraged to submit an ‘adaptation
communication’, which includes its priorities, plans and needs. Every two years,
developed countries also have to communicate how much climate finance they will
provide to developing countries.”147 Further, the IPCC provided a special report in 2018
on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global
greenhouse gas emission pathways.
Also in 2018, negotiators made some progress on the development of the Paris
Rulebook, the common modalities, procedures and guidelines under the Paris
Agreement.148 Indeed, the Paris Agreement states that “in order to build mutual trust and
confidence and promote effective implementation, an enhanced framework for
transparency and support” will be created (UNFCCC 2015b; Article 13.1). The ongoing
142
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development of this rulebook will hopefully represent an important strengthening of
transparency on mitigation, adaptation, finance, technology transfer, and capacity
building.149 For now, the Rulebook has established “a detailed and comprehensive set of
rules governing these reporting requirements and requires parties to release their reports
biennially. Reporting requirements (…) span multiple sectors (e.g., energy,
transportation, industrial processes and product use, agriculture, land use change,
forestry, and waste). These reporting requirements are likely to trickle down into
country-level policies affecting businesses in these sectors.”150
These rules will greatly influence national action but will not provide the full picture yet.
For example, the extent to which Canada will be able to rely on GHG reductions in other
countries will be informed by the modalities for international cooperation towards
transferred mitigation outcomes151 and the UNFCCC-governed GHG crediting
mechanism,152 which are to be developed within an unspecified timeframe.
2.2 Allocating responsibility for GHG reductions
Assigning responsibility for GHG reductions is perhaps the most controversial aspect of
climate mitigation. This section presents ways in which countries have acted so far
under the United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
framework and the main alternative perspectives that are part of the international
discourse and could inform development of the Paris Agreement.
The global GHG mitigation target and the deadline for achieving overall GHG neutrality
must be met by sub-global entities. Traditionally, the focus has been on the
responsibilities of sovereign states. The 1992 UNFCCC established the foundations:
The Parties should protect the climate system for the benefit of present
and future generations of humankind, on the basis of equity and in
accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities. Accordingly, the developed country Parties should
take the lead in combating climate change and the adverse effects
thereof.153
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The international climate regime is grounded in part on the premise that leadership from
developed countries, and corollary differential treatment of developing countries, is the
equitable and appropriate basis on which the international response to climate change
must be structured.154 Differentiation has had a “long and contested history in the
climate regime,” as its nature and extent have “continued to be disputed through the
years.”155
The Paris Agreement is anchored in the principles of equity and “common but
differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities,” (CBDRRC), a concept first
introduced in the UNFCCC156 as well as a new reference to ‘different national
circumstances’.157 This approach, then, assumes that the GHG mitigation responsibilities
of the signatory states will differ on the basis of judgments about equity.
Equity is a broad notion “that encompasses arguments based on fairness, justice,
equality (for equals), affirmative action, redistribution, and restoration”158and is
therefore broader than CBDRRC. The principle of equity is entrenched in several
provisions of the Paris Agreement159 and is also articulated through complementary
notions such as “equitable access to sustainable development”,160 “poverty
eradication”,161 and “climate justice”.162 The agreement provides few specifics about
fairness in the allocation of responsibilities, but it at least partly reflects a capacitiesbased approach where wealthier developed countries deliver more and faster mitigation
and assist countries with more limited capacities. Developed countries, which benefited
from historical emissions associated with past industrialization and have greater wealth
and access to technologies, are expected to accept greater responsibilities.
While recognized as a fundamental part of the climate regime, the core content, nature
of obligations, legal status and operational significance of CBDRRC remain contested,
especially by developed countries.163
Still, the Paris Agreement tailors “differentiation to the specificities of each of the
Durban pillars - mitigation, adaptation, finance, technology, capacity-building, and
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transparency. In effect, this has resulted in different forms of differentiation in different
areas”.164 The mitigation provisions of the Paris Agreement “embrace a bounded selfdifferentiation model” in accordance to which “parties were able to determine the scope
of their contributions, their form, their rigour, and the information that will accompany
them”, subject to “several normative expectations” placed upon them, namely
“progression”, “highest possible ambition”, and leadership from developed countries.165
Further, the Paris Agreement added a qualification to the CBDRRC by a reference to
“national circumstances” “which introduces a dynamic element to the interpretation of
the principle (CBDRRC-NC). As national circumstances evolve, so too will the common
but differentiated responsibilities of states.”166 The effectiveness of the differentiation
principles of the Paris Agreement remains to be seen, as “the details of the transparency,
global stocktake, and compliance arrangements [...] are yet to be fleshed out”.167
Hence, the interpretation and justification of fair share responsibilities has been left to
individual countries and the results should be visible in the “nationally determined
contributions” documents submitted by parties to the UNFCCC.168 Practically speaking,
when countries set NDCs, they implicitly determine how much of the remaining global
carbon budget they will use themselves. Since the carbon budget is defined in Box 1
above as the finite amount of cumulative remaining emissions, nations effectively
engage in a zero-sum game where one country’s overuse implies another’s deprival, or
an exceedance of the budget. So far, no country has submitted an NDC with a rigorous
demonstration of a fair effort sharing approach169 nor one that looks at ramifications of
other countries adopting a similar approach and none are tied to a scientifically based
global carbon budget.170 Meeting the Paris Agreement objectives depends on all of
these deficiencies being corrected.
Different principles of fairness will generate different emission distributions for each
population and different measures of inequality in emissions.171 The fair share
responsibilities nevertheless remain for signatories to the Paris Agreement. Determining
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what these responsibilities are for individual countries involves four core questions
explored below.
2.2.1

Who is responsible for GHG mitigation?

Under climate conventions such as the Paris Agreement, sovereign states are the
established bearers of responsibility. However, the Paris Agreement also acknowledges
that non-state actors, such as corporate entities and individuals,172 have key roles and
responsibilities. State Parties meet their obligations by regulating the private actors
responsible for emissions within their borders. For example, fossil fuel corporations
could be assigned responsibility for emissions.
While sovereign states, are the established bearers of responsibilities under climate
conventions, including the Paris Agreement, alternative ways of assigning responsibility
have also been developed.173
Under one approach, emissions can also be attributed to corporate entities (e.g., fossil
fuel corporations) with possible future implications for assigning liability and, more
generally, recognizing the power and influence of transnational corporations. In 2014,
Richard Heede published ground-breaking research, which concluded that a majority of
cumulative worldwide emissions of industrial carbon dioxide and methane since the
industrial revolution could be traced back to 90 “carbon major” entities, based on the
carbon content of marketed hydrocarbon fuels.174 The approach has since been picked
up by financial actors175 and underlies increasing litigation against fossil fuel
corporations.176 It is increasingly recognized in international law that businesses have a
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responsibility to respect human rights.177 From this, a theory could sustain liability
against individuals or enterprises that actively cause or contribute to human rights
violations associated with climate impacts through their operations, supply chains or
contractual relationships.
Considering the responsibility of individuals has also been recommended as a means of
distinguishing between the mitigation responsibilities of rich elites with emission
intensive lifestyles and the climate change vulnerability of the majority of the poorer
least GHG emitting population.178
2.2.2 How do we choose which emissions are counted towards establishing
responsibility?
The UNFCCC to date has taken a territorial approach to inventories and responsibilities,
whereby each country is responsible for the emissions produced inside its territorial
borders.179However, alternative ways to conceive of GHG responsibility have been
developed to take into account the fact that national market for resources and goods are
globally integrated. For example, China may be the world’s largest GHG producer, but
many of the associated emissions can be considered embedded in the products massively
imported and consumed in other countries. However, this approach has been
insufficiently effective, so far at least, as evidenced by the fact that global emissions
have continued to rise.
Other proposed options include “demand-side” approaches centred on consumption
(whereby responsibilities for the lifecycle GHG effects of products and services are
assigned to the consumers, or consuming countries, whose demands drive the
process),180 and “supply-side” approaches centred on extraction (responsibilities fall to
the initial extractors of the fuels that produce the resulting emissions).181 Combinations
are also possible (e.g., a producer-based approach covering the life cycle of emissions
attributable to products that were extracted in the country and exported elsewhere). The
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chosen approach can have important implications for what countries are assigned the
heaviest mitigation responsibilities (e.g., rich consumer countries versus resource
extraction countries) and what tools are used (e.g., regulatory versus market-based).

Box 2. Demand vs. Supply-Side Climate Policy
Demand-side policy focuses on reducing emissions from the consumption of fossil
fuels (including electricity producers). Examples of demand-side policy include uptake
of low-carbon energy technology (e.g. renewable energy), carbon pricing (e.g. carbon
tax or cap-and-trade markets), efficiency measures (e.g. better insulation in buildings,
lower carbon intensity of fossil fuel production), and so on.
Supply-side policy focuses on reducing and limiting the production (including
exploration, extraction, and transportation) of fossil fuels. Examples of supply-side
policy include removal of financial incentives for fossil fuel production (e.g. fossil fuel
subsidy phase out), moratorium on new extraction projects, and so on.
There are increasing calls to also take into account what some call “supply side
initiatives” where fossil fuel producing countries could be held responsible for emissions
related to the production of fossil fuels, and to include fossil fuel supply initiatives
within the Paris framework. Up until recently, supply side initiatives have been mostly
neglected, even though economic research has shown that such tools could achieve
GHG reductions at a lower cost than their demand-side equivalents.182 This relative
neglect results in part because supply-side initiatives are more obvious threats to current
practices and vested interests. However, limiting the supply of fuels causes price
increases followed by a consumption drop as consumers are encouraged to find
alternatives (public transit, more efficient vehicles, etc.).183
Whether and to what extent such measures would allow a fossil fuel producing country
that foregoes production to claim reductions in downstream emissions as attributable to
itself under the Paris Agreement is an open question with substantial implications.
Although there is no explicit mention of fossil fuels in the Paris Agreement, nothing in
its flexible framework bars national supply-side measures.184
Supply-side policies can also have many other positive impacts on the reduction of
carbon dioxide emissions. They can lower carbon dioxide emission abatement costs
overall, help deliver more efficient demand-side policies, enhance public understanding
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of national climate policies, and prevent fossil fuel over-supply which slows down the
transition towards a fossil fuel-free economy.185 Perhaps most importantly, supply-side
climate policies have the potential to counter the negative impact of the continued
supply of fossil fuels to the market, and the continued expansion of associated long term
infrastructure and dependencies, which creates a “lock-in” effect that jeopardizes the
transition towards a fossil fuel-free economy by “locking out” lower-GHG technologies.
Erickson and Lazarus demonstrated how the construction of the Keystone XL pipeline
would favour a higher consumption of oil by lowering the oil barrel price, which
ultimately would result in greater carbon dioxide emissions.186
Nations could “embed supply-side strategies in their NDCs”, including fossil-fuel
production phase-down targets, commitments to constrain investments in fossil fuel
supply, prohibitive measures on new fossil fuel infrastructures (moratoria, taxes etc.).187
To the degree that they impact levels of exported fossil fuels (and the GHGs embedded
in them), actions like such supply-side strategies fall outside the established reporting
regime of the UNFCCC (as they would not register in the exporting country’s national
inventory reports). Countries have already proposed a variety of non-GHG emissions
targets in their NDCs, suggesting the need for the new Paris transparency framework to
be flexible enough to incorporate a diversity of targets. Such a framework could also
accommodate tracking a phase-down of fossil fuels or other supply-side action.188
These considerations extend also to the international implications of domestic extraction
and supply. For example, Canada’s global GHG footprint roughly doubles when
considering emissions associated with the foreign combustion of oil produced in Canada
and exported abroad.189 It can be argued that restricting Canadian production could have
an effect on global demand, prompting reductions that could deserve serious attention190,
especially if linked with cooperation measures with foreign jurisdictions. Such
cooperation would ensure avoided Canadian fuel does not just get replaced by another
fuel in the market, but is effectively replaced by developments in renewable energy and
alternative transportation, for example.
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2.2.3 To what extent are historical GHG emissions considered in determining the level
of equitable mitigation commitments for countries?
Developed countries and international scientific efforts have generally adopted near-tothe-present base years to communicate relative reductions of GHG emissions. This is
partly based on the fact that efforts to curb GHG emissions, and therefore gather better
emissions data, started in the 1990s.191 Assigning responsibility on this basis aligns with
the beginning of global efforts to fight climate change, in about 1988. Some nations,
such as Canada, have since started using more recent base years (shifting from 1990 to
2005) for expressing GHG reduction targets. However, it is important to distinguish
between baseline year choice for expressing targets and the time horizon chosen for
historical responsibility as two distinct concepts with different implications that should
therefore be determined independently from each other.
Assigning responsibility for historical emissions circa 1990 aligns with the beginning of
global efforts to fight climate change, in about 1988, when any reasonable person, nation
or corporation could be said to know that such emissions were harmful. However, using
this as starting point in time for assigning responsibility gives wealthier industrial
countries amnesty for historical emissions that occurred prior to this date. In contrast,
assigning responsibilities according to the full timeline of historical emissions would
include all GHG emissions that have occurred since about 1800, when the industrial
revolution and major human contributions to GHGs began.192 Another common choice
is 1950, since territorial boundaries were largely settled after World War II, and much of
the fossil fuel infrastructure built since then is still in use, and/or still benefiting
countries.
Taking into account historical emissions is critical to the principle of equity. It means at
least some industrial countries will have used up their fair share of global GHG emission
capacity already and would be climate debtors, required to eliminate their further
emissions as fast as possible and assist abatement efforts in other countries.193
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It has been estimated that “the dispute between developed and developing countries over
the principle of historical responsibility accounts for about 40% of the global GHG
emissions that can occur from 1850 to 2050 without exceeding the carbon budget”.194
2.2.4 How should equity be addressed in the allocation of GHG reduction
responsibilities?
Responsibilities for combating climate change should be distributed in a fair way.195
Whether or not a given approach can be considered fair is a normative judgement, which
can be informed by the relevant normative principles that countries have agreed to in the
UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement. Some of the main options for sharing the global
carbon budget or the global mitigation effort are listed in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Effort Sharing Approaches for Allocating a Carbon Budget196
Cumulative equal Per Capita (CPC) sharing with historical considerations, counting
emissions cumulatively from any period of time from the beginning of industrialisation
onward (circa 1850).
Capacity-based approach where national, corporate or individual wealth is used as a
proxy for ability to act on climate change. For national wealth, either per capita income
or income of those above a development threshold may be used to define capability.
Approaches combining responsibility and capacity, with special attention paid to
developmental needs. These are used to define fair shares of the global mitigation effort
like the metric developed in the Climate Equity Reference Project (CERP).197
Equal Per Capita (EPC) sharing of remaining emissions, starting with the present day
remaining carbon budget (EPC2018).
Grandfathering includes two broad versions:
(i) Full grandfathering (or “eternal grandfathering”) allows all countries to retain a share
of remaining emissions proportional to their historic share, hence perpetuating the
194
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inequitable status quo. It is not compatible with fairness principles.198
(ii) Contraction and Convergence (C&C) has all countries converging to equal per capita
emissions at some fixed date in the future, then collectively contracting to zero, which
allows countries with a currently higher than equal per capita share to perpetuate their
excessive share up until the convergence date, and hence can be described as partial
grandfathering.
Of all approaches proposed, the “equal per capita cumulative emission” version linked
to carbon budget allocations beginning in 1850 would seem to be the fairest of
emissions-based sharing metrics since it incorporates attention to inequities in virtually
all historical emissions, which likewise recognizes the benefits countries have already
gained from activities that appropriated much of the global ability to accommodate
anthropogenic emissions.199 Using financial capability yields a similar outcome since
historic emissions correlate strongly with historical wealth accumulation, since fossil
fuel use enabled industrialization and the wealth that accompanied it. In this sense,
present capability and responsibility for historic emissions are two sides of the same
coin, interchangeable ways of viewing responsibility.
The Climate Equity Reference Project incorporates even more considerations into their
effort-sharing metric, including additional progressivity measures like counting
emissions of those above a certain luxury wealth threshold more than those below while
totally excluding wealth of those below a development threshold from their estimate of
financial capacity. Their tool also allows historic emissions to be treated in the same
way, while also using consumption-based accounts to take trade into consideration.
These further refinements put their tool at the leading edge of equitable sharing
approaches for remaining allowable greenhouse gas emissions. Further refinements
could include consideration for extracted emissions (i.e. attribution of at least partial
responsibility to fossil fuel extractors for emissions occurring outside their borders from
exported fuels).
There is no objective method for deciding what is ultimately “fairest”, however
significant strides have been made in improving upon what is known to be patently
unfair, like those de facto shares by all developed countries.200
Indeed, the approach so far adopted by most developed countries, including Canada, in
setting reduction targets is implicitly based on perpetuating their current overuse of
atmospheric space by “grandfathering” the allocation of remaining emissions
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proportionally to current use. Other studies call this approach “inertia”201 or “constant
emissions ratio,” both of which are euphemistic and therefore misleading to non-expert
readers, and hence we prefer to use the colloquial but more standard term
“grandfathering” or “status quo”. This approach would entitle developed countries to
more of the budget for per capita GHG emissions than poorer countries and has become
a de-facto norm for these countries’ target setting practice despite the advantages in
wealth and capacity and historically greater emissions associated with industrialized
countries. Such an approach clearly cannot be considered “fair sharing”.202 It is highly
unethical to perpetuate the status quo of international inequality linked to emissions
rates, and grandfathering remaining emissions, which uses a share of remaining
emissions proportional to historical use does exactly that by perpetuating the status quo.
Box 3 below sets out a framework for considering effort sharing in light of four
dimensions of responsibility for climate change mitigation efforts. The orange rectangle
represents the combination of options overwhelmingly chosen by the international
regime and the approaches taken by most developed countries, including by Canada.
Box 3. Four Dimensions of Climate Change Mitigation Responsibility
Four Dimensions of Responsibility (Diagram)

Nation
Production
Present
Grandfathering

(1) Who is responsible?
←→
Corporation
←→
(2) What emissions do we count?
←→
Consumption
←→
(3) Over what time period?
←→
Recent Decades
←→
(4) How do we consider equity in future efforts?
←→
Capacity
←→

Individual
Extraction
Full Historical
Per-Capita

Lastly, one crucial consideration in allocating fair share responsibilities is distinguishing
between who has responsibility for emission reductions and where the reductions must
physically occur. Separating these allows developed country climate debtors to deploy
finances to developing countries to fulfil part of their overall fair shares obligation. In
practical terms, this could be implemented formally through internationally transferred
mitigation outcomes as provided for by Article 6.2 and 6.3 of the Paris Agreement. It
could also be implemented informally through financial support, capacity building or
technology transfer, including through bilateral or multilateral channels, that would
allow developing countries to lower emissions below what they could achieve on their
own. Under either approach, reductions abroad or reductions in the future should not be
used as excuses to lower national ambitions.
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2.3 Implications of a Paris-compliant fair share approach for Canada
Canada’s emissions are among the highest in the world on a per capita basis and Canada
has been ranked 54th out of 60 countries on climate action.203 Despite the country’s small
population, we are one of the 10 top emitters of GHGs in the world in absolute terms.204
Therefore, it is not surprising that fair and/or ambitious approaches to allocating
responsibility for emissions have stark implications for Canada.
The discussion so far has left many unresolved questions about what the Paris
Agreement entails for Canada. The global target – keeping overall global warming to
“well below 2°C” and pursuing efforts to limit the increase to 1.5°C” – provides crucial
direction but is imprecise. The associated global deadline for achieving GHG neutrality
is only roughly estimated, and is difficult to clarify without resolving issues about what
is to be counted. In any event, it is only a starting point for determining the
responsibilities of individual countries (and/or corporations and individuals). Nations
have not yet begun serious efforts to quantify “fair share” allocations. Only independent
researchers have developed allocation proposals.205
The result, for countries such as Canada, is reasonable clarity only about the inadequacy
of current efforts. Canada’s current target – its nationally determined contribution – is an
interim step to reduce GHG emissions to 30% below 2005 levels by 2030.206 This
commitment, adopted by the previous federal government with no regard to equity when
the global temperature goal was conceived as 2°C, has so far been maintained by the
present government, despite signing on to the more demanding Paris Agreement
203
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temperature goal. Yet Canada’s NDC was generally recognized to be an inadequate
contribution even to meeting the previous 2°C goal and remains despite Canada signing
on to the more demanding Paris Agreement temperature goal.
In contrast, the Climate Equity Reference Project (CERP) has provided fair share
estimates for meeting a 1.5°C target paying greater attention to Canada’s historical
emissions and economic capability relative to other countries. CERP concludes that
meeting that fair share test would entail GHG emission reductions by Canada of 123138% below 2013 levels by 2030 – in other words, a very stringent domestic 2030 target
of zero anthropogenic GHGs would have to be combined ensuring additional reductions
enabled by Canada but achieved elsewhere (internationally or through permanent sink
enhancements) equivalent to a total of 123-138% of our 2013 levels.207 Indeed, a
cumulative per capita emissions approach that includes historical emissions amounts to a
negative number (necessitating a greater than 100% reduction, even if emissions stopped
immediately), and can be framed as a “climate debt” owed to countries that have not yet
had access to their fair share of atmospheric capacity for greenhouse gases.208 See Figure
1, below.
Figure I shows that all but the least equitable versions of the potentially acceptable
remaining Canadian “fair share” of the global carbon budget result in a negative number,
meaning Canada has already emitted more than its fair share and is a climate debtor.
This also implies that the fairest of fair share deadlines for decarbonization have already
passed for Canada.
The least equitable of what may be deemed a “fair share” is the EPC2018 setting, which
shares remaining emissions equally per capita by year from 2018 to 2100. It is at best
marginally equitable since it neglects historical emissions, and economic inequities that
have arisen between nations due to this unequal distribution of emissions and the
economic development that it facilitated. Keeping this in mind, even if Canada were
allotted such a generous share, shares of 1.5°C and 2°C emissions budgets of 4 and 9 Gt
CO2eq would be exhausted in approximately 5.5 and 12.5 years respectively (or an
average of 9 years to aim for the Paris Agreement objective), at the current national
emissions rate of 722 Mt CO2eq per year. Of course, if emissions were reduced rapidly
in the short term, the budget could be further stretched out over time. Put simply, the
most generous interpretation of Canada’s fair share entails achieving decarbonization
within a decade at current emission rates.209
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Figure 1. Canadian allocations of global carbon budget using annual shares of 1.5
and 2 degree pathways

See Annex for references and methods. Emissions from Land Use, Land Use Change, and
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All the other more defensible fair share options in Figure 1 indicate that Canada is
already in climate debt and not legitimately entitled to any share of future emissions.
Every tonne of GHG emitted today and tomorrow simply adds further to Canada’s
climate indebtedness.
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That said, it is impossible for a country to stop emitting overnight. A transition will take
years if not decades, with the most ambitious political will and best technical capacities
being pushed and improved upon on an iterative basis. The take-home message is
therefore complex: anything Canada emits now is unequivocally an inequitable overuse
of its already unfair share of atmospheric capacity, but we must nevertheless find ways
to act fairly and follow a realistic yet ambitious path to compliance.
It should also be noted that regardless of when and how much negative emissions (by
means of offsets through trade, aid or those achieved physically), the total allocations (as
depicted for example in figure 1 remain the same. This is why representing these
allocations as a single amount of cumulative emissions is more practical for
communicating the scale of the challenge presented to Canada (compared to using
emissions trajectories over time with widely spaced emissions reduction targets).
To date, the Canadian government has not articulated its view of equity or its rationale
for why the current nationally determined contribution could be considered an adequate
and fair contribution to the Paris temperature goal. The federal government has also
issued a mid-century strategy, where it “examines an emissions abatement pathway
consistent with net emissions falling by 80% in 2050 from 2005 levels.” The
government asserts that the strategy is in its view “consistent with the Paris Agreement’s
2°C to 1.5°C temperature goal”.210 However, as noted above, international equity does
not seem to have been considered since this target remains aligned with a national
allocation framework based on current emission shares rather than on equal per-capita
shares. So far, Canada has not formally committed to the mid-century target.
At the fairest most ambitious end of the spectrum, Canada should no longer emit any
GHGs and start investing massively in reductions in other countries. Even at the most
forgiving level, the 2030 NDC is less than justifiable. It falls short of the Paris
commitment to “well below 2°C” warming and would require much more aggressive
reductions post 2030 or relying on controversial, yet to be developed negative emissions
technologies.
Calculations by independent monitors suggest that that global warming would exceed
2°C if all countries followed Canada’s approach to “equitable” effort-sharing and that
Canada’s target “is not consistent with the Paris Agreement’s 1.5°C limit, unless other
countries make much deeper reductions and comparably greater effort”.211
The government of Canada’s stated targets for 2020 and 2030 and contemplated strategy
for 2050 are not compatible with the equitable duties implied by the Paris Agreement
and are only compatible with a grandfathering approach to staying “well below 2C” that
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would assign no responsibility for historical emissions and allow Canada to be a
“climate colonizer”, appropriating more of the carbon budget than its fair share212.
The basics of the needed approach would seem to be the following:
● Canada must acknowledge that it is indebted to those nations that have not had
the opportunity to use their fair share of the atmosphere’s capacities.
● Canada must decarbonize its economy as rapidly and deeply as possible
(politically and technically) but also aid other countries in mitigating their own
emissions through financial and technical assistance. These measures should
only be considered to compensate for emissions reductions that cannot be made
domestically within the fair share deadline or carbon budget. In other words, they
should never be perceived as a substitute for maximum domestic decarbonisation
and should be deployed only once all avenues for domestic mitigation have been
exhausted.213
The Paris Agreement set ambitious temperature and GHG neutrality goals that the
global community is so far failing to achieve. Unfortunately, developed countries,
including Canada, are not setting fair share targets and continue to follow a path more in
line with grandfathering approaches to allocation that they adopted before the more
ambitious Paris temperature goal of “well below 2.0ºC” with efforts to keep below
1.5ºC. Globally, the NDCs, which were put forward before the Paris Agreement, are
more in line with limiting global warming to 3.1C214, a gap also recognized in the
UNFCCC’s Paris decision document.215 Moreover, as will be seen in Part 3, Canada’s
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with holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above
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past actions and existing policies are not sufficient to meet our current 2020 and 2030
targets.
All this adds to the importance of serious effort and rigour in clarifying how to fit the
gap between the Paris Agreement commitments and the needs for guidance for
assessments and decision making on particular climate-significant undertakings. We turn
to that in the next section.

Conclusions and recommendations from Part 2
The Paris Agreement provides broad direction for GHG mitigation. While it leaves
significant uncertainties, the Agreement is certainly demanding and its basic
implications for countries such as Canada are reasonably clear:
● Keeping overall global warming to the Paris Agreement limit of “well below
2ºC” and aiming for 1.5ºC will require immediate and sustained best efforts,
especially by the most advantaged countries.
● Allocating responsibility for GHG reductions requires facing complex questions
about who is responsible, which emissions are counted, over what time period
are emissions counted, and how equity is considered. While there is little
established agreement on the best answers to any of these questions, it is clear
that current efforts are inadequate. Nations, including Canada, have not yet
begun serious efforts to make “fair share” allocations or act on them.
● Using a carbon budget approach as a means of translating the Paris Agreement’s
implications into a global maximum of further GHG emissions compatible with
achieving the temperature goals, reveals that the remaining global budget for
allocation among countries is much smaller than is currently acknowledged in
policy making.
● GHG sinks are a critical component of the global GHG mitigation targets, but
accounting approaches need to be improved by better understanding
anthropogenic impairments and the potential for permanent enhancement of
GHG sinks
● Determining Canada’s fair share allocation of the global carbon budget involves
choices among various options based on competing assumptions. From the
Canadian “fair share” allocations that have been calculated created by
independent researchers, all but the most marginally equitable find that the
remaining Canadian “fair share” of the global carbon budget is negative. That
means every tonne of GHG emitted today and tomorrow simply adds further to
pre- industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C
above pre-industrial levels (…)
17. Notes with concern that the estimated aggregate greenhouse gas emission levels in
2025 and 2030 resulting from the intended nationally determined contributions do not
fall within least-cost 2°C scenarios but rather lead to a projected level of 55 gigatonnes
in 2030, and also notes that much greater emission reduction efforts will be required
than those associated with the intended nationally determined contributions in order to
hold the increase in the global average temperature to below 2°C above pre-industrial
levels by reducing emissions to 40 gigatonnes or to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels by
reducing to a level to be identified (in the next IPCC report).

Canada’s climate indebtedness. Even under the most marginally equitable
option, Canada would exhaust its share of the global carbon budget within a
decade if our GHG emissions continue at current levels.
● Canada’s current approach focuses on national actors and emissions only in
recent years, is weak on limiting further extraction of GHG-generating
hydrocarbons and other undertakings likely to entrench more deeply GHGgenerating practices, and ignores equity considerations and exported and
embedded emissions.
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Part 3. Addressing the gaps between Canada’s Paris commitments and
guidance for assessment
As noted above, by most fair share calculations, Canada’s proper deadline for achieving
GHG neutrality has already passed. Meeting the implied obligations established by these
commitments, which rest on a serious attempt to apply a fair-share approach, requires
nearly instantaneous achievement of GHG neutrality in Canada accompanied by support
for similarly major GHG mitigation achievements in other jurisdictions. This seems
unfeasible. A successful and just transition to a climate-compliant economy and culture
likely cannot be achieved in a decade. We therefore assume that, however pressing
Canada’s fair share deadline may be, we must allow for deliberation as well as action in
moving to GHG neutrality. At the same time, the following discussion recognizes that
any defensible approach to meeting our Paris responsibilities will entail more ambition
and accomplishment than Canada and the provinces and territories have demonstrated so
far.
We can safely conclude only that Canada’s current targets and performance efforts will
not be sufficient to meet our Paris Agreement obligations. Beyond that, a wide range of
possibilities remains. The uncertainties include those about the ultimate Canadian
deadline for GHG neutrality and more specific concerns about what and how GHG
emissions and sink effects, in Canada and beyond, are to be counted.
Nonetheless, we can presume many of the unresolved questions – including those about
the Paris Agreement’s implications for Canada’s ultimate GHG neutralization target and
deadline – will have to be faced in Canada. These questions will arise inherently in
decision making on climate-significant undertakings, in and beyond assessment
processes.
With that assumption in place, this section surveys the existing climate policy landscape
in Canada and identifies key gaps between what is in place and what is needed meet the
Paris Agreement commitments (3.1). We then compare existing Canada-specific
decarbonisation pathways against our commitments and estimate a preliminary feasible
decarbonisation deadline (3.2), and review the ways in which these gaps could be filled,
focussing specifically on providing recommendations for making climate-responsible
decisions (3.3) and identifying climate-specific tools for undertakings subject to
assessment (3.4). The discussion follows a more or less linear path from broad to
specific. However, it recognizes that assessments of individual undertakings sit in a
broader context (of other activities, other sustainability-related considerations, and other
tools for transitioning to meeting the Paris Agreement, etc.).
The tools presented in this part will need further development for use in decision making
on existing and new undertakings and better tools may need to be developed for
analyzing activity alignment with overall climate commitments.

3.1 The existing climate policy landscape in Canada
3.1.1

Absence of comprehensive climate law

Gaps and inconsistencies in policy negatively impact the effectiveness of project
assessment.
The issue of federal jurisdiction over climate change is complex. While no constitutional
jurisdiction issues obstruct the information-gathering step of the assessment, the
decision-making step may be limited to the federal jurisdiction to act on climate change.
Federal jurisdiction to implement a carbon price under its taxation power and to regulate
GHG emissions under its criminal law power is well established. Additional possible
grounds for federal jurisdiction include the interprovincial and international nature of the
impacts of climate change, and residual federal powers over matters of national concern
and emergencies under the principle of Peace, Order, and Good Government (POGG).
While none of these powers establishes unlimited federal jurisdiction over climate
change, they collectively establish clear federal jurisdiction to act.
There has been no overarching framework for climate law at the federal level since 2012
when the Conservative government repealed the previous law based on the Kyoto
Protocol.216 This unduly complicates the development of coherent and effective
domestic climate policy. So far, the federal government has not signalled intentions to
remedy entirely this legal vacuum, but at the time of writing, has proposed several
regulatory steps under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act 1999 and passed a
GHG pricing statute to implement the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and
Climate Change as detailed below.
Although compliance with climate commitments can be directly included in assessment
law (see Part 4), it would be ideal if comprehensive climate law were introduced to
provide an overarching, coherent framework for climate action and clarify how our
international climate change mitigation commitments are to be implemented under
Canadian law. However, even in the absence of such an overarching framework for
climate law, other elements of Canadian policy have a bearing on the climate mitigation
regime and should inform its development.
A federal legislative framework should be adopted to ensure compliance of government
decisions and legislation with the Paris Agreement. This gold standard approach would
combine a comprehensive climate law/Paris Implementation Act, which would provide
for the development of pathways in line with a carbon budget approach based on
Canada’s fair share. This would likely end up setting a price on GHG emissions and
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Kyoto Protocol Implementation Act, SC 2007, c 30 as repealed by Bill C-38, An Act to implement
certain provisions of the budget tabled in Parliament on March 29, 2012 and other measures, 1st Sess. 41st
Parl. 2012 (assented to 29th June, 2012) c. 19 s. 699. For a description of the previous government’s poor
legacy of climate and environmental in Canada, see Karine Péloffy, “Kivalina v. Exxonmobil: A
Comparative Case Comment”, McGill International Journal of Sustainable Development Law and Policy,
9.1 (2013), p.129-130.
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enabling application of other non-market mechanisms, which at best would be in line
with Canada’s fair share contribution to the Paris effort, and at the very least ensure the
achievement of the government’s current reduction ambitions. Such an act could also
ensure adequate consideration of climate impacts worldwide of Canadian projects and
programs as well as ensure respect for human rights and indigenous people rights in all
aspects of climate action.
However, even in the absence of such overarching framework law, other elements of
Canadian law and policy have bearing on the climate mitigation regime and should
inform its development.
There are three overlapping components of Canada’s action on climate mitigation:
1) interim targets (e.g., Canada’s nationally determined contribution of a 30% GHG
emission reduction from 2005 levels by 2030);217
2) associated strategic frameworks (e.g., the Pan-Canadian Framework’s set of
policy initiatives slowly turning into legislation meant to come close to meeting
the 2030 objective, and the Mid-Century Long-Term Low-Greenhouse Gas
Development Strategy);218
3) pre-existing economic and regulatory tools of broad application (e.g., carbon
taxes and cap-and-trade mechanisms in some provinces) or more focused
influence (e.g., energy efficiency standards and public transit funding).219
3.1.2

Federal climate policies under the Pan-Canadian Framework

Under the Pan-Canadian Framework, federal, provincial, and territorial governments
will collaborate to meet or exceed Canada’s 2030 target of a 30% reduction below 2005
GHG levels. In December 2016, the federal, provincial and territorial governments, with
the exception of Saskatchewan and Manitoba, signed the Pan-Canadian Framework.
Manitoba later signed on to the Framework in February 2018,220 while Alberta withdrew
from in August 2018.221 Under this agreement, federal, provincial and territorial
governments intend to work collaboratively “to reduce emissions, build resilience to a
changing climate and enable clean economic growth” with the objective of “meeting or
217
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exceeding Canada's 2030 target of a 30 percent reduction below 2005 levels of
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions”.222 This goal will be achieved mainly through (i)
carbon pricing, (ii) a coal phase-out, (iii) methane regulation, (iv) investments in clean
technology innovation, and (v) the creation of the Canada Infrastructure Bank. 223
i) Carbon pricing
The main pillar of the Pan-Canadian Framework is a federal carbon pollution pricing
system – the backstop –, which will apply in jurisdictions that do not have carbon
pricing systems in place. Currently, Alberta, British Columbia and Québec have their
own carbon pricing systems and are expected to be exempled from the federal backstop
if their own systems are considered equivalent.224 The federal backstop is provided in
the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Act passed into law in June 2018.225 However, both
Saskatchewan and Ontario have filed references with their respective Courts of Appeal
and are in the process of challenging and contesting the constitutionality of the federal
legislation.226
The price is to be set at $10/tonne CO2e in 2018, rising to $50/tonne CO2e in 2022.227
Carbon prices beyond that time horizon have not been specified, giving rise to policy
uncertainty in the medium to long term period that major infrastructure and project
decisions should take into account. The amount of Canadian emissions the carbon
pricing backstop will cover is not specified and it is not an economy wide carbon price.
To be as effective as possible, it should apply “as broadly as possible—ideally to all
accurately measurable sources of emissions, rather than only to fossil fuel producers or
distributors” or emitters above 50 kt or more of CO2e per year as currently proposed.228
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In contrast, it is expected that most emissions from the fossil fuel industry will be
exempt from the pricing mechanism.229
The federal government’s pricing system will apply to seven GHGs and consist of two
components:
1) A carbon levy applied to fossil fuels and combustible waste, mainly payable by
fuel producers, fuel distributors and transportation carriers. The levy will
increase annually and be set by type of fuel.
2) An “output-based pricing system for industrial facilities that emit above a certain
threshold, with an opt-in capability for smaller facilities with emissions below
the threshold”.230 These facilities would not pay charges on fuels purchased.231
“The output-based pricing system will apply to all industrial facilities that emit 50
kilotonnes (kt) or more of CO2e per year. It will not apply to facilities in specifically
listed sectors such as buildings (including municipal, hospitals, universities, schools,
commercial), waste and wastewater, regardless of the quantity of their emissions.
Facilities in industrial sectors that emit less than 50 kt of CO2e per year will have the
ability to “opt in”.232
In 2017, ECCC contemplated the OBS would complement “methane reduction
regulations for the oil and gas sector” and apply to flaring, venting and fugitive
emissions233 but the latter two important sources of emissions seem to have been
dropped from the legislative proposal, which would now only apply to flaring. The
carbon levy will not apply to exported fuels.234
The proposed legislation sets out “output-based standards for the following industrial
sectors: oil and gas, pulp and paper, chemicals, nitrogen fertilizers, lime, cement, base
metal smelting and refining, potash, iron ore pelletizing, mining, iron and steel, and food
processing.”235 Additional sectors may be included in the future. “The government is
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considering how to apply carbon pricing to offshore oil and gas and to electricity
generation.”236
This broad application to all industrial sectors does not provide the
targeted application to emission-intensive trade-exposed industries that is
necessary for the program to be successful. The OB pricing system is, by
design, a subsidy provided to high emitting facilities. If the program is
not targeted only to those sectors that can demonstrate a material
competitiveness impact and need for the program, it would be unfair to
other parties within the OB pricing system and to all parties participating
in climate programs more broadly. Maximizing the benefit of the OB
carbon pricing system can only be achieved if it is only applied where and
when it is necessary.237
The output-based pricing system will have compliance credits, implying the need for
robust verification and compliance, measures. The output-based pricing system has
faced criticism for its risks and deficiencies:
1) The exemption of GHG intensive Canadian industries runs counter to its
objective of climate mitigation.
2) Eligible industries will be able to avoid paying most of the carbon price in
provinces that adopt the OBPS.238
3) Only a small portion (5%) of Canadian industry faces the kind of competitive
pressure that would necessitate free allocations under the OBPS. However, in
some provinces (notably Alberta), a significant proportion of industry will be
allowed to benefit from the OBPS.239
4) Gaps in pricing for the oil & gas and electricity sectors will lead to complications
for assessments.
5) The blanket exemption of vulnerable sectors will reduce the effectiveness of the
policy in reducing emissions and would also impose a greater burden on the
remaining sectors.240
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6) By treating some sectors differently from others, the OBPS discriminates across
sectors, can be divisive, and can undermine the political acceptance of the
policy.241
7) The more permits are provided for free, the less carbon pricing revenue is
generated.242
8) The draft legislation does not indicate how long large polluters will be able to
benefit from the OBPS and avoid paying the full price of carbon.
9) Information asymmetry poses a challenge to the effectiveness of the OBPS, as it
will be difficult for the government to properly match both emissions and
production data across facilities within the OBP product group.243
10) The OBPS poses a great deal of risk for product groups with a limited number of
facilities or multiproduct facilities where the attribution of emissions to product
groupings can be a challenge.244
ii) Coal phase out
The Pan-Canadian Framework plans cooperation between “Federal, provincial, and
territorial governments [...] to accelerate the phase out of traditional coal units across
Canada, by 2030.”245 In February 2018, the Minister of Environment and Climate
Change announced that existing regulations would be amended to accelerate the phaseout of traditional coal-fired electricity by 2030 at the latest.246 Under these regulatory
proposals, the phase-out will be accelerated by ensuring that all coal-fired units meet a
performance standard of 420 t CO2 /GWh by December 31, 2029.
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Under the coal-fired electricity regulations that were published by the previous
government in 2012 and that came into effect in July 2015, coal-fired electricity units
were required to meet a performance standard of 420 t CO2 /GWh; however, existing
units would only have to comply with this standard by the end of their operating life
(defined as between 45 and 50 years after commissioning dates). The newly proposed
amendments correct this policy gap by requiring that plants comply with the 420 t CO2
/GWh standard by December 31, 2029 or by the end of their useful life, whichever is
sooner.247 Fourteen units are expected to be affected by these amendments. Coal-fired
electricity unit operators can meet the performance standard by installing carbon capture
and storage (CCS) or by using carbon-neutral biomass. It is expected that most units will
be shut down or converted to run on natural gas as a result of these proposed
amendments.248 However, due to the equivalency agreement signed in 2015, existing
coal-fired facilities in Nova Scotia may be allowed to continue operating despite not
being able to meet the standards prescribed by the federal regulations.249
These proposed regulatory amendments are complemented by a proposal for new
greenhouse gas regulations for natural-gas-fired electricity. The natural gas regulations
are intended to ensure that efficient technology is used with new natural-gas-fired
electricity generation, to encourage the early conversion of coal-fired plants to run on
natural gas, and to provide assurance that higher emitting coal-to-gas converted plants
will be phased out over time.250 The timeframe of this phase out is to be determined by
annual performance tests of the converted coal boilers’ GHG emission intensity.251
Those with the highest emissions would not be permitted to run past their end of life252,
while those emitting the lowest GHG emissions would be permitted to run for up to 10
years after their end-of life-date.253
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iii) Methane regulations
The Pan-Canadian Framework also provides for methane and hydrofluorocarbon (HFC)
reductions. Methane and HFCs are potent GHGs, dozens to thousands of times more
powerful than carbon dioxide over the short-term horizon. The oil and gas sector is the
largest contributor to methane emissions in Canada. The Framework document reports,
“Building on provincial actions and targets, the federal government has committed to
reduce methane emissions by 40-45 percent by 2025.”254 The baseline date is not stated.
This goal was put forward in the proposed Regulations Respecting Reduction in the
Release of Methane and Certain Volatile Organic Compounds (Upstream Oil and Gas
Sector)255. According to the Pembina Institute, “Canada softened its approach on oil and
gas methane regulation in 2017 — leaving inexpensive emissions reductions
opportunities on the table.’’256 Pembina experts describe this as “the most egregious
policy backslide on the climate file in 2017.’’257
iv) Clean technology
The Pan-Canadian Framework strategy for developing clean technology includes
investments in early stage innovation, mainly by Sustainable Development Technology
Canada, and in the growth of existing green technologies. The strategy also aims to
foster the adoption of clean technology by public sector entities, Indigenous peoples,
consumers and the industry through the implementation of action plans and certification
programs, for instance.258 In the 2016 budget, several funds were planned to achieve
these goals.259
This policy may influence what technologies and alternatives are available for
undertakings subject to assessment.
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v) Infrastructure Bank
In 2017, the Canada Infrastructure Bank was created with the purpose of investing and
seeking to “attract investment from private sector investors and institutional investors, in
infrastructure projects in Canada or partly in Canada that will generate revenue and that
will be in the public interest by, for example, supporting conditions that foster economic
growth or by contributing to the sustainability of infrastructure in Canada.”260 Parts of
the $35 billion public investment are earmarked for specific environmental purposes.261
For example, $5 billion will be set aside for “green infrastructure projects, including
those that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, deliver clean air and safe water systems,
and promote renewable power,”262 along with another $5 billion for public transit
systems, as well as an investment of $5 billion for trade and transport corridors.
The Infrastructure Bank will have a large and expansive mandate that does not define
the notion of “public interest” or specify decision-making criteria that reflect Canada’s
climate change mitigation commitments.263 Guidance, perhaps developed through
strategic assessments, will be required on how to incorporate climate criteria in
investment decision making. There is a dire need to ensure criteria are provided for these
important public investments since previous green infrastructure funding by the federal
government has a deplorable record in deliver positive environmental impacts and
reporting on the impacts of these investments.
The Infrastructure Bank has undertaken an approach to develop evergreen guidance
through its ‘Climate Lens’ which should be celebrated for the effort but would greatly
benefit from further elaboration.264
According to the 2016 Spring Report of the Commissioner of the Environment and
Sustainable Development on Federal Support for Sustainable Municipal Infrastructure,
“Infrastructure Canada could not adequately demonstrate that the [Gas Tax] Fund has
resulted in cleaner air, cleaner water, and reduced emissions of greenhouse gases” and
was “not adequately considering environmental risks, such as climate change, in how it
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made funding decisions”.265 Moreover, the Report found that “Infrastructure Canada did
not implement the performance measurement strategy that it would have needed to
determine whether the Fund was meeting its objectives, and to report on results to
Parliament and the Canadian public.”266 Without an effective strategy and reporting
guidelines, the Canada Infrastructure Bank will be impaired by the same deficiencies.
According to economist Toby Sanger, “[w]hat’s needed is much more comprehensive
and rigorous analysis of the economic, social and environmental costs and benefits of
different projects and alternative ways of achieving these outcomes. While not all
benefits can be easily or precisely quantified, many intangible impacts can be estimated,
with tools available that provide simple calculations of some of the environmental
benefits associated with buildings and infrastructure projects.”267
vi) Clean Fuel Standard
In November 2016, the federal government announced its intention to enact Clean Fuel
Standard Regulations under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999, that
would reduce Canada’s GHG emissions through the increased use of lower carbon fuels,
energy sources and technologies, and thus complement the pan-Canadian approach to
pricing carbon pollution.268 The Clean Fuel Standard aims to achieve 30 Mt of annual
GHG emissions reductions by 2030, in view of meeting Canada’s NDC target of 30%
emission reduction below 2005 levels by 2030.269 A regulatory framework was
published in December 2017, outlining the scope of the regulations, regulated parties,
the carbon intensity approach, the timing for the regulations, and compliance
mechanisms such as credit trading.270 The final regulations are expected to be published
in mid-2019. Once implemented, the Clean Fuel Standard “will require producers,
importers or distributors to reduce the carbon intensity of fuels, also known as the
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carbon footprint.”271 Under these regulations, different pollution-reduction targets will
be set for gas, liquid and solid fuels from all sectors of the Canadian economy.
Depending on the design of the system, this policy may have an impact on assessments,
as it may affect the production of fuel and the costs of consumed fuels. A recently
published study found that a well-designed Clean Fuel Standard would drive job
creation and investment in the clean energy sector, pass on a minimal amount of costs to
taxpayers, and would be effective in reducing emissions.272 In fact, the Clean Fuel
Standard would cut more carbon pollution than any other policy stemming from the
Pan-Canadian Framework.
The deficiencies of the standard become apparent when compared to California, which
pioneered the idea of including all lifecycle emissions, including those associated with
land-use change. In California, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, which regulates all the
oil that is sold in the State, bases its GHG evaluations over the entire lifecycle GHG
emissions, including indirect emissions caused by land use emissions as well as
downstream emissions issued from the ultimate combustion of the fuel.273 The
California Oil Production Greenhouse gas Emissions Estimator (OPGEE), an open
source, transparent and accessible model, has provided GHG intensity values for
production and transport of 67 types of Canadian crudes. Although the spectrum is wide,
Canadian crudes GHG intensity values are amongst the highest of the petroleum
products sold in California.274
Given that foreign jurisdictions have been able to estimate land use emissions associated
with Canadian oil extraction, we see no justifiable reason to exclude such considerations
from policies and assessment especially in a context where preserving the carbon stocks
of the boreal forest and peatlands will become a global imperative (see case study
Section.3.4.1 for the assessment context). So far as we could verify, no Canadian
jurisdiction assesses land use emissions associated with oil extraction.”
Conclusion on the PCF tools and climate policies
Although it is a great step in the right direction and could “set Canada on a course to cut
nearly 200 megatonnes (Mt) of carbon pollution’’275, the Pan-Canadian Framework in
itself does not reach the NDC since there are 44 Mt of CO2eq emissions above the 2030
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target of 523 MT CO2eq /year for which there are no current mitigation pathways.276 All
in all, the Pan-Canadian Framework serves as a policy vehicle for Canada to take some
action on climate change; however, it contains many gaps, details and exceptions that
may endanger their policy efficiency, and in any case, will need to be considered in
future assessments.
In sum, while the main pillars of the Pan-Canadian Framework are promising within
Canada’s climate policy landscape, critical gaps remain that will hinder their
effectiveness in reducing emissions. The GHG emission abatement requirements of
these evolving policies, under the Pan-Canadian Framework, are not stringent enough
to meet the current 2030 target277, which is in turn insufficient to meet the Paris
Agreement commitments. This gap needs to be addressed through further policy action.
A collaborative report published in March 2018 by the federal Commissioner of the
Environment and Sustainable Development and the provincial auditors general found
that no government in Canada has met all its climate change commitments and that most
who have set greenhouse gas reduction targets are not on track to meet them. Moreover,
the report states that no government in Canada is fully prepared to adapt to the impacts
of climate change. While a majority of provinces and territories have developed highlevel strategies to reduce emissions, they lack detailed timelines, implementation plans,
and cost estimates. In addition, many governments lack the information necessary to
determine whether their planned actions would be enough to meet their emission
reduction targets, or are already aware that their planned actions will fall short. The
report states that “[m]eeting Canada’s 2030 target will require substantial effort and
actions beyond those currently planned or in place”, as “Canada would still need to
reduce emissions by a further 66 megatonnes” to meet its 2030 target if all of the
greenhouse gas reduction actions in the Pan-Canadian Framework are implemented in a
timely manner. The report also points to a lack of coordination between the federal,
provincial, and territorial orders of government.278
The Pan-Canadian Framework continues to face a variety of challenges from provincial
governments. In addition to their respective constitutional challenges, Saskatchewan and
Ontario have either put forth inadequate carbon pricing plans or repealed existing plans.
In August 2018, Saskatchewan unveiled a plan to price carbon based on out-put
performance standards which only partially applies to industry and falls short of the
federal government’s benchmark requirements.279 Similarly, Ontario cancelled its cap276
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and-trade system.280 New Brunswick and Alberta have also signalled their opposition to
the federal Framework. New Brunswick has chosen to intervene in support of both the
Ontario and Saskatchewan governments in their constitutional challenges of the federal
carbon tax in addition to recently stating their intent to launch their own constitutional
challenge.281 Finally, in the fallout of the Federal Court of Appeal’s decision quashing
the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion, Alberta publicly withdrew from the Framework
stating that while Alberta’s carbon pricing plan will remain in force, it would not follow
any federal benchmarks.282
Assessment processes will need to consider must measures proposed in the PCF. For
example, analysis will be necessary to understand how carbon pricing mechanisms
affect the financial viability of projects covered by the regime or projects which rely on
products covered by the regime, taking into account the increased stringency of carbon
pricing over time.283 Likewise, federal investment and subsidies programs, such as those
that will be administered by the Infrastructure Bank, will need to prioritize funding
projects that are climate friendly and “minimize investments into assets that could
become stranded and maximize cumulative emission reductions”.284 All processes will
need to maximize uptake of new low-emission technologies. 285
Further, partly due to past federal inaction on the climate file, jurisdictions in Canada
have adopted different regulatory pricing schemes to deal with GHG reductions. Quebec
adopted a cap-and-trade system linked to US states’ markets to which Ontario adhered
the Ford administration announced its withdrawal while British Columbia and the
federal government have opted for a carbon tax. There will first be a need to ensure
equivalency between the different jurisdictions’ efforts, which will be a challenge.286
Regulations from all legal orders, including indigenous and municipal, will have to be
considered in assessment.
The different provincial and federal approaches to pricing carbon as well as the use of
non-market mechanisms will have to be taken into account in assessments of projects
and strategic undertakings, depending on the jurisdictions affected.
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3.1.3

Energy policy “dialogues”

In addition to the Pan-Canadian Framework, energy policy is central to Canada’s
climate framework. After a short period of consultations in 2017, Natural Resources
Minister, Jim Carr announced “the federal government’s long-promised national energy
strategy won’t be a single document, but an ongoing conversation with Canadians about
the issue.”287. The “ongoing conversation” approach appears thus far to lack reliable
clarity about long-term commitments of the kind needed for planning and decision
making on climate-significant energy undertakings, especially when it comes to
“planned increases in our overall production and continued global and domestic use of
fossil fuels, an objective that is seemingly at irreconcilable odds with Canada’s stated
goal of reducing emissions and moving away from fossil fuels.”288
The Expert Panel on the modernization of the National Energy Board in their May 2017
report highlighted the inconsistency between fossil fuel production in Canada and
climate action:
“On the one hand we have a clear expression of high level government
policy and targets to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Following
the 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change, governments in all the
regions of Canada agreed to calls for major reductions in energy
emissions and, by implication, a significant restructuring of our energy
production, use, and related energy infrastructure, revolving around a
radical change in our production and use of fossil fuels. Most of the
actions required to realize these goals are in the hands of provinces and
territories, who design strategies that meet their unique circumstances,
and are supported by broad agreements with the prime minister and
premiers. However, at the same time, the same federal government (in
partnership with the provinces) is exploring the creation of large pipeline
projects which inherently signal planned increases in our overall
production and continued global and domestic use of fossil fuels, an
objective that is seemingly at irreconcilable odds with Canada’s stated
goal of reducing emissions and moving away from fossil fuels.”289
Beyond the methane regulations and price on carbon, there is very little federal policy
direction on the role of the oil and gas sector contemplated in the Pan-Canadian
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Framework and Mid-Century Strategy. This is a clear policy gap since the oil sector is
the largest source of GHG emissions nationally.
Further, the government does not seem to be taking action on the commitment to phase
out and rationalize inefficient fossil fuel subsidies at the G20 Summit in 2009. Public
subsidies to the fossil fuel sector are still made in Canada to the estimated tune of about
CAD $3.3 billion annually for oil and gas producers, which include reduced property
taxes, special tax deductions for the industry and direct infusions of cash from both
federal and provincial governments.290 The federal government was responsible for
CAD $1.6 billion of that amount, before purchasing the Transmountain pipeline project
and providing further subsidies to the oil industry in 2018. Such fossil fuel subsidies act
as a negative emissions price and provide an unfair advantage to fossil fuels as
compared to renewables.
In 2017, an Independent Audit Report on fossil fuel subsidies by the Auditor General of
Canada indicated that “the Department of Finance Canada and Environment and Climate
Change Canada did not define what the G20 commitment means in the context of
Canada’s national circumstances”.291 Because the Department of Finance Canada did
not provide proper documents, the Auditor General could not consider whether the G20
commitment was met.292 The Auditor General also noted that even if Environment and
Climate Change Canada “developed a plan to guide the initial stages of its work, it did
not yet know the extent of federal non-tax measures that could be inefficient fossil fuel
subsidies.”293
Given that the oil and gas sector development is driven by private investments, a
collective of 72 scholars from all ten Canadian provinces suggested that: “Governments
should transfer the total environmental cost of production from taxpayers to those
investors”.294 Their report suggests ways to internalize climate mitigation and damages
costs.
Instead, the fossil fuel industry received almost twice as much funding as renewable
energy for research, development and deployment. Federal and provincial investments in
research, development and deployment from 2011-2015 totalled $2,261 million for the
fossil fuel industry, including carbon capture and storage, and $1,394 million for
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renewable energy.295 Such investments will likely and unfortunately lead to an
innovation focus on marginal rather than transformational impacts on GHG reductions
and insufficient mitigation.
As a result, Canada’s energy policy framework is uncertain and inconsistent with the
commitments to climate action, especially with respect to the future of fossil fuels. This
tension between climate change mitigation commitments and the private and public
interests of fossil fuels industries and fossil fuel producing regions underlies and has
long stifled Canadian discussions around climate policy broadly and considerations of
climate in recent Canadian assessments.
Hopefully these discrepancies, inconsistencies and gaps will be resolved through the
announced federal strategic assessment of implications of climate commitments for
project level assessments. In the meantime, there is significant uncertainty regarding the
specific prices and regulations that will apply to different projects, how assessments
should take account of this differing and evolving treatment of key sectors to the
transition.
3.2 Lessons from Existing Canadian Decarbonization Pathways
Existing published works on Canadian decarbonisation pathways are recent but rapidly
expanding. There are no proposed feasibility based pathways for decarbonisation by
2030 or earlier which would be more in line with Canada’s fair share under the Paris
Agreement. The best available studies explore ambitious Canadian pathways towards
decarbonisation towards the 2050 horizon and beyond. Although these existing
decarbonization pathways do not give serious consideration to fair sharing principles,
they are still useful as the examples of Canada-specific guidance for predicting the
amount of cumulative emissions reductions and their trajectories that can be achieved in
a technically and economically efficient manner.
Existing decarbonization pathways for Canada have been proposed by independent
modeling projects, namely the Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project (DDPP) by
Bataille et al,296 the Energy and Materials Research Group by Jaccard et al (EMRG)297,
the Trottier Energy Futures Project (TEFP)298 and the Solutions Projects by Jacobson et
295
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al.299 All the Canada specific models have inherent political assumptions. EMRG does
not use a carbon price to promote emissions abatement, since they feel that a price high
enough to have a significant impact is not politically viable).
The most ambitious model, the Solutions Project (Jacobson et al.) differs from the
previous models in providing a nationally-aggregated pathway to achieve 100%
domestic energy production using existing renewable energy technologies, only
constrained by technological and economic limits, instead of exploring how the
economy will respond to specific policies (e.g. carbon pricing, efficiency measures
subsidy programs). It can be interpreted as the lower bound of what is deemed
technically possible when political conditions are favourable. That is not to say that it is
a physical lower limit, since technologies may change to allow for deeper and more
rapid emissions cuts.
DDPP provides a reasonable approximation for what Canada’s decarbonization pathway
would be if Canada chooses to pursue more ambitious climate action, in keeping with its
promise to ratchet up ambition in the near-term, but is by no means the most rapid
pathway possible. It simply represents what is presently believed to be the most
ambitious of feasible pathways without making any substantial changes to the current
political climate, people’s attitudes and culture or behaviour, and without any markedly
improved available technologies. For example, the more ambitious Solutions Project
could be employed if political circumstances allowed it. The TEFP model at present
covers only 73% of GHG emissions, and therefore includes only a portion of the
national economy.
In Figure 2, the bars show the cumulative emissions (carbon dioxide, methane, and
nitrous oxide) from the different pathways described above, stacked against the equity
bounds and median equity cumulative emissions allowances of the Paris Quota derived
from part 2 representing estimates for Canadian allocations of global carbon budget
using annual shares of 1.5C and 2C degree pathways.
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Figure 2. Allowable cumulative emissions for high, median and low equity Paris
quotas, compared to cumulative emissions from Canadian decarbonization
pathways.300

Committed emissions include infrastructure up to 2012 and hence should be treated as a
lower bound. All targets are those of the federal government’s past and current
administrations. When including committed emissions, all fair shares of any budget in
the Paris range of 1.5°C to well below 2°C below preindustrial temperatures are
unequivocally exhausted. Even under the largest fair share of the largest allowable
carbon budget under Paris, by any definition of equity or any estimate of the global
carbon budget, Canada will not be in compliance unless existing infrastructure is
decommissioned before the end of its economic lifetime.
It is clear that none of the pathways developed so far can limit cumulative Canadian
emissions in line with even with the most generous least equitable version of Canada’s
fair share of the Paris Agreement represented by the Paris Quotas. The Solutions Project
comes close to the Low Equity Paris Quota and constitutes the most ambitious/fairest
decarbonization pathway, followed by DDPP. Since Canada’s committed emissions
from existing infrastructures alone are greater than the least equitable Paris Quota, phase
300

All values represent allowable or projected total emissions from 2018 to 2050. The total “Paris Gap” is
shown here as the difference between the DDPP emissions and the low/median/high-equity Paris quotas.
The Paris Gap represents the accumulated difference between what is achieved in a particular pathway,
and what is “fair” according to a range of equity considerations. The dark blue bar represents the
cumulative emissions under Environment Canada’s pathway to Canada’s NDC then following a linear
trajectory to the mid-century objective of 80% below 2005 levels described in Canada’s Mid Century
Strategy. There has been no explicit modeling by EC showing how Canada can achieve reductions
required to meet its mid-century target (linear interpolation shown with blue dashed line). The pathway
modeled by EMRG (light blue line) meets the NDC target but is not as ambitious as the path required to
meet the mid-century target of 80% below 2005 levels by 2050. Government of Canada, Canada’s MidCentury Long-Term Low-Greenhouse Gas Development Strategy (2016). See Annex for more details.

out of existing emitting infrastructure would be fairly consistent with a low-equity Paris
decarbonization pathway.
The Paris Gap is the difference between the cumulative emissions it owes under an
equitable distribution of a Paris Agreement carbon budget, referred to here as its “Paris
Quota”, and what it will end up emitting between now and its eventual decarbonisation,
by providing financial and technological help to climate creditor nations. The Gap is
calculated here, for illustrative purposes, between the DDPP and the three equity
outcomes shown.
The concept of a Paris Gap can be used to estimate the level of international assistance
Canada would have to commit towards internationally transferred mitigation outcomes
in order to compensate for insufficient domestic mitigation. It is clear that Canada will
have to act with greatest ambition possible to decarbonize its economy as quickly and
soon as possible, allowing the maximum possible room for the climate creditor nations
to use what little of atmospheric capacity is left under the Paris Agreement.
In other words, just because Canada can’t do its fair share based on domestic mitigation
alone, doesn’t mean it should give up on rapid decarbonization. On the contrary, Canada
should pursue the most rapid decarbonization possible and make up its Paris Gap.
Figure 3. Canadian Decarbonization Pathway Trajectories towards 2050

Figure 3301 illustrates the different decarbonization pathways compared to business as
usual and current policies pathways until 2050. Clearly, existing federal government
301
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policies do not yet reach what seems to be feasible under the independent
decarbonization pathways.
The DDPP pathway (dark green line) outperforms the pathway needed to achieve the
target set in Canada’s Mid-Century Strategy302 and brings the economy to near but not
full decarbonization by 2050. The light green cross marks a 2050 decarbonization date,
which is achievable with existing technologies according to the Solutions Project (light
green line).
Hence, the earliest technologically feasible date identified in any of the studies for
decarbonization in Canada is 2050 and should be considered the latest possible deadline
to do so. Reconsidering what is politically, culturally, and behaviourally possible could
bring the decarbonization deadline closer to the short term and reduce the gap between
mitigation efforts in Canada and what is considered to be our fair share.
Possible pathways that are yet to be conceived could account for greater rapidity and
depth of decarbonization made possible by more fundamental shifts in human behaviour
or technological innovation. None of the models developed to date factors either of these
uncertainties into its design and so should be perceived as a floor to ambition, not a
ceiling. The existing models are conservative in design, not because that reflects the
views of the analysts but because the model exercises have been formulated to answer
the question of what is possible within the current economic and political system using
existing technologies.
Figure 4303 compares two decarbonization pathways (EMRG and DDPD) with business
as usual and existing policies projections by sectors of the Canadian economy. Even
these non-Paris compliant pathways clearly have negative implications for new projects
that would release or facilitate significant GHG emissions throughout the period when
GHG emissions are to be eliminated, as well as for new projects that would have GHG
emitting lifetimes that extend past the deadline for GHG neutrality.

Pathways Project (DDPP) and the Energy and Materials Research Group (EMRG). BAU projections
produced in-house by Environment Canada (EC) are shown by the red line, and are quite consistent with
the independent BAU estimate. Projected emissions pathways that include implementation of PCF
measures are shown as the light orange line. Additional measures are still required to meet the 2030 target
as specified in Canada’s Nationally-Determined Contribution (NDC), with a hypothetical pathway that
will achieve the missing 44Mt towards the 2030 NDC shown as the blue line. There has been no explicit
modeling by EC showing how Canada can achieve reductions required to meet its mid-century target
(linear interpolation shown with blue dashed line).
302
Government of Canada, Canada’s Mid-Century Long-Term Low-Greenhouse Gas Development
Strategy (2016).
303
Blue lines denote results from the Energy and Materials Modeling Group (EMRG) and green lines
show the Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project (DDPP). “Business As Usual” (BAU) and Existing
Policies (Reference) projections are shown as ranges given by the combination of both modeling projects,
denoted by the shaded area in grey and red, respectively. Here, historical emissions are shaded out with
the dark transparent rectangle, since all modelling started at 2005. Annual and cumulative emissions are
measured in million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalents (Mt CO2eq). Cumulative emissions for the EMRG
and DDPP decarbonization pathways are the sum of annual emissions from 2018 to 2050 (inclusive).

Figure 4. Comparison of business-as-usual and existing policy emission projections
by sector, with sectoral decarbonization pathways

Sectors that show promising amount of achievable reductions are the largest emitting
sectors in oil and gas extraction and “manufacturing, mining and industry.” It is virtually
impossible to mitigate emissions sufficiently to meet even current NDC targets without
making substantial cuts in these key sectors. Examples of implications of existing
pathways are provided here for two key sectors of the Canadian transition: oil and gas
and hydro-electricity.
Oil and gas: There is strong agreement in modelling studies that petroleum crude
extraction must be nearly fully decarbonized by mid-century. Decarbonization pathways
from the Energy and Materials Modeling Group304 (EMRG) and the Deep
Decarbonization Pathways Project for Canada305 (DDPP) allow for 2.9 and 2.8 Gt
CO2eq respectively for the oil extraction sector. The Solutions Project calls for the most
ambitious reductions and is the only model that yields full-decarbonization (across all
304
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sectors) by mid-century. The Trottier Energy Futures Project (TEFP) allows for the
second smallest amount of emissions remaining for the oil extraction sector.306
Conversely, projections from existing regulations allow yearly emissions from oil
extraction to be in excess of 200 Mt CO2eq for the next decade, roughly half of which
would be from the oil sands alone. The policy and assessment implications regarding
future Canadian fossil fuel development centre on immediate and demanding steps to
avoid locking-in GHG intensive infrastructure that would make future compliance with
the Paris Agreement goals nearly impossible to achieve. According to the Re-energizing
Canada report, “If Canada is to meet its climate change commitments, there will need to
be a major reduction in either the magnitude of oil production in Canada or the GHG
intensity associated with recovery and processing of each barrel of oil or bitumen”.307
There needs to be a credibly equitable sharing of decarbonization burden across sectors
in Canada. The oil and gas sector needs to contract because it is otherwise unfair that
everyone else must contract in a draconian way. There is an opportunity cost to
Canadians of assigning privilege to the oil and gas industry if this country is to do its fair
share under the Paris Agreement. Indeed, a recent senatorial report highlighted:
“According to Environment and Climate Change Canada projections as of November
2016, Canada must reduce annual emissions by 219 Mt CO2eq in order to meet its 2030
target. To put this into context, it is nearly equal to Canada’s entire oil and gas industry
in 2030, which is projected to be 233 Mt CO2eq.”308
The reduction the entire country is expected to achieve is roughly equal to the expected
emissions of one industry for which there is essentially no federal pathways guidance,
and which would take up nearly half of allowed national emissions in 2030. If we are to
believe the 100 Mt annual cap will survive the next elections and be imposed on
Alberta’s bitumen extraction industry as promised by the provincial government,309 the
result would still assign roughly a fifth of the national GHG budget in 2030 to a single
industry in a single province.310
In order to understand Canada’s veritable global impact on GHG emissions beyond
territorial boundaries, it is also possible to look at exported emissions. In 2014, total
emissions from Canada’s exports of fossil fuels (738 Mt) were approximately equal to
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all GHG emissions in Canada (732 Mt).311 Thus, Canada’s veritable carbon footprint is
roughly twice as large when exported downstream emissions of fossil fuels extracted in
Canada are considered.
Hydro-electricity: The assumptions underlying models also have to be questioned,
including assumptions about the advantages of proposed technologies that would replace
GHG-intensive modes of energy production. For example, concerning the future of
electricity generation in Canada, hydro-electricity is assumed to take up a large part of
decarbonization efforts in the electricity sector. In most existing pathways studies that
underpin the Mid Century Strategy, hydropower generation in Canada is to increase
between 113% and 295% in 2050 relative to 2013.312 However, hydropower
undertakings can have significant adverse environmental and social impacts, especially
on Indigenous peoples. Also problematic are the increasing unpredictability of rainfall
patterns with increasing climate change313 and experience that “more recent large-scale
hydro dams also show rapidly increasing costs well above current wind and solar energy
prices.”314 Big hydropower facilities and other conventional “solutions” will need to be
re-evaluated in an environment where alternative energy technologies are evolving
rapidly and could provide low GHG energy with more flexibility, less environmental
and social damage and greater potential for well-distributed benefits (see section 3.4(iv),
below, for further details).
Further, the energy system in Canada is too often conceived in terms of production only
and energy efficiency is not sufficiently developed even though an important proportion
of energy produced in Canada is wasted.315
The transition to a low carbon economy needs to occur with equity-oriented policies to
strengthen the feasibility and fairness of needed shifts, especially in the economies of
provinces, territories and Indigenous jurisdictions most affected. Relevant policies
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include, for example, targeted support for alternative sectors and retraining and extended
unemployment benefits for fossil fuel sector workers.316
All of the considerations in this section point to massive gaps in current Canadian
climate policies, which provide no adequate basis for ensuring climate change mitigation
is well addressed in federal assessments and associated decision making. How to fill the
main climate gaps identified is explored in the next subsection.
The scale of the challenge cannot be underestimated. In the government’s own words:
“Reducing greenhouse gas emissions to levels consistent with the reasonable probability
of maintaining this temperature goal (1.5C) will not be easy. It will require substantial
effort on the part of all Canadians, with a fundamental restructuring of multiple sectors
of the economy.”317
3.3 Filling the gap I: Broad guidance for making climate-responsible decisions
All of the policies discussed in the previous section can affect planning and decision
making on undertakings subject to assessments. Some of them (e.g., rules on the phase
out of coal-fired electricity generation) have decisive effects on project options in
affected sectors. However, for most assessments of projects and individual strategic
undertakings, the existing and developing package of targets, frameworks and applied
tools does not provide an adequate basis for determining whether or not approval of the
proposal would be consistent with meeting Canada’s commitments under the Paris
Agreement. To support such determinations, the existing initiatives need to be
complemented by more directly applicable guidance based on analyses of what must be
accomplished for GHG abatement in the sectors and regions in which projects and other
such undertakings are proposed.
Time for careful deliberation and credible consultation will be required to answer the
many complex questions that arise in considering the gap between the Paris
Agreement’s GHG mitigation obligations and implications for planning, assessment and
decision making on strategic undertakings and projects. In the interim or in the
continued absence of a serious federal exercise, basic working guidance is needed. This
section aims to begin providing such guidance, based in part on best practices in other
jurisdictions and expert advice. The seven issues we address are by no means a complete
list, but nonetheless provide a valuable starting point.
The Paris Agreement provides some basis for this working guidance. Because the
assumed purpose of the guidance is to ensure decision making on new projects, etc., is
consistent with the Paris Agreement commitments, alignment with those broad
commitments represents the basic climate criterion for decision making and is the test of
adequacy for the guidance. Moreover, guidance tools should require that proponents use
316
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the latest credible information, in accordance with the commitment of using the “best
available science” under Article 4 of the Agreement.
As noted in s.2.1.5, the Paris Agreement is designed to makes parties raise their
ambition over time through obligations to define and communicate NDCs every five
years. It also involves a global stocktaking exercise of the collective progress every five
years, the outcome of which “shall inform” subsequent efforts of parties.318 Constant
movement upwards is to be anticipated and all guidance will be subject to continuous
adjustment. Hence, an overall recommendation stemming from the iterative nature of the
Paris Agreement is for regular policy reviews, including reviews of assessment
framework in delivering on Paris commitments in step with the Paris framework. The
reviews would build on lessons learned through experience to provide better informed
NDC submissions, and use those updated submissions to update the legislative
frameworks meant to deliver on commitments (as further specified in part 4).
Unfortunately, the current policy directives are generally not sufficiently ambitious to
meet the Paris Agreement commitments, as discussed in the previous section (e.g., they
do not reflect the 1.5ºC or well under 2ºC objective or take into account “fair sharing” of
mitigation responsibilities). Consequently, the working guidance will need to address
larger and smaller gaps between the Paris commitments and the underlying aims of the
current policies. For the purposes of this discussion, we propose that the best and most
needed further guidance in addressing these gaps would involve delineation of pathways
(or broad corridors) along which transformations in various sectors and/or regions would
need to proceed, at a defined pace, to meet the Paris commitments. Further questions
also need to be answered to fill the gaps between Paris and establishing climateresponsible decision-making processes. The timing of implementing Canada's fair share;
how to address issues of equity and GHG sinks and reservoirs; the need to develop
financial tools and measures; accountability; institutional and informational vacuums;
complexities of GHG time scales; and the future of Canadian energy and resource
markets are all critical to this discussion. We will discuss potential answers to each of
these questions in this section.
3.3.1

Implementing a fair share approach in a timely manner

As documented above, Canada is not implementing a fair share approach to GHG
emission abatement as required under the Paris Agreement. We are not even expected to
achieve our most immediate current national target of 17% reduction by 2020 relative to
2005, which in effect represents a 2% increase of GHG emissions over 1990 levels. By
comparison, The United Kingdom (UK) is on track for 35% reductions in GHG
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emissions relative to 1990 levels.319 For immediate steps to address this gap, Canada
could adopt the carbon budget approach taken by the UK. The UK approach sets “shortterm carbon budgets to aid in planning (for five year periods in the UK generally, and an
annual budget in Scotland).”320 It is designed to ensure that government decision makers
stay within a carbon budget, similar to a financial budget. Although the targets are not
set in reference to concepts like a global fair share or global carbon budget, this system
provides transparency and accountability through a committee overseeing government
achievements and the results have been very positive from legal and planning
perspectives.
The UK’s carbon budget approach highlights the pros and cons of annual and five-year
carbon budget timelines. While the five-year budget provides flexibility, the annual
budget provides accountability.321 A five-year carbon budget in which annual budgets
are specified allows for the benefits of both timescales. Longer-term carbon budgets
would also make sense to ensure respect for the 2030 target and decarbonization
deadline.
The United Kingdom system could be called a “political/planning” carbon budget
approach. The budget itself was not scientifically based, as described in part 2, nor is it
informed by the trickling down of a global carbon budget to a national budget based on a
fair sharing approach. Rather, the approach slices up of their commitments into five-year
periods. In other words, the approach is designed to ensure that government decision
makers stay within a carbon budget, similar to a financial budget. The United Kingdom
system provides transparency and accountability through a committee overseeing
government achievements and has been very positive from legal and planning
perspectives.
The implementation of a similar carbon budget in Canada could be an effective measure
in meeting Canada’s Paris commitments, as it “facilitates easy comparison and
coordination between provincial targets and a national target, as well as aiding in
planning.”322 Under a national carbon budget plan, each province and the federal
government, with coordination from Environment Canada, would be required to
“develop and implement carbon budget implementation plans which will demonstrate
how their carbon budgets will be met.”323 It is preferable for carbon budgets to be
“broken down into sub-budgets, allowing for detailed planning at a sector, or
government agency, level.” Moreover, “[c]arbon budget plans should fully ‘cost’ the
different sources of emissions, demonstrating that the measures undertaken are likely to
deliver on the carbon budgets at the relevant points in time.”324
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There are pros and cons to annual and five-year approaches: “A 5-year budget gives
flexibility and recognizes that there will be unavoidable year fluctuations in greenhouse
gas emissions, while an annual budget provides for greater accountability – particularly
for governments that are typically elected for 4 year terms.”325 A five-year carbon
budget in which annual budgets are specified allows for the benefits of both approaches
to be obtained. Further, five years could also work well with Paris Agreement
stocktaking and NDC development cycles. Longer-term carbon budgets would also
make sense to ensure respect of the 2030 target and decarbonization deadline. In sum,
this approach calls for “multiple budgets – covering at least 15 years out, with new
budgets adopted as needed to keep that 15 year planning window – [to] be set at the
same time to allow for long term planning”.326
The overall national budget should aim to meet Canada’s fair share under the Paris
Agreement, and in turn provincial budgets should represent fair contributions to the
national budget. The approach would also “include a federal budget that reflects the
actions of the federal government and emissions from federally-regulated sources of
emissions”.327
A carbon budget approach roughly inspired by the UK’s successful experience would
provide a reasonable basis for planning to reach specific mitigation goals nationally,
including by providing clarity, transparency and accountability.
3.3.2 Identifying potential pathways for meeting the Canadian GHG neutrality target
and deadline
Pathways studies can explore the feasibility of different GHG neutrality deadlines (e.g.,
reflecting more and less fair sharing of mitigation responsibilities) and can compare
alternative routes to meeting a particular deadline. They can test the effects of strategic
options (e.g., progressively increasing carbon/GHG prices), identify priority needs for
technological innovations, and provide a vehicle for application of other GHG
mitigation tools. Most importantly for our immediate purposes, identified national,
regional and sectoral pathways can provide a reasonably simple and comprehensible link
between overall climate commitments and individual undertakings.
Credibly developed, assessed, approved (and reviewed and updated) pathways-based
policies could be used to guide planning and decision making on broad strategies for
meeting our Paris commitments. They would also make it easier to ensure that specific
projects and undertakings comply with the Paris Agreement, and therefore would render
assessments more certain and predictable. Moreover, the same pathways information
could guide initiatives involving existing and continuing activities and new undertakings
that are not subject to assessment law but are also contributors to GHG emissions and
sink impairments.
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Nothing about this is easy. Additional consideration would have to be given to areas
such as motivations for pathway adherence, credible processes for developing pathways,
capacity for flexibility and innovation, criteria for comparing pathways, and mutual
support between pathways. Similar treatment of new and existing undertakings is crucial
for reasons of equity and consistency in the assignment of responsibilities, burdens and
opportunities.
In the bigger suite of GHG mitigation initiatives, pathway applications are heavily
dependent on other mechanisms, such as carbon budgets. Pathway guidance is mostly
information for decision making. It can be used effectively only in the development and
application of other authoritative and influential governance mechanisms that can
encourage transition to GHG neutrality – tax and subsidies, prohibitions and funding
support, as well as legislated assessment and approval processes. That is important
because requirements in assessment law typically apply to only select number of major
undertakings. Assessment applications alone cannot drive best efforts to reduce GHG
emissions, protect carbon sinks and meet Canada’s climate commitments. Moreover,
within and beyond assessment applications, mere information about the routes to climate
compliance will be ineffective without tools that strengthen motives for adherence to the
identified pathways.
The pathways would need to be identified and applied in combination with the other
initiatives using targets, frameworks and economic and regulatory tools. All of these
efforts would be intended to serve progress towards GHG neutrality by an at least
roughly defined deadline. All of them could be effective only if developed through
credible processes that enhance broad understanding. And all need to respect and
support the delivery of lasting gains in the many other areas where future sustainability
requires transformations today. Working pathway strategies must be flexible and
encourage innovation, motivating best possible accomplishments, rather than fostering
minimal adherence to it, while also keeping other options open.
There should be processes and criteria to compare alternative pathways and their
feasibility. Since feasibility is to a large extent a subjective concept, there will need to be
open data in various sectors, especially in renewable energy alternative scenarios since
they are less known, and assumptions are bound to vary wildly. Underlying data must be
available in order to test underlying assumptions. The impact of strategies can be
quantified through evidence-based measurements by implementing a system to measure,
monitor and model GHG emissions.
Pathways should also incorporate attention to other sustainability objectives and human
rights. Similarly, it is expected that climate would be considered within the broader
context of sustainability-based assessment legislation.
Working pathways must be designed to interact effectively so that initiatives in each
pathway can be mutually supporting. It should be understood that they would proceed in
parallel and should be informed by other work to clarify and specify the implications of

Canada’s Paris Agreement commitment, including the national deadline for GHG
neutrality.
Lastly, the development of pathways should aim to correct deficiencies associated with
unaccounted externalities and costs of mitigating GHGs associated with undertakings.
The latter can be addressed by adequately attributing different prices and costs and
budget to projects, programs and technologies in the energy and land based sectors,
which are further discussed below.
Identifying pathways has a number of implications for new undertakings, existing
undertakings, and the relationship between them, as well as strategic level undertakings.
As it currently stands, development in Canada is led by the private sector: proponents
initiate projects that trigger (or fail to trigger) federal or provincial assessment processes
that then have to play catch-up to the proponent’s plan. Governments should develop
integrated pathway approaches that are based on Paris-compliant carbon budget
approaches, which would then underpin transparent, open, public processes for
identifying best options for development initiatives. For example, the processes could
encourage energy or service providers to bid to meet a certain public need identified to
stay on the pathway and/or allow competitors to conventional proponents to “pitch”
alternative scenarios in order to help clarify and quantify relative lifecycle GHG project
benefits. In this vein, it is interesting to note that at least one jurisdiction in Canada is
legislating strategic environmental assessments to facilitate planning ahead.328
Pathways must be defined and applied so that processes and decision making focused on
(mostly) proposed new undertakings are combined with initiatives and mechanisms
(e.g., GHG pricing) focused on existing activities and non-assessed new undertakings
for a well-integrated and fair result. Existing GHG intensive undertakings that are up for
re-permitting should undergo a full EA/climate assessment. The design of the whole
system must carefully avoid grandfathering in polluters and learn from pathways to
construct a rational GHG EA triggering mechanism that includes existing projects up for
re-permitting.
In regards to existing undertakings, pathways should identify optimal choices for retiring
existing high emitting infrastructure and design policy, assessment and decision making
criteria accordingly (e.g., coal fire station). In order to achieve equality between existing
and new projects, significant life extensions to, amendments to, or reviews/renewals of
existing undertakings should be assessed according to similar, adapted standards to
which new projects are held.
The policy environment should make it possible for new transformative technologies
and projects to retire older more GHG intensive established industries, in ways that
respect human rights and the just transition of the workforce and avoid lock-in of fossilfuel based infrastructure. The systems should aim to be dynamic and encourage the
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private sector to voluntarily fold risky assets and invest in transformative technologies,
which could be facilitated through the mandate of the Infrastructure Bank.
Given the importance of public and institutional understanding and process credibility,
broad learning about the issues and options should be optimally incorporated in
determining pathways through strategic assessment. So far, “the top-down tendency to
‘consult’ the public to obtain social acceptance, rather than working collaboratively to
co-produce desirable outcomes, fails to recognize the unequal distribution of power
within policymaking processes” especially when it comes to the energy/climate nexus of
issues.329 This pathway determination will also need to involve all key ministries
(resources, environment, science, justice, agriculture) and sectors, private and civil
society. There will be a need to create mechanism for strategic assessments of policies
and pathways that force coordination amongst many actors and sectors in governments
and beyond.
3.3.3

Addressing equity in climate policies, programs and assessments

Although equity is often regarded in the context of industrialized/non-industrialized
countries, it has important implications in a country like Canada, where climate change
already significantly affects northern, rural and Indigenous communities. Such
communities often have limited resources to adapt to climate change, and typically have
not benefited from the development associated with the high GHG legacy of
industrialisation to the extent that urban communities in southern Canada have. Equity
weighting could be incorporated into decision making to address this gap. For example,
in their advice to the Expert Panel on environmental assessment reform, the Indigenous
peoples and environmental organization members of the Multi-Interest Advisory
Committee recommended the use of weighting factors:
Both climate change and responses to it involve considerable potential for
maldistribution of effects. For example, climate change is already having
disproportionate impacts on Indigenous peoples as well as rural, remote,
northern and poor communities. Further, carbon footprints vary
extensively across regions of Canada and fuel poverty should be avoided
as an unintended consequence of climate mitigation.
We recommend that climate justice be addressed through the use of
weighting factors that incorporate attention to existing disadvantages as
well as potential additional adverse effects. For example, weighting could
help ensure that regions and communities that have contributed less to the
climate problem and are disproportionately affected by it are not further
penalized. In this vein, much could be done to enhance energy
conservation programs and renewable energy alternatives in remote fossil
fuel-dependent Indigenous and rural communities to reduce this reliance
and provide cheaper, cleaner forms of energy. For example, a national
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Aboriginal housing strategy that assigns priority to the construction of
energy efficient units in rural remote communities on a priority basis
would reduce the effects of a major local source of GHG emissions –
home heating – as well as the cost of living and living conditions that
contribute to chronic poor human health. (…) These are important
considerations that have bearing in weighing the trade-offs associated
with the distribution of GHG emissions locally, regionally and nationally
on project-specific EA.330
These considerations are just as fundamental in the context of projects proposed as
“climate solutions”. It will be extremely important to ensure that human rights,
especially Indigenous peoples’ rights, are not to be traded-off in the quest to meet Paris
Agreement obligations. Building criteria and trade-off rules that account for these rights,
as well as existing inequities and intergenerational equity, will be critical for climateresponsible decision making and assessment.
Developments should also be sensitive to the most effective and practicable pathways
for the various sectors and regions. Regional and sectoral equity is very important to
consider in crafting budgets and pathways. Not all sectors will have to (or be able to)
move to zero emissions (e.g., agriculture), others (oil, coal, gas) can and must, while
others still (LULUCF, electricity) will have to move into negative emissions or positive
sink enhancements territory. Likewise, the regional distribution of these sectors has
implications for regional distribution of effort. At the same time, capacity to act and
responsibility for emissions are distributed unequally among regions. Consequently,
what is "fair" to expect from a region might not match what is "needed" from that
region. This provides a case for inter-regional support, analogous to the case for
international support long recognized in climate conventions, necessary in a Canadian
context.
The transition to a low carbon economy needs to occur with equity-oriented policies to
help transition the economies of provinces most affected, such as targeted support for
alternative sectors, workers’ retraining and extended unemployment benefits.331 The
working class has had little say in the key decisions that have lead to GHG intensive
developments, and yet it is vulnerable to risks in the transition to come. The concept of
just transition should also guide action going forward, and ensure retraining and
employment schemes and insurance schemes for workers in GHG intensive industries
such as coal that are being retired.
Guidance on how to develop and identify the best ways to develop Paris-compliant
pathways to GHG neutrality should include potential equity factors that are crucial in the
Canadian context, particularly for Indigenous peoples.
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3.3.4

Addressing GHG reservoirs and sinks in decision making

The Paris Agreement draws attention to the need to address GHG reservoirs and sinks in
decision making, yet significant gaps remain in Canada’s approach to doing so. Gaps in
knowledge regarding unmanaged forests, peatlands will need to be addressed, as Canada
seems to hold the world’s second largest stock of peatlands332 (a globally significant
carbon reservoir) and very large areas of forests.
Canada’s diverse landmass is third largest in the world after Russia and Antarctica.333
The federal government should therefore look at different alternative policy scenarios,
including integrated approaches to accounting for GHG reservoirs and sinks, in order to
gain knowledge of existing stocks and their consideration within assessments as well as
to elicit further reductions and conservation of existing stocks.
This issue arises in part because of the failure within the scientific community to
establish a practicable definition for emissions within the LULUCF sector that
distinguishes between direct human-induced effects and indirect human-induced and
natural effects.334 The absence of such a definition is just one of the many
methodological difficulties associated with including forest management in accounting
for GHG emissions and sinks, sparking debate over whether forests should be
considered at all in the accounting process (keeping in mind that the LULUCF sector is
currently not included in calculating national GHG emissions totals).335 For example, a
major concern is that GHG accounting systems would be corrupted by a windfall of
unearned GHG reduction credits going to countries such as Canada with significant
forest lands.336 Because the Paris Agreement does not provide one specific solution to
the challenges presented by forest management within GHG accounting, responsibility
lies with the Parties, including Canada.337
There seems also to be a knowledge gap regarding the treatment of carbon stored in soils
that will need to be addressed in Canada. Canadian peatlands store approximately 150
Gt C, although the total is likely to rise in the future as estimates for permafrost regions
are developed. Careful mapping of peatlands should be undertaken for further policy
development and carbon stored in soils should be considered in the context of projects
with important land based impacts and/or in regions rich in peatlands or intact forests.
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These land-based sectors are probably those for which there is the greatest level of
uncertainty in providing guidance for mitigation policy development (reductions through
anthropogenic enhancement of natural sinks) and for project and program assessments.
LULUCF policy and knowledge development present a necessary avenue for further
investigation.338
Current trends and approaches in the land use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF)
sector are central to accounting for GHG reservoirs, sinks, and emissions in the context
of the Paris Agreement.339 The net flux of emissions of the LULUCF sector is calculated
by the sum of CO2 and non-CO2 emissions to the atmosphere and CO2 removals from
the atmosphere. It should be noted that all emissions and removals in the LULUCF
sector are reported separately from the national totals of GHG emissions, despite the fact
that they can potentially represent a significant net flux of GHG emissions.340
Accounting for GHG emissions and removals within the LULUCF sector is reported in
five categories, including Forest Land, Cropland, Grasslands, Wetlands and Settlements,
and Harvested Wood Products.341 Focussing specifically on the Forest Land Category,
the government of Canada has classified forests into managed and unmanaged forests.
Presently, roughly ⅔ of Canadian forests are “managed forests”.342 Managed forests are
“made up of all forests under direct human influence. It’s a subset of Canada’s total
forest area and includes forests managed for harvesting, forests subject to fire or insect
management, and protected forests such as those found in national and provincial
parks”.343 Forests not covered by this definition are considered unmanaged.
Canadian inventories only account for “managed” forests and agricultural lands. The
role that unmanaged forests and peatlands play in GHG mitigation is ignored. The
failure to identify the value of unmanaged forests and peatlands as carbon stores has
been translated to their having zero value so far within GHG inventories and in
assessments of projects with land based impacts. This is particularly problematic in light
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of the extensive value that intact forests have in climate regulation, watershed
regulation, biodiversity conservation, Indigenous cultures, and human health.344
Forests can act both as a carbon source or a carbon sink, depending on the net balance of
their exchanges with the atmosphere.345 As trees grow, they absorb CO2 from the
atmosphere through photosynthesis and this carbon is then stored in vegetation, dead
organic matter and soils.346 The decay and burning of forests and vegetation forces the
carbon dioxide and other GHG's to return to the atmosphere.347
The complexity of determining how forest conservation fits into the broader context of
GHG accounting in light of the Paris Agreement should not be underestimated.348 While
there is ongoing work to address aspects of this complexity, there is still a broad need
for greater attention to unmanaged lands:
Increased attention to unmanaged lands, and to transitions between the
managed and unmanaged lands categories, through key venues such as
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Reports and the
Global Stocktake and Facilitative Dialogue [under the Paris Agreement]
will not just improve understanding of the climate mitigation role of
intact forests but also support nations in articulating interventions, targets
and funding needs for protecting these forests in formulating and
implementing their nationally determined contributions.349
During the past century, Canada has reported its managed forests as a significant carbon
sink, with the amount of carbon being stored outweighing the amount that they have
released. However, it should also be noted that Canada’s reporting of managed forests
are based on a number of controversial assumptions, including the assumption that much
of the carbon storage is in harvested wood products. Regardless of past trends, Canada's
forests have now become carbon sources, whereby each year forests release more carbon
into the atmosphere than they accumulate. A diversity of factors have caused the decay
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of forest land that contributed to this shift. First of all, the annual total area affected and
burned by wildfires has substantially increased. In addition, the forests have suffered
unparalleled insect outbreaks. Finally, economic demand caused annual harvest rates to
fluctuate dramatically.350
With the objective of isolating anthropogenic impacts of forest management activities,
these changes to the methodology to calculate the emissions and removals in Forest
Land risk excluding the emissions produced by wildfires from the policy discussion.
Without accounting for these emissions, even if derived from a natural cause, the net
flux represented by the inventory could fail to capture the gravity of the full picture of
LULUCF emissions. Looking at forest fires and their impacts in the future on the carbon
sink/source balance of Canada's forests, researchers at Canadian Forest predict that the
frequency and severity of these fires will result in much greater amounts of carbon being
released into the atmosphere. In fact, they predict that if this trend continues, the forest
area annually affected by fire will double.351 The increase of number of fires combined
with longer and more frequent droughts and the increase of insect outbreaks will result
in the increase of carbon release into the atmosphere. As Natural Resources Canada
explains, “[t]he outcome of all these interconnected events is likely to be further
acceleration of the feedback loop: more emissions will lead to accelerated climate
change, which in turn will enhance the conditions that create more carbon-releasing
disturbances in Canada’s forests.”352 Whilst reporting on emissions only related to
“anthropogenic” actions may be conceptually justified, it would seem important to not
lose track of fire dynamics for the future of GHG reservoirs and sinks as well as for
consideration for planning in these regions.
Harvested Wood Products are another key category in the LULUCF sector. The models
used in this category calculate GHGs according to different end use and disposal of
harvested wood manufactured products (paper vs. wood used in buildings) both
domestically and elsewhere in the world. By calculating the emissions based off of end
use, this model accounts for delayed release of carbon back into the atmosphere.353 As
such, a significant portion of Harvested Wood Product emissions are caused by decay of
long-lived wood products where they have reached the end of their economic life
decades after the wood was harvested.354 This approach encompasses emissions over the
full lifecycle of harvested wood products, and provides a relatively sophisticated
example of life cycle carbon accounting.
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Agricultural lands in the LULUCF sector include both Cropland (all annual crop lands,
summer fallow and perennial crops) and agricultural Grassland (“unimproved” pasture
or rangeland used exclusively for grazing livestock).355 Emissions related to agricultural
soils and impacts of different practices are accounted for with a model that accounts for
both CO2 non-CO2 emissions associated with agriculture. The uptake of different
practices, such as the extensive adoption of conservation tillage practices and reduction
in the use of summer fallow in western Canada have increased the amount of carbon
stored in soils, acting as a carbon sink.356 For example, net GHG removals peaked in
2009 at 11.7 Mt, and have since declined. This is due in part to slower rates of
agricultural expansion onto forest land. While the conversion of forests to other land
uses is in decline, it still remains a prevalent practice in Canada, particularly for
conversion to settlements for resource extraction (mining camps). Furthermore,
emissions due to forest conversion also declined from 16 Mt in 2005 to 14 Mt in 2015.
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Other CO2 emissions associated with agriculture, such as those exchanged by some
Cropland that includes berries, grapes, nursery crops, vegetables, and fruit trees and
orchards, are accounted for with managed forests.358
The existing treatment of Canadian reservoirs and sinks under Canadian GHG
accounting rules for forests and agricultural lands has been a topic of controversy for
Canada on the international stage in the past. Among the difficulties is that recent trends
in emissions from these sectors are dominated by the variation in wild fires and pests,
which are largely beyond human control and have been excluded in the new
methodology developed to focus exclusively on anthropogenic emissions.
Given the importance of these sinks and reservoirs, a moratorium on development with
extensive land based impacts should be considered in areas of the country containing
important sinks and reservoirs, at least until appropriate mapping and research has been
conducted as well as special programs established to conserve key areas. At the very
least accounting for emissions stemming from land disturbances and their avoided future
sequestration should be included in project assessments (see section 3.4). These data
could also inform future rounds of NDC development and position Canada as a world
leader in sink and reservoir protection.
This means that forests are becoming increasingly important to consider in the context
of protecting carbon sinks to meet Paris Agreement commitments. Careful research is
355
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needed regarding the capacity of forests to be permanently enhanced as GHG sinks
given forecasted climate related impacts on these sinks and reservoirs.
3.3.5

Developing policies for carbon pricing and other economic tools/measures

Different economic tools have been proposed for pricing GHG emissions to incentivize
successful abatement. Various tools have also been proposed for assessing the benefit of
non-market-based regulatory action to abate GHG emissions. Understanding the
underlying concepts and weaknesses of each approach is key to guiding the use of the
right tools in context.
Since the federal government’s announced price on GHGs is unlikely to yield the
necessary level of mitigation required to meet Paris Agreement commitments, higher
prices are expected in the future and should be considered in assessment. There are two
considerations to be taken into account regarding adequate pricing/costing
considerations. First, there is the question of assigning the right price on GHG emissions
to yield the necessary reductions to meet our mitigation goals (from our existing targets
up to our fair share of the Paris goals). Then, there is the matter of assessing the
“benefits” associated with non-market regulatory actions, which the federal government
until very recently did through the use of cost benefit analysis and the social cost of
carbon.
i) Using adequate GHG pricing policy to achieve mitigation outcomes
Recent international studies by renowned climate economists could provide guidance for
establishing abatement pricing mechanisms in Canada that would fill the gap between
the existing carbon price announced by the federal government and the pricing needed to
achieve Paris mitigation goals. Further, developments abroad and in Canada highlight
controversies in the use of economic tools, such as the social cost of GHGs that assess
climate damage. However, their use may be important if economic approaches remain in
place as the way to justify regulatory action in Canada, including on GHGs. Models and
methodologies will need to be made public and transparent and rely on the best
international practices from other jurisdictions and experts.
Several tools have been elaborated to estimate the different costs of GHGs. These
include the costs associated with abating a GHG emission, often represented by the
marginal abatement cost, and damage-related costs, often represented by the social costs
of GHGs359. Other concepts and hybrids have also been developed. These tools have
first been developed in the context of attempting to capture costs and/or benefits
associated with regulatory action on GHG reductions. [The use of these tools in the
context of project assessment is discussed in section 3.4]
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There are inherent difficulties involved in determining a carbon price that will result in
the effective abatement of emissions. The deployment of further tools than those
currently contemplated by the government will be necessary in order to fully assess the
employment of mitigation prices and damage costs in the appraisal of proposed projects
and other undertakings with important climate impacts. This report relies on independent
studies and examples from foreign jurisdictions for best practices and suggests that these
approaches should inform future Canadian developments.
One approach to carbon pricing that has been employed by various countries to price
GHG reduction outcomes is the marginal abatement cost (MAC). The MAC reflects the
cost of reducing emissions (by contrast, the social cost of carbon reflects the damage
imposed by creating emissions - see subsection ii). The MAC is thus “an estimate of
how much it would cost to reduce (or ‘abate’) the next unit of carbon emitted.”360 This
methodology presumes “that the cheapest and easiest abatement techniques will occur
first, leaving the more expensive techniques for the future,” as it is commonly assumed
that carbon abatement becomes more expensive as emissions are reduced.361
In May 2017, the High-Level Commission on Carbon Prices chaired by renowned
climate economists J.E. Stiglitz and Nicholas Stern issued a report supported by the
World Bank “identifying corridors of carbon prices that can be used to guide the design
of carbon–pricing instruments and other climate policies, regulations, and measures to
incentivize bold climate action and stimulating learning and innovation to deliver on the
ambition of the Paris Agreement and support the achievement of the Sustainable
Development Goals.”362
Another approach to carbon pricing that Stiglitz and Stern have pioneered in their report
is the concept of “switching price”. The switching price is the GHG emission value that
would cause the production of carbon-intensive fuel sources to be less profitable than
climate-compatible alternative technologies.363 For instance, if the carbon price were to
be set higher than the price for switching from coal, it would be beneficial for a coal
producer to switch to a less emitting fuel source. Stiglitz and Stern note that switching
values vary across technologies and countries. For instance, “the carbon price that will
make coal non-competitive in Africa—in other words, that will stop all new investment
360
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in coal and lead to the retirement of old plants—is likely to be different than in Europe,”
just as the carbon price that will make CCS competitive is different from the one that
will make solar energy competitive.364
According to the Stiglitz and Stern report, the implementation of carbon pricing needs to
take into account “the use of revenues derived from it, the local context, and the political
economy (including the policy environment, adjustment costs, distributional impacts,
and political and social acceptability of the carbon price). Depending on other particular
policies implemented, a carbon price could have powerful co-benefits that go beyond
climate, for instance, potential improvements in air pollution and congestion, the health
of ecosystems, access to modern energy, and so on”.365 These high prices, however,
should also be considered in the context of unpriced co-benefits associated with climate
action such as reducing pollution and protecting ecosystems.366
Stiglitz and Stern acknowledge that “appropriate carbon-price levels will vary across
countries”, as “it is impossible to disregard distributional and ethical considerations
when designing climate policies”.367
Indeed, others have used the different dimensions of assigning international
responsibility for emissions as a basis to assign carbon prices and suggest international
monetary transfers through a bonus-malus system, as proposed by the Climate
Economics Chair of Paris. This equity-based system can act as a means of implementing
the “common but differentiated responsibilities” principle enshrined in the Paris
Agreement. Under a bonus-malus system, countries whose per capita emissions exceed
the world average (polluters, or “penalty countries”) would pay a penalty, while
countries whose per capita emissions are below the world average (beneficiaries, or
“bonus countries”) would receive a bonus. Thus, this system externalizes the disparities
that exist between developed and developing countries’ per capita emissions. In total,
penalty countries would transfer a total of $100 billion to beneficiary countries.
Canada’s contribution under this envisioned system would total approximately $3.75
billion.368
Conversely, as it stands, “85 percent of global emissions are currently not priced, and
about three quarters of the emissions that are covered by a carbon price are priced below
US$10/tCO2”.369
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Under the Pan-Canadian Framework, a carbon price of $10/tonne CO2eq will be
implemented in 2018, rising to $50/tonne CO2eq in 2022.370 In this regard, a 2017
Canada-specific study proposed that a price of “$150 per tonne of CO2eq ($2016 real)
by 2030 and emissions trading imports from the Western Climate Initiative or other
global sources could all work together to close the gap to Canada’s 2030 Nationally
Determined Contribution (NDC)”.371 However, the price would have to rise to $220 per
tonne by 2030 if Canada cannot rely on internationally transferred mitigation outcomes
through the Western Climate Initiative to reach its NDC.372 Further, “[s]imulations
suggest that the carbon prices needed to achieve deep decarbonization depend on the
presence of other policies—lower prices are needed if the price policies are
complemented by additional measures”373
It is too early for a definitive evaluation of the potential effectiveness of the federal
carbon pricing approach. Preliminarily, while it is a good starting point, the price
appears to be too low, not defined for a long enough period to provide for investment
certainty and not broad enough in its application. In sum, if the carbon price and
regulatory regimes introduced to implement the Pan-Canadian Framework is
inadequate, and it likely is, as it will not lead to a sufficient level of abatement for
Canada to reach its Paris Agreement objectives.
ii) Assessing the benefits of climate mitigation policies of the avoided climate damage
Non-market based GHG abatement regulations are also useful and necessary. Canada,
like the US under President Obama, uses the concept of the social cost of carbon in
order to assess benefits of such regulatory action. All departments and agencies of the
Government of Canada are required to conduct a cost-benefit analysis of proposed
regulatory action as part of the Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement (RIAS) conducted
for all regulatory proposals.374 A promising but controversial component for these
analyses is calculation of the social cost of carbon.
The social cost of carbon (SCC) is a comprehensive estimate of the present discounted
value of future damages for a given year – that is, the monetized value of the net
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impacts, both negative and positive – from the global climate change that results from a
small (1 metric ton) increase in CO2 in that given year.375
There are important ethical considerations when monetizing climate damages, but it
seems the lesser evil since the lack of monetary value for future harm, particularly
environmental harm and climate harm, has tended to mean decision makers assess them
as zero. Note that including a social cost of GHG analysis is not an alternative to
compatibility with decarbonisation pathways, it is just another metric for assessment.376
The concept was initially developed by the government of the United Kingdom in 2002
in order to assess the benefits (avoided future climate damages) of policies involving
GHG reductions.377 Since then, in both Canada and the United States, cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) for the regulation of carbon emissions “places calculation of the social
cost of carbon (SCC) front and center”,378 as the “SCC is an input—quantitative
fodder—for the broader CBA employed in regulatory decision making”.379 Cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) is an overarching analytical tool that assesses “the benefits and costs of a
particular course of action” by “compar[ing] costs that would result from regulatory
action to reduce carbon dioxide emissions with the benefits that society would incur,
including those associated with avoided damage to the environment and public
health.”380 It is a central part of regulatory decision making in the context of climate
change and regulation of carbon dioxide emissions.
The complex operation of generating SCC estimates given consists of (i) projecting a
future path of global greenhouse gas emissions; (ii) translating this emissions path into
alternate scenarios of climate change; (iii) estimating the physical impact of the resulting
climate change on humans and ecosystems; and (iv) monetizing these impacts and
discounting future monetary damages back to the year in question.381
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The social cost curve may be described incorrectly due to incomplete knowledge
regarding the impacts of climate change. As Stanton and Ackerman have noted:
[I]t would be impossible to account for every future impact of climate change;
values placed on social costs, therefore, always should be assumed to
underestimate true social costs. In addition, because the estimation of social costs
requires not just scientific knowledge but also value judgments, there could be
said to exist an infinite number of “correct” social cost curves across a range of
very different ethical perspectives.382
Upon reviewing the relevant literature, Stiglitz and Stern’s High Commission concluded,
as did the fifth Assessment Report of the IPCC and other studies, that many of the
impact functions used in modeling exercises to calculate the social costs of carbon are
biased downward because they fail to consider many vitally important risks and costs
associated with climate change.383 This is not to say that the social cost of carbon should
be dismissed. Rather, its limitations need to be acknowledged and addressed.
Box 4. Weaknesses and limitations of the Social Cost of Carbon identified in the
literature
Existing SCC models do not fully account for various interactions, variables and
feedbacks in the human-climate system such as:
● the effect of climate change on economic growth and the resulting disparities
between wealthy and poor regions,
● the degree of risk aversion exhibited by policy makers,
● the changing rate and intensity of economic damage above critical temperature
thresholds,
● the long-term effect of climate change on labour productivity,
● widespread biodiversity losses,
● impacts on the poorest and most vulnerable,
● rising political instability and the spread of violent conflicts,
● ocean acidification,
● large migration movements; and
● the possibility of extreme and irreversible changes.
Moreover, there is limited consensus with regard to the treatment of SCC model inputs
such as:
● the climate change damage function,
● substitutability between natural and human capital,
● equity weighting,
● treatment of catastrophic climate damages,
382
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● future growth rates; and
● reference case emission pathway (see paragraph below)
Other limitations inherent in the SCC calculation include:
● uncertainty in parameters used for modeling,
● insufficient transparency in modeling practices and input judgments,
● inadequate representation of non-catastrophic climate damages in the modeling
(for example, not all sectors of the economy are included, nor is regional
variability),
● unevenly captured or unrepresented inter-sector and inter-regional interactions
in the modeling,
● assumed substitutability of environmental amenities (such as an inappropriate
assumption that natural system losses can be compensated through non-climate
goods),
● inadequate consideration in the modeling of variance in individuals’ risk
aversion to high-impact climate outcomes,
● the high impact of the chosen discount rate on the final SCC value; and
● uncertainties regarding adaptation response and how to factor it into the
modeling (i.e. expected impacts and technological responses).384
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Smith and Braathen argue that because “the social cost of emitting one additional tonne
of carbon dioxide varies depending on the level of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
the social cost of carbon has to be defined on specific assumptions about the current
level and future trajectory of atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, against which
its effects are to be measured”.385
Assumptions regarding the trajectory of greenhouse gas concentrations (reference case
emission pathways) can include: (i) a ‘business-as-usual’ scenario (“in the absence of
any (additional) climate change policy measures”); (ii) a target trajectory (“such as the
maximum emissions consistent with restricting the rise in global mean temperature to
two degrees Celsius”); (iii) a trajectory reflecting the level of GHG abatement that
would be optimal in theory from an economic perspective (“at which the global
marginal damage cost just equals the global marginal abatement cost”); a trajectory
reflecting any other specified level of emissions386.
In the US, the approach adopted by the Obama administration was “to assess the global
social cost of carbon, in terms of the impact of incremental emissions on global welfare,
assessed from the starting point of business-as-usual emissions.”387 More specifically, of
five scenarios underlying the model, four are business-as-usual reference scenarios that
implying no mitigation policy and “entail atmospheric CO2 concentrations between 612
and 889 ppm in 2100”.388 Those concentrations are roughly in line with temperature
increases of 3.1 to 4.8 degrees. They represent the most dangerous trajectories reviewed
by the IPCC.389 Needless to say, none of these scenarios is Paris-compliant and all depict
some form of failure to comply with the international agreement.
Conversely, the United Kingdom moved from the social cost of carbon (set on business
as usual scenarios) to a shadow price of carbon (based on trajectories that limit ultimate
atmospheric GHG concentrations to 450-550 ppm), based on the assumption of all
nations taking similar actions to limit GHGs. This led to an under-estimation of the
damages due to overly optimistic assumptions about actions of other nations and
entities. Indeed, even more so today, current trajectories point to a business as usual
scenario rather than the fundamental transformation necessary to mitigate impacts
effectively. Paradoxically, these low damage estimates can dangerously lead to underinvestments in abatement discouraging the necessary transformation to mitigate impacts
and lead to a vicious circle:
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The risk is that this will fail to discourage the approval of policies and
projects that will lead to a growth in carbon emissions – and thus help to
make it more difficult to achieve the stabilisation target that the paper
assumes will be met.390
Following such criticism, the UK has since moved away from the SCC to using a price
based on the marginal abatement cost for assessing the impacts of regulations as
described above.
The SCC as conceptualized in the United States of America relies on more pessimistic,
and arguably more realistic GHG emission scenarios leading to concentrations by the
end of the century that are associated with dangerous climate change, which is at least
the trajectory that the United States of America and Canada are on.
The use of the discount rate is an important challenge that will have to be navigated in
incorporating the SCC into future decision making. The discount rate “refers to the
reduction (“discount”) in value each year as a future cost or benefit is adjusted for
comparison with a current cost or benefit.”391 The discount rate is expressed as a percent
value that purports to quantify the current value of future impacts (i.e. “what society
would spend today to avoid damage in the future”), by indicating both a rate of time
preference and relative risk aversion.392 This value allows regulators to compare presentday costs more directly to the future benefits of mitigating climate change. A lower
discount rate places greater value on future costs, thus increasing the social cost of
carbon value. A higher discount rate attributes a smaller weight to future costs, while a
zero discount rate values present and future costs equally.393 The use of the discount rate
to estimate a net present value of future damages is highly controversial, as it implies
ethical judgements and raises fundamental questions of intergenerational equity.394
The present value of damages is a reflection of a society’s willingness to trade value in
the future for value today.395 “Small differences in the discount rate can have large
impacts on the estimation of the SCC.”396. One of the most well known estimation of the
social cost of carbon conducted by Nicholas Stern, former chief economist of the World
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Bank, was relatively high, exceeding $ 100/t C02 because the report used a low discount
rate (1.4%).397 Other prominent economic researchers suggest a social cost of carbon ten
times lower.398 The wide range of estimates is driven by a limited consensus in how to
treat model inputs. The impact of these underlying assumptions cannot be understated.
Discount rates used by Environment and Climate Change Canada are too limited and
further values would have to be developed for discount rates other than the currently
used sole value of 3% for the SCC. This would accurately reflect the value judgements
inherent in the SCC process, rather than leave the false impression that SCC is a value
free number that can be plugged into a formula to determine whether a project is
economically viable or will make a net contribution to sustainability.399
The omission of actual current and future costs in the estimated social cost of carbon
results in an SCC value that is lower than the veritable cost of damages and thus
insufficient to incentivize the required level of abatement. If the social cost is underestimated and lower than the marginal abatement cost, it may lead to insufficient
incentives to abate GHGs and an underestimate of climate damages.400
Canada like the US under Obama (Trump has since cancelled the practice) uses a global
value of climate impacts in assessing its regulation.401 The global nature of impacts that
result from GHG emissions regardless of where they originate means the focus should
be on assessing total global damage. Using a global approach is consistent with
Canada’s ratification of the Paris Climate Agreement, and the principle of CBDRRC
that underlies the Agreement and its the approach that all member states will reduce
their emissions according to their responsibility, capacity, and national circumstances
(see Parts 1 & 2). The Paris Agreement is based on the very idea that we need to act
collectively, because all our emissions have global impacts. This means that we have to
accept our share of responsibility for the global impact of our emissions.
Using global figures also makes sense from a national point of view. Trying to get to a
national estimate of social cost of carbon would seem to be too limited an exercise,
because the damages to a country associated with GHG emissions go above and beyond
the direct impacts of climate change that occurs within a country’s physical borders.
Climate change in other regions of the world could affect Canada “through such
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pathways as global migration, economic destabilization and political destabilization”.402
There also may be changes in the economic conditions of Canada’s trading partners.
This could have important ramifications, as Canada imports a significant portion of its
food produce given its cold climate. For example, in 2014, Canada imported $2.7 billion
worth of produce from the State of California alone. Droughts in California can mean
higher food bills for Canadians or the necessity to start importing food from countries
with less stringent safety standards.403 We recommend continuing the use of the global
value of damages in regulatory impact assessments and assessments under the future
IAA (section 3.4).
Canada’s previous government opted to use the social cost of carbon in regulatory
analysis, on the basis that following the U.K. approach “would require estimating the
marginal abatement costs associated with attaining a given emission reduction target,
necessitating assumptions regarding federal, provincial and territorial policy choices
(e.g., sector coverage, compliance flexibility).”404 The context has since changed
significantly, with Canada signing on to the Paris Agreement and adopting the panCanadian framework. If the current government is serious about achieving its climate
goals, it should maybe review the use of the SCC-based approach in regulatory impact
analysis and adopt an approach similar to the United Kingdom that is tailored to reach
its mitigation goals rather than measuring the avoided climate damages as the SCC
entails.
Further, one must question whether any of these economic tools based on evaluating
costs of reducing GHGs – or damages associated with not doing so – at the margin
offers helpful guidance since the transition to GHG neutrality “involves non marginal
and unprecedented changes in energy systems and other emitting activities, thus posing
special analytical challenges to estimating the price that is consistent with a given
carbon constraint.”405
Some recommend the “[a]doption of the $100/t CO2 shadow price in place of the SCC in
regulatory policy analysis would ensure consistency between climate change policies
and quantitative targets. Further, it would closer reflect Treasury Board and economist
advice regarding the issue of standing in cost-benefit analysis. Finally, it would likely be
more easily understood by the public and decision makers who consume cost-benefit
analysis reports.”406
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This is not to say these economic tools should be dismissed. So long as cost-benefit
analysis remains a frame of analysis used by governments, the social cost of carbon may
be a necessity to ensure climate damages are not entirely dismissed. However, the
deficiencies of such analyses must be addressed or at the very least be made more
transparent in reporting. SCC calculations should follow the recommendations of the
U.S. National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine of 2017.
See section 3.4.3 for a discussion of these concepts in the assessment context.
3.3.6

Good governance: Addressing institutional capture and informational vacuums

Good governance will be central to a successful low-carbon energy transition. While
technology plays a vital role, the most important barriers to accelerating the low-carbon
energy transition are social, political and organizational.407 Canada lacks strong climate
governance and reliable, accessible information of a high standard on which to base
public decisions. For example, the National Energy Board (NEB) has thus far not
considered the impact of the Paris Agreement on global energy demand, including its
implications for GHG-intensive Canadian oil and gas extraction. Yet, the NEB has
provided recommendations to approve projects based on the fact that there is a future
global market for Canadian oil and gas, a future market that can only exist if the world
fails to achieve Paris Agreement goals.
This may be no coincidence as some have suggested the oil and gas industry has had
undue influence over Canadian governments408 resulting in real risks that major fossil
fuel infrastructure projects expand and lengthen dependencies, and entrench economic
and political interests inclined to pursue further similar developments in the future and
oppose the needed energy transition.409 On the other hand, not going forward with a
project could result in alternative energy supply industries flourishing and locking in,
strengthening political momentum in the opposite direction.410 Germany’s Energieweden
(Energy turnaround) demonstrates that alternative energies will fill the gap once it is
there.411 It also demonstrates how the approval or refusal of a project should be studied
not only considering its GHG emissions, but how it will impact other projects and
ultimately have a wider impact on a country’s GHG emissions, as each project
influences the systemic trends of a country’s economy.412
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Therefore, a political economy analysis of different industries’ influence on climate
policies or actions of other major players is necessary. At the project level, a project
approval or refusal could have a climate impact vastly exceeding its associated
emissions if it catalyzes large-scale changes, spillover effects or other systemic change
to the country’s economy. 413
While the new federal government has made efforts to increase capacity on climate, the
fact remains that where capacity does exist, it is often split into complex networks of
actors across different government departments and across jurisdictions, all while
lacking accessibility for the broader public. It will be key that institutions and
individuals tasked with providing information and reviewing projects, plans or policies
be sufficiently independent from industries in order to provide credible, reliable
information.
The recommendations identified by those such as the Expert Panel reviews on
Environmental Assessment law reform and NEB modernization can provide direction in
addressing institutional and informational vacuums. The Expert Panel on the
Modernization of the NEB recognizes the deficiencies of the NEB’s information
gathering capacity and calls for the creation of a new, independent Canadian Energy
Information Agency that would be “accountable for providing decision-makers and the
public with critical energy data, information, and analysis” and distinct from the policy
making and regulatory oversight functions of the NEB.414 This new agency would bring
about “an enhanced government role for the collection, analysis, and dissemination of
information about energy production, transmission, use, future trends, and associated
carbon emissions, to inform policy-makers, industry, Indigenous peoples, academia,
civil society, and Canadians.”415
According to the NEB Modernization Expert Panel, the establishment of an independent
source for energy information is needed because the new agency “needs to have the
mandate and ability to tell it like it is on energy matters, and inform the development of
energy policy and strategy, without being involved in the determination of energy
policy, or administering energy infrastructure regulation. This will help to assure that
information is seen as neutral and credible.”416 In addition, this new agency would have
a larger mandate to produce information about energy by considering a broader range of
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data sources and be responsible for producing regular public reports about projected
energy demand, energy sources (including renewables), progress in implementing
innovative clean energy technologies, climate change, international benchmarking, and
performance against Canada’s policy objectives.
An institution such as the US Energy Transition Information Administration could be
especially helpful in providing research for the Canadian federal government’s broader
strategic policy-making beyond project assessments.417In the meantime, models and
methodologies should be made public and transparent and rely on the best international
practices from other jurisdictions and experts. This also includes ensuring there is
sufficient energy information is available. The House of Commons Standing Committee
on Natural Resources recommended, the federal government should create a “one-stopshop” for energy information, working with industry and research institutions to fill
information gaps and standardizing energy reporting.418
Other key climate governance features will also need to be addressed, such as
establishing a framework for provincial, territorial, and federal government
coordination.419 The Pan-Canadian Framework provides for the collaboration of federal,
provincial and territorial governments through the Canadian Council of Ministers of the
Environment (CCME) in monitoring and publicly reporting GHG emissions in a
consistent manner across the country, in monitoring progress on the Pan-Canadian
Framework, and in supporting international reporting obligations to the UNFCCC.
Assessment of policies is to be undertaken with a view to ensuring continual
improvement so as to increase ambition over time, in accordance with the Paris
Agreement.420
Thus, the enhancement of policy coordination and of cooperation among all levels of
government will be critical for managing the low-carbon transition.421 New approaches
to governance will “need to factor in the contribution that individuals and groups in
communities make to place-based decision making at the lowest appropriate governance
level.”422 In the Canadian context, key governance features include:
417
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● Establishing a permanent framework for the provinces, territories and federal
government to continue to work together at transforming energy systems;
● Integrating the energy transition within the work of relevant ministries and
agencies and ensuring horizontal coordination across departments; and
● Re-examining the finances and powers of municipal governments to ensure they
have the authority and financial resources to play their part in the low-carbon
energy transition. 423
Existing institutional and informational deficiencies have not yet been corrected by the
federal government’s initiatives in assessment processes reform exercise. In the
meantime, models and methodologies should minimally be made public and transparent
and rely on the best international practices from other jurisdictions and experts.
3.3.7

Treating different GHGs and differentiating their time scale of impacts

Canada has rightly identified abatement of short-lived non-CO2 climate pollutants such
as methane, black carbon, nitrous oxide and HFCs, as key to early climate mitigation
action and strategy. This is a particularly relevant goal for a northern and Arctic nation
that is warming more rapidly than the global average. However, few policies are
differentiated by GHGs and the widespread use of only one aggregated metric expressed
in “carbon dioxide equivalency” obscures the very different timescale of climate impacts
and global warming potential of climate pollutants. Further differentiation by gases may
be needed in policy-making and assessments would provide a clearer picture. Further
development should ensure more comprehensive policy and assessment coverage of
short-term climate pollutants as well as carbon dioxide.
According to the Government of Canada, short-lived climate pollutants (SLCPs) are
“potent greenhouse gases (GHGs) and air pollutants [which] have relatively short
atmospheric lifetimes compared to longer-lived GHGs such as carbon dioxide (CO2),
and have a warming impact on the climate’’.424
As stated in part 2, even if carbon budgets are based on CO2 only, the size of the budget
depends on non-CO2 gases. Black Carbon, Methane, Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and
Tropospheric Ozone are the SLCPs addressed in Canada’s mid-century long-term
Strategy. The strategy further recognizes that “fast concurrent actions on SLCPs” are
needed to remain on a pathway consistent with keeping temperatures well below 2°C.425
Moreover, the reduction of SLCPs “has considerable benefits beyond those that are
climate related, such as improving air quality, human health, and environmental and
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ecosystem outcomes”.426
All of these gases have a greater global warming potential than CO2 on shorter
timescales and therefore lead to increases in the rate and intensity of early warming,
which is a key factor for Canada’s quickly warming Northern latitudes. For example,
•

Black carbon influences the climate in multiple ways: by directly heating
surrounding air when suspended in the atmosphere; by reducing the
reflectivity of the earth’s surface when deposited, an effect particularly
strong over snow and ice; and through additional indirect effects related
to interaction with clouds. Black carbon is estimated to be 3,200 (270 to
6,200) times more potent a warming agent than CO2 over a 20-year
period.427

•

Methane emissions, which account for 15% of total GHG emissions in
Canada, are significant contributors to climate impacts. In addition,
methane contributes to the formation of ground-level ozone. The oil and
gas sector accounted for 44% of Canada’s methane emissions in 2014,
largely from oil and natural gas fugitive sources, including venting. The
remainder of Canada’s methane emissions arises largely from agriculture
and solid waste disposal.428

•

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are synthesized chemicals used as
replacements
for
ozone-depleting
substances.
Internationally,
atmospheric observations show that the volume of HFCs in the
atmosphere is increasing rapidly, about 10 to 15% per year. To address
concerns regarding an estimated increase in HFC emissions to 10% or
more of total CO2 equivalent emissions by 2050, the 197 Parties to the
Montreal Protocol agreed to an amendment to phase-down the use and
production of HFCs on October 15th, 2016. The “Kigali Amendment”
could help to avoid almost 0.5°C of global warming by the end of the
century [...]429

Social costs that have been estimated for carbon dioxide, methane and nitrogen dioxide
provide some of this needed differentiation. They provide interesting ways to show
different costs of inaction on different gases for different GHGs with different durations
in the atmosphere and varying impacts over time. 430
Canada joined almost 200 other countries in signing the Kigali Amendment to the
426
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Montreal Protocol, which will push the global phase out of HFCs.431 HFCs are a class of
refrigerant gases used since the 1990s as a replacement for chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
that deplete the ozone layer. Although HFCs are not harmful to the ozone, they are a
GHG that is 14000 times more powerful than CO2.
Further development is hoped for to ensure more comprehensive policy coverage of
short-term climate pollutants as well as carbon dioxide since coverage is currently
patchy and important under-reporting has been noted for fugitive emissions of methane
in the oil and gas sector, the largest source and a sector to be covered by new regulation.
This section on broad guidance for making climate-responsible decisions has surveyed
seven major issue areas. Each of them contains large and numerous gaps that undermine
Canada’s policy framework for addressing Paris-compliant mitigation, and represent
important opportunities for improvement. These all have finer scale implications for
assessments explored in the next section.
3.4 Filling the gap II: Specific tools necessary to include climate considerations
adequately in assessment
In addition to broad, policy-level guidance, specific tools are also necessary to address
gaps between Canada’s assessment processes and meeting Paris commitments. The main
existing federal guidelines on how to take climate into account in federal assessments
date back to 2003 and are in dire need of an update.432
Attention to climate change mitigation commitments and their implications has been
largely absent to date in federal assessments of major GHG-generating projects. Climate
mitigation considerations in assessments have often been limited to untested assertions
by proponents that rely on “ambiguous and/or inconsistent definitions of GHG emission
levels as well as significance of GHG emission impacts” and use “scale tricks” of GHG
emissions relative to different baselines (often national or global) to conclude that
project emissions are insignificant.433
Further, climate mitigation objectives have been absent or only superficially considered
in the latest federal assessments of major GHG projects under federal review such as
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pipelines, oil and gas extraction projects and massive public infrastructure based on
passenger car transportation.
The tools presented here will need further development for use in decision making on
existing and new undertakings. Better tools may need to be developed for analyzing how
activities align with overall climate commitments. It will also be important to explore
what economic, legislative and other measures can be mobilized to provide a suitably
broad set of motivations and guidance for the transition to GHG neutrality. This section
focuses specifically on tools for determining how GHGs are attributed, offsets are
considered, costs and benefits are assessed, alternatives are considered, and transparent
and accessible information is made available and used in assessments.
3.4.1

Methods to determine attribution of GHGs to particular kinds of undertakings

The Canadian General Guidance for Incorporating Climate Change Considerations in
Environmental Assessments produced in 2003) indicates assessments should include
direct and indirect GHG emissions as well as related effects without defining these
terms.434 Technical guidelines prepared by the federal government on activities to be
included in cumulative effects assessments specify that that the effects of induced
development that are certain and reasonably foreseeable are to be considered.435
Clarification is needed on how that applies in assessments of GHG-generating projects
and the further developments induced by such projects.
A key gap that remains within Canada’s assessment processes is determining what
methods can be used to ensure GHGs are properly attributed to particular kinds of
undertakings. One way in which this gap can be addressed is through full life cycle
assessments, which not only include emissions directly cause by the proposed
undertaking, but also those caused indirectly through related activities over its lifespan.
Their inclusion in assessments of pipelines has been especially controversial of late, as
exemplified by the evolving federal scope of the climate assessment of the now
abandoned Energy East pipeline proposal between 2014 and 2017 in Box 5 below.
Some guidance in navigating the complex analysis of ‘indirect’ emissions can be taken
from the approach developed in the US. This approach was established under the general
framework of US National Environmental Policy Act and regulations, which define the
various concepts as follows.
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Table 3: Scope of Consideration under US National Environmental Policy Act436
Three types of environmental effects required to be considered by U.S. federal
agencies
Direct effects:

those that are “caused by the action and occur at the same time and
place.”437

Indirect effects:

those that are “caused by the action and are later in time or farther
removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable,” and which
may include “growth inducing effects related to induced changes in the
pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and related
effects on air and water and other natural systems, including
ecosystems.”438

Cumulative
effects:

those that result from “the incremental impact of the action when added
to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) or person undertakes
such other actions.”439

Three types of related action with significant impact on the environment required to
be considered by U.S. federal agencies
Connected
actions:

436

actions that are “closely related and therefore should be discussed in the
same impact statements.”440
Executive guidance on these general regulations were provided by the
Council on Environmental Quality under the Obama administration in
August 2016 specified that connected actions are those ‘subject to
reasonable limits based on feasibility and practicality,” including
activities “that have a reasonably close causal relationship to the
Federal action, such as those that may occur as a predicate for a
proposed agency action or as a consequence of a proposed agency
action (including land clearing, access roads, extraction, transport,
refining, processing, using the resource, disassembly, disposal, and
reclamation)”.441

42 U.S.C. §4321 et seq. (1969) and Regulation
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Cumulative
actions:

actions that “have cumulatively significant impacts and should
therefore be discussed in the same impact statement.”442

Similar actions:

actions that “have similarities that provide a basis for evaluating their
environmental consequences together, such as common timing or
geography.”443

US authors put forward the fact that there is some overlap between the concept of
“indirect effects” and the “impact of related actions”: upstream and downstream
emissions can be conceptualized as “indirect impacts” or as the “impacts of related
actions”. 444 However, authors proposed to use the requirement to evaluate “impacts of
related actions” to provide a basis to conclude that an agency must evaluate upstream
and downstream emissions when those emissions were not considered as “indirect
impacts”.445 They also proposed to consider non-federal actions – not subject to NEPA
regulations which can’t be considered as “connected actions” – as “indirect effects” to
allow the evaluation of those emissions in the environmental assessment.446 In short, in
some circumstances “it makes more sense to rely on the indirect effects requirement to
compel the consideration of upstream and downstream emissions”447.
A full life cycle assessment would include emissions directly caused by the proposal as
well as indirect emissions resulting from any connected actions over its lifespan,
including upstream and downstream emissions in the fossil fuel sector. Different
concepts should be considered for inclusion in the broader context of lifecycle / lifespan
assessments. These are:
• Direct emissions – i.e. emissions from the construction and operation of a project
like a pipeline

442

•

Indirect emissions – emissions from the manufacture of components, material,
equipment etc., could also include emissions from harms to sinks, leakage, etc.
These are sometimes called scope 3 emissions.

•

Upstream emissions – indirect emissions from the extraction of fossil fuels
transported or consumed

•

Downstream emissions – indirect emissions from the use of the oil being
extracted or transported

43 FR 56003, Nov. 29, 1978, sec. 1508.25 (a) 2.
43 FR 56003, Nov. 29, 1978, sec. 1508.25 (a) 3.
444
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online: ˂http://www.ssrn.com/abstract=2748702>.
445
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•

Imbedded emissions – emissions associated with the manufacture of components
of a product or project such as a pipeline.

In the specific context of fossil fuel projects, courts in the US – and also in Australia448 –
have held that downstream emissions of fossil fuel projects fall within the scope of
indirect impacts. They should therefore be reviewed, since emissions from combustion
are “reasonably foreseeable” when production estimates are available.449 In the fall of
2017, a US federal Court of Appeal reiterated that federal agencies must “consider all
direct effect, reasonably foreseeable indirect effects, and effects that are cumulative over
time or aggregated with other forces outside of the agency’s proposed action.”450
Likewise, we argue that assessment processes in Canada should take a similar approach
in its consideration of indirect effects.
In Sierra Club v. FERC, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals released a decision about
“the scope of greenhouse gas emission impacts that must be considered by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in environmental reviews of pipeline
projects”.451 The court held that “the downstream greenhouse gas emissions are an
indirect effect of authorizing the project, and that those emissions should be
quantified”.452 Interestingly, the court found that because FERC can act on information
about greenhouse gas emissions and climate change impacts when deciding whether to
issue a pipeline certificate, and because FERC can deny the certificate if it finds that the
project would be too harmful to the environment, FERC’s approval is a “legally relevant
cause” of the downstream effects of combusting the gas.
US Courts have consistently held that emissions from combustion are “reasonably
foreseeable” when production estimates are available. For coal extraction, all the
examined cases have found that there is a sufficient causal connection between the
extraction and the downstream greenhouse gas emissions from the processing,
transportation, and end-use of the extracted coal.453 In their findings, the courts have
rejected three types of arguments denying the causal connection between extraction and
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downstream emissions: the “status quo”454 argument, the “it’s not our call” argument,
and the “perfect substitute” argument. The “it’s not our call” argument states that there
is no “reasonably close causal relationship akin to proximate cause” between the
extraction of coal and emissions from downstream activities such as combustion of the
coal because the agency lacks jurisdiction over those activities.455 The inability to
exercise jurisdiction on foreign combustion emission is not a defensible argument at the
stage of assessing the cumulative impacts of a project.
Box 5: Energy East Case study – To Assess or Not to Assess Indirect GHGs?
Shortly after the National Energy Board received the application456 for the Energy East
pipeline project in October, 2014, it determined that it would not assess indirect
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with the project457. If built, it would have
been the largest oil sands pipeline in North America. Many Canadians expressed
concern: 100,000 messages were delivered on February 3, 2015, urging the National
Energy Board to assess the climate impacts of the pipeline458. The emissions resulting
from the combustion of fuel delivered by the pipeline (the incremental increase in
downstream emissions) was argued to contribute to global GHG emissions in a
measurable and significant way, and that under CEAA 2012, the climate constitutes a
global part of the environment and therefore projects under consideration must have
their global impacts assessed459.
In early 2016, the newly elected federal government initiated a process of modernizing
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the National Energy Board at the same time as the Energy East assessment and adopted
“Interim Measures for Pipeline Reviews.”460 These measures established that the
Government of Canada rather than the National Energy Board would “[a]ssess the
upstream greenhouse gas emissions associated with this project and make this
information public”. In the hearing order released in July 2016, the National Energy
Board’s Hearing Panel specifically indicated that it would not consider issues
pertaining to the upstream activities associated with the project such as the
development of tar sands, or the downstream use of oil transported through the
pipeline.461 In March 2016, Environment and Climate Change Canada proposed a
“methodology to assess the upstream GHG emissions from projects under review”.462
Following a widely publicized controversy regarding an apprehension of bias on the
part of its members, the Energy East Hearing Panel of the National Energy Board
recused itself in September 2016. 463 The newly nominated Hearing Panel464 decided to
restart the assessment process from the start in January 2017.465
This new Hearing Panel released its own “List of Issues” late August, 2017, in which it
indicated that it would consider indirect greenhouse gas emissions, in the following
terms:
Quantification of incremental indirect greenhouse gas emissions that
could result if the Project is constructed, including from incremental
upstream oil production and upgrading, incremental downstream
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refining and
generation.466

end-use,

and

incremental

third-party

electricity

In early October 2017, TransCanada formally abandoned its Energy East pipeline
project.467
On another note, considering Canada’s important GHG reservoirs, it is crucial that
emissions associated with land-use changes, whether direct or indirect are considered in
federal assessments going forward.
Box 6: Case study: GHGs associated with Land Use Change (LULUCF) in
assessments
Land-use changes contribute to GHG emissions because of the suppression of topsoil
and deforestation and the loss of carbon sequestration468. Curiously, foreign
jurisdictions and researchers have been able to estimate these emissions in Canada in
the context of lifecycle assessment of fuels469 or upstream emissions associated with
the Keystone XL pipeline470 but so far no Canadian jurisdiction seems to include these
important emissions in assessment. For example, net emissions effects due to LULUCF
are not considered in the methodology set out in March 2016 by the federal
Department of Environment and Climate Change for estimating upstream GHGs
associated with pipelines.
Under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012, in-situ oil and gas projects
are not on the list of designated projects subject to federal environment assessment
requirements.471 This is significant .According to Alberta Energy, 97% of the area
covered by the oil sands reserves are too deep to be mined and extraction operations
must resort to in-situ mining techniques.472
This has a major impact as such land based emissions associated with major oil and gas
466
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projects in Western provinces are significant., even for in situ recovery techniques A
study conducted on the Alberta oil sands in 2015 concluded that an “additional 500
km2 and 2,400 km2 of boreal forest including carbon-rich peatlands would be
disturbed from surface mining and in-situ production, respectively, between 2012 and
2030; releasing additional 107–182 million tonnes of GHG from land use alone.”473
Finally, recommendations to include carbon sequestration implications associated with
projects were part of the by the Council on Environment Quality guidance on the
consideration of GHG emissions in National Environmental Policy Act reviews474.
Similarly, Canada should follow suit and reflect these guidelines in their own domestic
environmental assessment reviews.
Lastly, it would seem sensible to assess undertakings’ GHG emissions cumulatively
towards certain key deadlines, for example 2030, and 2050 so as to provide a basis for
comparison of alternatives as well as to ensure that undertakings are in line with climate
commitments over their lifetime and do not continue emitting GHGs passed the
decarbonization deadline.
Assessing GHG emissions over the lifespan of projects can create incentives to restore
ecosystems sequestration potential at the end of a project in order to reduce overall
project GHG emissions. Focusing on cumulative lifetime emissions also provides for a
fuller picture of the climate impacts of a project. For example, when assessing the
Pacific Northwest LNG project, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency
carried out a GHG analysis on an annual basis and assessed the predicted emissions to
be insignificant. By contrast, an expert affidavit in a court case challenging the project
approval showed that the project’s lifetime cumulative emissions would fill up, on its
own, 10% of a “fair share” Canadian carbon budget consistent with limiting warming to
2C.475
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3.4.2

Guarantees for GHG reductions, future remediation and emissions offsets

A crucial problem with current approaches to GHG emissions is the failure to link GHG
emissions with climate harms. The current climate governance system fails to provide
adequate recourse for the existing and growing numbers of victims of climate impacts
domestically and internationally. Climate justice litigation is rapidly growing, as
evidenced by recent legal actions taken by victims of climate change impacts from the
Philippines476, Peru477, Alaska478, California479, and New York.480 Climate litigation is
likely to increase and future disbursements in one form or another are to be expected
eventually.
We preliminarily suggest that financial guarantees should be sought as a condition for
passing a climate test, to ensure that emissions are effectively reduced by mitigation
plans proposed in projects and programs. If projects or policies fail in the future to
mitigate emissions as planned, they would have to disburse an amount previously
required to be held in guarantee. This amount could be based on the social cost of the
unabated GHG for the year it was emitted. These guarantees, at least those that would be
held by the government, could become the basis for establishing a fund for national and
international victims of climate change who will need financial support for adaptation
and remediation measures.
How to consider carbon offsets within assessment also requires careful attention. Among
the complexities is the need to ensure that accepted offsets are permanent. GHG
reductions due to restored carbon sinks or on-site mitigation plans should only be
included in assessments under certain conditions. Specific considerations include
enforceable approval conditions for effective application of commitments by the
proponent and sufficient financial security put aside in a fund to ensure the restoration
and mitigation will be done and will lead to permanent results. Likewise, efforts to
reduce emissions in foreign jurisdictions to offset emissions should only count in a
Canadian project assessment if they happen over the same time scale and provide
rigorously verified results according to the latest guidance under international climate
frameworks. The California Environmental Quality Act481 and attendant guidelines482
476
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provide useful inspiration for Canadian developments concerning the consideration and
discussion of mitigation measures proposed to minimize significant effects.
The California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines § 15126.4(c) lists five measures
that may mitigate the significant effects of greenhouse gas emissions:483
(1) existing plan or mitigation program to reduce GHG;
(2) project features or project design that reduce GHG;
(3) off-site measures, including offsets that are not otherwise required,
to mitigate a project's emissions;
(4) measures that sequester greenhouse gases;
(5) specific measures or policies found in an adopted ordinance or
regulation that reduces the cumulative effect of emissions.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines § 15126.4(c)
Consideration and Discussion of Mitigation Measures Proposed to Minimize Significant
Effects are also relevant:
(c) Consistent with section 15126.4(a), lead agencies shall consider
feasible means, supported by substantial evidence and subject to
monitoring or reporting, of mitigating the significant effects of
greenhouse gas emissions. Measures to mitigate the significant effects
of greenhouse gas emissions may include, among others:
(1) Measures in an existing plan or mitigation program for the reduction
of emissions that are required as part of the lead agency's decision;
(2) Reductions in emissions resulting from a project through
implementation of project features, project design, or other measures,
such as those described in Appendix F;
(3) Off-site measures, including offsets that are not otherwise required,
to mitigate a project's emissions;
(4) Measures that sequester greenhouse gases;
(5) In the case of the adoption of a plan, such as a general plan, longrange development plan, or plans for the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, mitigation may include the identification of specific
measures that may be implemented on a project-by-project basis.
Mitigation may also include the incorporation of specific measures or
policies found in an adopted ordinance or regulation that reduces the
cumulative effect of emissions.
482
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In order to prevent and reduce GHGs, there should be a mandate to perform “all feasible
mitigation” of emissions. That way, after the performance of all feasible on-site
mitigation, offsets could be purchased and used for mitigation. Considering that science
and research related to GHGs are constantly evolving, off-site measures are important
because they consider solutions not directly related to the project. Those measures
include offsets that are not otherwise required by the law or regulations, thereby
ensuring further mitigation is additional to actions already required of others.
3.4.3

Consideration of the costs of emitting and abating GHG emissions

As discussed in s.3.3.5, there are legitimate reservations concerning a solely economic
approach to understanding climate impacts. A stable climate is not simply a good to be
traded, but a pre-condition to advanced human societies. However, given the
predominance of economic arguments in current decision making and the fact that the
current absence of rigorous climate discussions in assessments has meant that climate
costs have been interpreted as zero, it is recommended to include economic assessments
of mitigation, adaptation and damage costs associated with projects. Proposed projects
should not be allowed to rely on projected benefits to gain federal approvals without
disclosing important costs to the public. Such carbon prices and/or costs have been
included in assessments in other jurisdictions, such as the European Union484 and the
United States of America but not yet in Canada.

Box 6 Example of judicially required social cost of carbon assessment
One example is a US court’s use of the social cost of GHGs as a basis for rejecting an
impac6 statement that had failed to include the social costs related to climate change in
the context of a proposed forest road to open up access to new coal mines in otherwise
roadless untouched areas in Colorado. The court ruled in High Country Conservation
Advocates:
Common sense [suggests] that quantifying the effect of greenhouse gases in
dollar terms is difficult at best. The critical importance of the subject,
however, [suggests] that a “hard look” has to include a “hard look” at whether
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this tool, however imprecise it might be, would contribute to a more informed
assessment of the impacts than if it were simply ignored.485
The court cited a previous decision, which held that, “a government agency [proponent]
choosing to trumpet an action’s benefits has a duty to disclose its costs.”486 By deciding
not to quantify costs at all, agencies effectively zero out the costs in quantitative
analyses, since there are no estimates that assign a zero cost to GHG emissions.487
The High Country Conservation Advocates decision led a new impact statement which
represents the best, yet imperfect, example of using the social cost of GHGs as an
estimation of global damages associated with a project’s GHG emissions, including the
social cost of the GHGs associated with extracting and combusting the coal after the
court cancelled the previous impact statement which had failed to. 488
i) Costing concepts applicable to abated and unabated emissions
Whether a mitigation or a damage price needs to be included in assessments of GHGs
depends on whether we anticipate each GHG emission associated with a project to be
either subjected to a regulatory or pricing scheme for mitigation or whether it will be
emitted and lead to damages. Distinguishing between which project GHGs will be
abated in the future and those that will be emitted unabated will be key in determining
whether a carbon price or the social cost of carbon should be applied. However,
important complexities must be recognized.
There is a need to distinguish between emissions covered by a cap-and-trade or tax
pricing scheme and those that aren’t so as to avoid doubly costing a ton or carbon. There
is a further need to distinguish between (i) emissions covered by reduction schemes (cap
and trade) under which GHG emissions can be said to have been avoided at the market
or set price, assuming there are no leakages in the system489; (ii) emitted GHGs that are
485
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taxed; (iii) emissions that are covered by a non-market abatement regulation; and (v)
emissions entirely not covered by a regime, which also get released into the environment
unabated, contributing to climate change damages.
A tonne of GHG subjected to a pricing scheme is not automatically abated if the cost
incentive benefits the emission. Conversely, a tonne of carbon that is not subject to a
pricing scheme may nevertheless be abated through the application of non-market
mechanisms.
Marginal abatement cost and switching prices should be considered in assessments if it
is expected that emissions in a project not covered by an existing regulatory or pricing
scheme nonetheless may need to be abated because the government does not have a plan
for reducing certain emissions and is expected to take corrective action closer to
deadlines which would affect the project.
As much as possible, assessment analysis should integrate costs and prices in a matrix
format presenting effects of different prices on the economic viability of the project or
the economic angle of a public interest determination based on different assumptions:
● Costs of abating emissions:
o minimal: effect of the federal carbon price on the project on emissions that
will be abated / covered by scheme (until 2022)
o robust: marginal abatement cost/switching price necessary to achieve
different versions of fair share of the Paris goals and the necessary transition
applied to all emissions generated by the project.
● Cost of unabated emissions: Social cost of GHGs associated with unabated
project emissions presenting a wider range of estimates and discount rates.
Care should be had to incorporate the specification and use of effects calculation tools,
such as those based on the anticipation of a rising marginal abatement cost / GHG price
consistent with meeting the Paris Agreement commitments, and calculation of the social
costs of carbon/GHGs and sink effects attributable to a proposed undertaking.

every year from 2013 – 2017 : Ministre du Développement durable, de l’Environnement et de la Lutte
contre les changements climatiques, “Le Marché du Carbone : Documentation”, online:
˂http://www.environnement.gouv.qc.ca/changements/carbone/documentation.htm>.
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2017,
online:
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ii. Increasing carbon price estimates
Carbon prices are likely to increase significantly in the future. Current values should
therefore be used with caution, or applied only to undertakings that are already generally
consistent with Paris-compliant pathways to GHG neutrality. Carbon prices estimated by
independent experts are higher than those set by government especially for timescales
beyond 2022, and should be suitable for adoption in assessments.
Independent estimates are needed to complement government assigned carbon
prices/costs. Federal and provincial carbon prices, either set by taxes or cap and trades,
are likely to be too low to bring about the Paris consistent transition and therefore likely
will lead to unabated emissions. Thus, carbon prices may need to be complemented with
additional costing estimates in assessments about future conditions that may come to be
set in later years by future governments under greater climate constraints. Short-term
carbon prices soon to be set in federal policy will need to be replaced by numbers based
on calculations based on what is necessary for Paris compliance. If the federal
government fails to undertake such an exercise, assessments should rely on values
established by international academia as well as jurisdictions that have taken the
exercise seriously.
iii) Climate costs as a public learning and analytical tool
Further, expressing climate impacts in dollar figures may be more readily
understandable for the public and decision makers, though focussing on economic
dimensions is undoubtedly a limited approach. This characteristic is especially useful
because it can be difficult for the public to relate to intangible and invisible concepts like
“a ton of GHG.”490 Finally and most importantly, the social cost of carbon ensures that
climate impacts of a project are framed in a way that enables the public and decision
makers to gain a more tangible understanding of the scale of damage associated with a
project.491
The social cost of carbon can serve important goals in assessment. Adding consideration
of the impacts associated with business as usual, especially to projects in line with
business as usual developments such as fossil fuels, provides for an important, even if
imperfect, ground-truthing exercise. It can be used as an input in analyzing the
economic viability of the project in the context of a “polluters pay” principle. Indeed, it
could serve as a basis for providing security/guarantee to back the payment of mitigation
action or to compensate for adaptation or victims funding as seen above.
The social cost of carbon is an analytical tool to understand the approximate scale of the
climate impacts of a proposal compared to alternatives and should be used regardless of
490
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whether a formal cost-benefit analysis is conducted.492 It is not possible to understand
the climate impact of a project by only accounting for its GHG emissions, without some
assessment of the harm they will cause.493 Statements in reports highlighting the small
proportion of global GHG emissions that a project contributes should be discouraged
since such numbers conceal the specific climate change impacts of a project.494 By using
social cost of carbon values, better consideration can be given to climate change impacts
by ensuring that GHG emissions are tracked along with the project’s marginal
contribution to global temperature increase and translating those temperature increases
into monetized damage estimates.495
The social cost of carbon encourages the consideration of the cumulative impacts of
climate change, although it is not a substitute for cumulative effects analysis.496 “The
SCC provides an estimate of the cumulative impacts of incremental emissions: that is,
the impact of a proposal’s emissions when added to the past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable emissions”.497 Climate change is inherently cumulative in nature and the
social cost of carbon provides the necessary context for understanding data that may
otherwise fail to capture the larger picture.498
In any case, SCC methodologies and the presentation of their results should be upgraded
if they are to be used in assessments.
3.4.4

Consideration of alternatives and GHG scenarios

Another question to be addressed is how different alternatives and their GHG scenarios
should be considered in project and strategic assessments. Comparison of alternative
future scenarios will be especially important where public resources (e.g., lands or
funding) would be used for proposed undertakings that could have significant adverse
effects on meeting climate commitments and/or other key sustainability considerations,
including human rights and Indigenous peoples’ rights. Such alternatives need to be
considered not only for GHG-generating undertakings (e.g., fossil fuel extraction
projects), but also for industrial projects proposed as climate solutions (e.g., large
hydropower dams and, nuclear power stations).
Alternative scenario creation should not remain the exclusive responsibility of the
proponent who has vested interest in ensuring other “alternative” scenarios are
conservative in their effectiveness and ambition. Assumptions linked to status quo
industrial projects can be unduly uncreative and ignore radically different pathways that
can deliver greater sustainability and community well-being, for example through
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decentralized, renewable energy generation, demand side management and efficiency
measures:
When sustainability is considered, low-carbon energy projects can reduce
their footprint and coincide with other developments that limit negative
impacts on the environment. Wind turbines that maximize the footprintefficiency of hydro reservoirs, floating photovoltaic arrays, and rooftop
solar, geothermal heating and waste-to-energy biomass conversion in
industrialized or urban areas are examples of strategies that contribute to
reducing energy infrastructures’ impact on natural ecosystems. Finally,
energy efficiency and conservation reduce the need for expensive and
potentially damaging energy infrastructure. A commitment to
environmental protection could become a field of innovation in itself,
incentivizing the development of reduced-impact, low-carbon energy
technology.499
The case of the controversial Site C dam assessment and the subsequent independent
review discussed in Box 7 illuminates the importance of careful and impartial evaluation
of broad alternatives.

Box 7: Case study: The Site C Dam or the failure to assess a dubious climate
solution
Site C is a third dam and 1,100-megawatt hydroelectric generating station proposed
on the Peace River in northeast British Columbia, near Fort St. John / Treaty 8
territory proposed by BC Hydro.500 Initially submitted in the 1980’s, the project
resurfaced in 2010 and was submitted to a Joint Review Panel under CEAA 2012.501
The report found the project would have more significant adverse environmental
effects than any other project ever assessed during the 25-year history of the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, including bitumen extraction projects.502
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Following the report, the federal authorizations were issued in October 2014503
concluding succinctly that: “the significant adverse environmental effects that the
Designated Project is likely to cause are justified in the circumstances”504 without any
justificatory analysis of adverse environmental effects or treaty right infringement
analysis of the local First Nations who are heavily impacted.505 It has been called the
first “mega-project in new era of reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples506 and in
August 2017, a United Nations panel on racism called on the “B.C. government to
immediately halt construction on the $8.8-billion Site C dam, arguing the province
needs to review the controversial project in consultation with the First Nations
communities facing irreversible destruction of their lands.”507 In December 2017, the
B.C. Government chose to continue the project.
Throughout the project review, the dam was being lauded as ‘clean’ energy. 508
However, the joint review panel did not analyze GHG emissions in detail. Relying
solely on proponent evidence about alternative energy scenarios, the panel concluded
that “the project would produce more power per gram of CO2e than any alternative
(non-nuclear) over its lifetime”.509
In 2016, a team of researchers at the University of British Columbia program on
Water Governance and independent academic experts began producing a series of
reports on the Site C Project assessing First Nations issues, environmental impacts,
regulatory process, greenhouse gas emissions, economics, and employment. This
provides for a rich body of inspiration to influence future alternatives assessments.510
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Their comparative study on GHG unpacks and questions conservative assumptions
made by the proponent concerning alternative energy portfolios and found that at
best, lifecycle GHG emissions of the Site C dam are comparable to alternatives
presented by the project proponent. At best, the dam would provide emission
reductions equivalent to 0.15% of the province’s current emissions.511 Further, “Site
C Project entails the release of at least 4 Mt CO2e emissions before 2035, as a result
of construction-related emissions and the fact that reservoir emissions are
concentrated in the early years following inundation. It will be several decades before
the GHG emissions of an optimized Alternative Portfolio exceed those of the Site C
Project, if ever”.512 The alternatives scenarios reviewed in the independent report had
much smaller ecological and social impacts, and also created more jobs. In
comparison, site C provided the “least jobs per dollar spent”513, a key consideration
for a just transition.
It is important to consider employment not only during the construction phase of a
project, but also throughout the production and transformation phase. It is also
important to consider employment opportunities across alternatives: clean
technologies, such as wind, solar and geothermal, could cover the demand for energy
while creating more long- and short term-jobs.
The study also highlights a very important dimension of GHG emissions comparison:
time frames. Building large-scale infrastructure such has hydro dams lead to
important methane emissions, a powerful GHG, in the short term, precisely when the
largest reductions in GHGs are necessary. Other renewables do not have such
important front loaded emissions associated with the early years of projects (but all
have most of their emissions occurring during construction years).
A second example of an inefficient green infrastructure investment that could have been
avoided or greatly improved by a robust alternatives analysis is the Réseau électrique
métropolitain project, a planned electric rapid transit system for the Greater Montreal
area. This project, into which the federal government will be investing $1.3 billion514,
should result in a meager 1% reduction of GHG emissions when factors such as cement
production and urban sprawl are taken into account. A similarly priced public transit
511
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system could have reduced 19 times the amount of emissions with a capacity for three
times more passengers.515 Thus, it is imperative that there be rigorous, transparent
methodologies and models that are consistent across alternatives studied and assessment
processes.
Assumptions linked to status quo industrial projects can be uncreative and ignore
radically different pathways that can deliver greater sustainability and community wellbeing. Different alternatives to the project and alternative means of designing the project
with different GHG implications could therefore be compared across the matrix of
different costs to identify the best alternative from a climate perspective and/or
integrated into a broader matrix of alternatives across a broader range of sustainability
considerations. More detailed guidance on alternatives in assessment is provided in Part
4 below.
3.4.5

Transparent and accessible models and data

The research undertaken for this report highlighted a paucity of published research and
many areas of difficulties and contention in existing approaches to considering climate
change in the review of fossil fuel projects. There is also still not enough information
and context-specific analysis on how we should transition away from hydrocarbons in a
manner that maximizes social, economic and environmental benefits while minimizing
risks and harm to our society. This gap in research and analysis is apparent
internationally, but the situation is especially bad in Canada relative to most other
developed countries.
Finally, assessment processes need to ensure information relevant to decision making is
transparent and accessible. Most knowledge, information and arguments regarding
climate change impacts and possible mitigation pathways rely on modelling. Outputs of
models cannot be adequately interpreted without access to the full suite of underlying
assumptions and the data that fed into them. The uncertainties associated with these
various tools to be deployed must also be addressed transparently.
Models are essential to understanding climate and energy systems. Put simply, they
expand what the human brain can do. However, the parameters, data and assumptions
fed in to models greatly impact the output, underpinning the crucial need for
transparency. Unfortunately, as Hoffman and Sigvaldason have observed,
the existing stock of energy systems models in government, academia
and business are not adequate to meet the needs of sound policymaking
and public understanding of energy and its interaction with the economy
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and the environment […] Models should be made accessible to all
interested parties and fully transparent.516
This is echoed by the Sustainable Canada Dialogue team whose second key finding was:
Improvements are needed in the quality of, and access to, data on
energy systems. Federal and provincial governments should also
support the establishment and improvement of technology-rich, open
source, well-documented scenarios and optimization models that can
be used by researchers to explore energy pathways and inform policy
and investment decisions.
(…)
Energy information in Canada is in a dire state: it is fragmented,
incoherent, somewhat inaccessible, and without clear organizing
principles and standards.517
Further, global models like those produced by the International Energy Agency often do
not include territorial / geographic considerations within a modelled region. For a large
country like Canada, distances can have a non-negligible impact and must be included in
Canada-specific models.518
For assessment purposes, private and public proponents alike should minimally have to
disclose key parameters such as carbon price, technology assumptions and underlying
data. It is noteworthy that of the different pathways models compared for this report,
only Environment and Climate Change Canada did not respond to requests for
information and did not provide their data for comparison. It is problematic that the
federal government, unlike other jurisdictions, consider models proprietary information.
The federal government could learn from the experience of the United Kingdom, which
pioneered an integrated framework of climate modeling, law and policy519 ; or
California which bases its policies on open source models.
The push for more accessible and transparent information could be further assisted by an
independent information agency. This body would facilitate the collection and public
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access to the data needed, and would develop analytical tools that permit researchers and
policy makers to test a range of assumptions and possible pathways. An institution such
as the US Energy Transition Information Administration could be especially helpful in
providing research for the Canadian federal government’s broader strategic policymaking beyond project assessments.520

Conclusions and recommendations from Part 3
As a working assumption, the latest potentially justifiable deadline to achieve net zero
anthropogenic GHG emissions in Canada (GHG neutrality or decarbonisation) is 2050.
Given that our fair share decarbonisation deadline is most likely past or at best looming
in the next decade, the earliest feasible achievement date should be adopted as the latest
possible deadline for achieving decarbonisation. So far, the earliest technologically
feasible date identified in any of the studies for decarbonization in Canada is 2050.
Reconsidering what is politically, culturally, and behaviourally possible could move the
decarbonization deadline to before 2050 and reduce the gap between mitigation efforts
in Canada and what is considered to be our fair share under the Paris Agreement.
Any working deadline for decarbonization must be accompanied by always attempting
to do better and by international assistance towards mitigation and adaptation abroad to
compensate for our domestic lateness and past inaction.
For planning and decision making on particular new and existing undertakings,
including those subject to assessment requirements, the current and developing package
of targets, frameworks and applied tools needs extensive strengthening to provide an
adequate basis for determining what activities would be consistent with meeting
Canada’s commitments under the Paris Agreement.
This strengthening will require the following:
● raising the level of specific domestic commitments to reflect the 2050 working
deadline for decarbonisation, and best efforts to do better in the context of a fair
share approach to meeting international commitments;
● developing more ambitious pathways to decarbonization, examining alternative
future scenarios, testing the feasibility of different GHG neutrality deadlines and
comparing alternative routes to meeting particular deadlines;
● adopting a carbon budgeting system, roughly following that of the UK to clarify
expectations and track accomplishments over time;
● building explicit long range energy policies, incorporating means of meeting the
decarbonization deadline and encouraging best efforts;
● mobilizing price and regulatory tools more effectively, including by recognizing
both carbon pricing and the social cost of carbon and clarifying when and with
520
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●

●
●

●
●
●

what caveats each should be used in evaluations of policy options and other
applications;
differentiating among GHGs that will be subject to a carbon price, those that will
be abated (as it may not correlate) and those that will be emitted unabated. For
unabated emissions, using the social cost of GHGs as an estimation of global
damages associated with a project’s GHG emissions, only after consistency with
climate commitments has been established;
designing and applying climate- and sustainability-based matrices to compare
alternative policy, planning, program or project options with different GHG
implications;
establishing the best means to
o account for GHG emissions and sinks;
o recognize the differences among greenhouse gases, including their different
timescales of impacts, and their implications for decision making;
o account for emissions and sink effects stemming from land disturbances and
protecting existing sinks and reservoirs;
o adjust the carbon price and regulatory regime to match the current and
expected increases of mitigation ambition under the Paris Agreement;
o adopt and ensure transparent use of the social cost of carbon in evaluations of
climate-significant proposals (e.g., in regulatory impact assessments, and
project and strategic assessments);
o attribute emissions, including indirect ones, to particular undertakings, over
their full lifecycles,
o incorporate attention to just transition imperatives in planning and decision
making climate-significant undertakings; and
o evaluate the legitimacy of proposed offsets;
establishing financial and other tools to guarantee that commitments to and
requirements for future GHG reductions and offsets are fulfilled;
ensuring transparency and convenient public accessibility of climate-relevant
information, including important data and assumptions for climate-related
studies including the modelling of alternative climate change policy options; and
improving coordination between and among the federal, provincial, territorial
and Indigenous and municipal governments;

Together, these advances would provide a reasonable strong and explicitly justified
foundation for clear, rigorous and consistent decision making in assessments of projects
and strategic level undertakings under the new federal Impact Assessment Act. Indeed,
some of the steps listed above could be initiated, elaborated and pilot-tested in
assessment practice before the new law is passed and comes into effect.
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Part 4. Translating Canada’s Paris Agreement commitments into rules
for decision making on major undertakings: key implications for
assessment law
In February 2018, the federal government introduced a new federal Impact Assessment
Act to replace the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012, which was deemed to
have failed the test of public credibility. The impending new law requires attention to
whether proposed projects (and perhaps strategic level undertakings) subject to
assessment would “contribute to sustainability” and be consistent with meeting Canada’s
climate change commitments.
Under section 63(e) of the law,521 federal assessment decision makers (the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change or the Cabinet) will have to determine
(e) the extent to which the effects of the designated project hinder or
contribute to the Government of Canada’s ability to meet its
environmental obligations and its commitments in respect of climate
change.
This requirement is a welcome indication of government intent to recognize and respond
to its climate commitments. However, effective practical application will depend on
suitable clarification and specification of how the analysis is to be done, and how the
foundations for due attention to climate matters are to be established in many other
aspects of the law’s application.
The preceding parts of this report have been devoted to translating Canada’s
international climate change commitments, especially under the Paris Agreement, into
implications for Canada. They have identified many complexities and uncertainties but
have also pointed to reasonably robust working understandings and paths forward. Our
analysis shows that Canada’s international commitments entail obligations to cut our
domestic anthropogenic GHG emissions effectively to zero by 2050 at the latest, to
achieve more rapid progress wherever possible, and to make substantial contributions
outside Canada to the global effort to keep global average temperatures well below 2ºC.
It also identifies a suite of approaches and tools for Canadian efforts to meet these
obligations.
Part 4 takes on the next step. It examines the implications for assessments and decision
making on proposed new projects and other undertakings that may have important
consequences for meeting Canada’s now clearer climate change mitigation obligations.
In particular, Part 4 considers how meeting Canada’s Paris Agreement commitments can
521
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best be served through the design and application of federal assessment law. It begins
with the basic tests to be met, considers what assessment legislation must deliver, and
proceeds to consider the core purpose and aims of the law, needs for specific climatecentred criteria and trade-off rules, application of assessment requirements to particular
categories of projects and other undertakings, associated needs for information and
evaluations, assessment process characteristics and means of fostering inter
jurisdictional collaboration.
4.1 From commitments to applications: climate tests for assessment applications
The findings from Parts 1-3 provide a foundation for translating the implications of our
climate commitments to implications for assessment for proposed new projects and
other undertakings under the new law.
As a beginning, the Parts 1-3 findings can be combined in a basic set of climate tests for
application in assessments and similar deliberations and decision making. The tests are
summarized in the Box 8, below.

Box 8. Tests to be applied to determine whether a proposed undertaking would or
would not contribute to meeting Canada’s international climate change mitigation
commitments
The core test is that all projects and other proposed undertakings that may be GHG
significant over their lifetime must
●

contribute to meeting Canada’s international climate change mitigation
commitments, and not hinder Canada’s transition to GHG neutrality in time to
meet those commitments.522

The international commitments currently established chiefly under the Paris Agreement
require Canada to do its fair share
●
●

●

to keep overall climate warming “well below 2ºC” and to pursue efforts to limit
the increase to 1.5ºC above pre-industrial levels” (Article 2.1);
to achieve global peaking of GHG emissions as soon as possible and to reach
GHG neutrality in the second half of this century at the latest, “on the basis of
equity, and in the context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate
poverty” (Article 4.1.); and
to anticipate regular review and revision of signatories’ commitments to reflect
progressively increasing nationally determined contributions that represent each
signatory’s “highest possible ambition” (Article 4.3, Article 14).
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change mitigation. See Box 6, below.
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These commitments are to be met while also ensuring respect for human rights,
including Indigenous rights, and pursuing other sustainability objectives such as
biodiversity.
More specific tests that elaborate on the core test can be based on analyses using a suite
of complementary available tools for determining whether a proposed undertaking will
contribute to or hinder meeting our international commitments. The following list
includes analyses that can be used in an elementary way now but need be developed and
specified further for Canadian application.
Tests based on particular analyses using a range of tools would, for example, require a
proposed undertaking
● to contribute to the major transformations that are needed in key sectors –
including energy, transportation, buildings, manufacturing, resources,
agriculture, and possibly forestry – to achieve GHG neutrality in Canada in time
to meet our international commitments;
● to avoid any direct or indirect effects that would hinder timely transition to GHG
neutrality;
● to fit on a credible sectoral or regional pathway to meeting Canada’s
international commitments;
● to be consistent with staying within an equitable GHG budget for Canada (and
within the global GHG budget consistent with meeting international objectives),
as further specified for a sector or region;
● to be viable if the proponents of the undertaking had to pay the full costs
associated with all GHG emissions and sink impairments properly attributable to
the undertaking over its lifespan and lifecycle, with these full costs determined
by the GHG price needed to achieve timely transition to a GHG-neutral economy
or the full social cost of associated climate change (the share of overall
anticipated global damages attributable to the undertaking’s GHGs);
● to avoid, or compensate for, any addition to the costs of making a timely
transition to GHG neutrality;
● to avoid any properly attributable GHG emissions and sink impairments past the
Canadian deadline for GHG neutrality entailed by Canada’s current international
commitments, or provide legitimate new domestic offsets523 to neutralize any
such emissions or sink impairments; and
● to be consistent with ensuring that Canadian GHG mitigation and sink
enhancement initiatives reflect “highest possible ambition” and best efforts,
while not impeding or delaying more promising options.
Tests based on existing domestic policy guidance can also be used, if that guidance is
adjusted to reflect our current and anticipated international commitments. Such tests
would need to favour transparently developed and credible policies. In every case the
523
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guidance would have to be consistent with meeting Canada’s international
commitments.
For illustration, given current domestic policy guidance, a proposed undertaking would
be required
● to be consistent with meeting Canada’s current Nationally Determined
Contribution (NDC), plus additional requirements to address the gap between the
current NDC and the more demanding commitments of the Paris Agreement, and
to anticipate needs for increasing ambitions in future national commitments
under that Agreement; and
● to be consistent with the requirements implied by the Pan-Canadian Framework
on Clean Growth and Climate Change and its implementing legislation, plus
additional requirements to address the gap between the Framework components
and the current NDC, as well as the gap between the current NDC and the Paris
Agreement.
Specifying these tests through open and meaningfully participative strategic policy
making, including application of legislated strategic assessment requirements, would be
preferable to relying on case-by-case debates on the test requirements and implications.
Also, these tests would need to be applied to all existing and proposed activities and
undertakings affecting prospects for meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation
commitments, including those that would not be subject to legislated assessment
requirements.
All climate tests will need to be updated regularly in light of tightening international
commitments, the evolution of climate science and learning from application experience.
These tests, simply stated, will not be sufficient by themselves. To support the tests, and
ensure clear expectations and common understandings for meeting Canada’s climate
commitments under the new Act, a suite of regulatory and policy steps will be needed.
4.2 What is needed in assessment law
4.2.1

The role of assessment law

Assessment law and associated processes are used in the vast majority of jurisdictions
around the world to ensure due consideration of key long term public interest concerns
in the planning and decision making on important undertakings. Often the applications
are limited to major new projects and in many cases the focus is largely on mitigating
adverse effects on the biophysical environment. Increasingly, however, assessment
requirements have been applied to policies, plans and programs (strategic undertakings)
as well as projects. Also, the scope of assessments has gradually expanded to cover
socio-economic, cultural and health as well as ecological considerations, and the core
objectives have begun to move from mere mitigation of adverse effects to ensuring
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positive contributions to sustainability. Because of its influence in the planning and
approval of major new undertakings, assessment law is among the most powerful
available means Canada and other countries have for acting on their international
climate change mitigation commitments.
In Canada, most of the undertakings that have been subject to assessment requirements
have been physical projects. These have included projects with important long as well as
short term implications for meeting climate change mitigation commitments such as
hydrocarbon extraction, transportation and energy generation projects that involve GHG
emissions. Canada also has had a non-transparent policy-based process for strategic
assessment since the early 1990s, and has often been pressed to establish a more
rigorous and credible law-based approach to assessing major strategic undertakings,
including policies, plans and programs with important climate implications.
Together, assessment of climate-significant projects and strategic undertakings could
play a major role in helping Canada act on its international climate change mitigation
commitments.
4.2.2

The record of Canadian assessment law treatment of climate commitments

Effective mobilization of assessment law for climate purposes entails incorporation of
climate-related requirements in the law, application of these requirements to strategic as
well as project-level undertakings, and clarification the implications of the country’s
international commitments and for decision making on proposed undertakings. None of
that is yet in place, though steps in the needed direction are underway.
To date, Canada has paid no effective attention to climate change mitigation in
assessment practice. The word “climate” did not appear in either of the main versions of
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (1995 and 2012). Canadian climate change
mitigation commitments and responsibilities are not recognized in the current Act as key
matters of federal jurisdiction, as grounds for requiring assessments, or as factors for
consideration in federal assessments. Also the current law focuses on identifying
particular “significant adverse environmental effects.” That has facilitated arguments
that an individual project’s GHG emissions have no distinguishable particular
biophysical effects and the emissions are not significant at the global scale where
climate effects are broadly attributed to the combined effects of all GHG emissions and
GHG sink losses.
Moreover, federal authorities have not translated their international climate change
commitments into implications for projects subject to assessment. Lacking the needed
guidance, assessors and decision makers have failed to determine the implications in
individual cases. Even the most recent assessments of projects with evident climate
change implications – including assessments of highly controversial pipelines for
transporting diluted bitumen – have made no serious attempts to determine whether
approving the projects would be consistent with meeting Canada’s climate
commitments. The results of this inattention have included approvals of projects with

lifetimes and attributable GHGs continuing long after Canada should have achieved net
zero anthropogenic GHG emissions.
The current federal government, however, has indicated a major shift. It signed the Paris
Agreement, and engaged actively in new climate initiatives including negotiation of the
Pan-Canadian Framework for Clean Growth and Climate Chang, which sets out
federal, provincial and territorial commitments.524 As well, it initiated a review of
federal assessment processes,525 during which it indicated interest in ensuring greater
attention to climate issues under the new law.526 Finally, it has introduced proposed new
assessment legislation, the Impact Assessment Act, which promises more serious
attention to meeting Canada’s climate change commitments.527
4.2.3

The proposed new Impact Assessment Act

Bill C-69, which was introduced in the federal House of Commons on 8 February 2018,
includes two proposed statutes that will govern deliberations and decision making on
projects and certain other undertakings with important consequences for meeting climate
change commitments. These statutes are a new federal Impact Assessment Act and a new
Canadian Energy Regulator Act.
The Impact Assessment Act sets out requirements and processes for assessment and
decision making on designated projects and provides for broader regional and strategic
assessments. The Canadian Energy Regulator Act is focused regulation of hydrocarbon
pipelines, electrical power transmission lines and offshore renewable energy projects
within federal jurisdiction. We focus here on the Impact Assessment Act, since its
provisions are likely to apply also to the major projects covered by the Canadian Energy
Regulator Act.
As noted above, the new federal Impact Assessment Act explicitly requires consideration
of whether proposed projects subject to assessment will “hinder or contribute to”
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meeting Canada’s climate change commitments.528 What is less certain is how these
assessment and decision-making requirements are to be met, what climate-important
projects will be assessed, how the provisions for strategic assessments will be used to
clarify the implications of Canada’s climate commitments for particular undertakings
and how the analysis of hindering or contributing to meeting climate change
commitments will be done.
At the time of writing, Bill C-69, including the Impact Assessment Act, is still in the
midst of its journey through the legislative process. The Bill was passed by the House of
Commons in June 2018. Senate review is proceeding and regulations to set out crucial
specific requirements for practical application (including what categories of projects are
subject to assessment requirements and what information is required at key steps in the
assessment process) are under development. Current opinion is that, even if the
government is successful in winning passage of the Bill, the Impact Assessment Act will
not be given royal assent and come into force before June 2019.
The statute, however, is only part of the story. As is common, the proposed Impact
Assessment Act leaves many specifics to be set out in regulations and/or policies.
Regulations are legally enforceable. Policies, generally, are not. The Impact Assessment
Act as proposed includes provisions that authorize the Governor in Council (Cabinet)
and the Minister of Environment and Climate Change to make regulations on many
matters needing elaboration under the Act, including determination of what categories of
projects are subject to assessment requirements. Together the statute as passed and the
regulations made under the Act will constitute the new federal assessment law.
4.2.4

The foundations and substance of following discussion

The following discussion identifies the key questions to be addressed and provides
initial responses on how best to incorporate due attention to Canadian climate change
mitigation commitments in the new law. Some of the needed responses are included in
the Impact Assessment Act as proposed. Others may be addressed through amendments
to the statute before it is passed. No less crucial will be regulations that specify or
elaborate broad provisions in the statute. Finally, application of the law is likely to rely
on policy guidance, which does not have the weight of law, but can nonetheless be
influential.
Five key points concerning agenda and assumptions inform our approach to the
questions and response options:
● Guidance for project and program assessments based on Canada’s commitments
made under the Paris Agreement needs to be developed in a broader context of
528
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●

●
●

●

climate justice, which implies respect for human rights, including the rights of
Indigenous peoples, and be guided by the precautionary principle.529
Assessment law is only one of several key means of acting effectively to meet
Canada’s international commitments concerning climate change mitigation. As
we note below, requirements applied to proposed new undertakings need to be
accompanied by requirements applied to other climate-important activities not
covered by assessment law. Moreover, even the most effective assessment law
needs support from a Canadian climate law as a broad foundation for initiatives
to meet climate change mitigation commitments.
Similarly, our focus here on addressing Canada’s international commitments on
climate change mitigation does not diminish needs for due attention to other key
climate-related issues, especially needs for climate change adaptation.
We assume that to accommodate learning from experience, the rising ambitious
of international and national climate change mitigation goals, and other
requirements for flexibility, the statute itself should incorporate only the
fundamental legislative requirements concerning matters related to climate
change mitigation and provide for the specifics to be set out in regulations. As
well, the statute should incorporate requirements for regular review and updating
of the climate change mitigation components in light of experience, new learning
and the anticipated rising ambition of international and national climate change
mitigation goals.530
Finally, we support and build upon the government’s decision to propose a new
assessment law that will require public interest determinations informed by
evidence of contribution to sustainability. Adoption of a sustainability-based
approach to assessment and assessment decision making has been widely
recommended, including by the government’s Expert Panel. Moreover, a
sustainability-based assessment foundation is well suited to addressing the
demands of climate change mitigation and integrating these demands with other
expectations and obligations.

The usual way of approaching assessment requirements in law is to begin with what
sorts of undertakings are to be assessed, and then move on to what information is to be
required in support of each proposed undertaking, what analyses are to be done, and
finally how decisions are to be made about whether or not the undertaking should go
ahead and if so with what conditions, monitoring and other follow-up. All of these steps,
however, depend on what is to be accomplished. What undertakings are proposed, what
information and analyses are required and how decisions are made turn on the objectives
to be served and the test to be applied.
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Consequently, this section will begin by discussing matters of purpose and criteria, and
then proceed to matters of application, information and analysis. The discussion then
addresses decision making, recognizing that climate change considerations must be
integrated with other considerations in the planning and assessment of relevant
undertakings, and must help inform the comparative evaluation of reasonable
alternatives to determine which option has the best prospects for contributing to
sustainability, while avoiding significant adverse effects. The final topics in this section
are interjurisdictional collaboration and the nature of the provisions to be included in the
statute in contrast to those to be left for regulation and policy guidance.
4.3 The purposes, scope and core objectives of the law
Climate change mitigation is an atypical consideration for assessment law. The usual
concerns have been the traceable local and regional effects of projects. Useful
consideration of climate change mitigation effects requires a focus on long-term global
consequences. It is best centred on project implications for meeting international climate
change commitments, including needs for transformation as well as more conventional
mitigation. Because of the nature of these commitments, the law needs to deliver best
efforts rather than only being consistent with specific compliance requirements such as
those implied by national or provincial targets. This approach in turn is best supported
by assessment requirements that aim for overall positive contributions to sustainability
from each approved project, and thus include climate change mitigation with other
mutually supporting means of achieving and preserving lasting wellbeing.
As will be discussed in some detail below, the Impact Assessment Act, as proposed,
provides a promising base. It requires consideration of whether an assessed project will
hinder or contribute to meeting Canada’s climate change commitments. It also
establishes a “contribution to sustainability” test and context for climate change
considerations. Finally, it requires consideration of alternatives, providing an opening
for identification of best options. What remains uncertain is the extent to which these
good foundations will be specified clearly in regulations and policy guidance and
applied effectively in practice.
4.3.1

Needed purposes, scope and core objectives

In assessments of individual projects and other undertakings, climate change is one of
many compelling issues to be addressed. Assessment decision making needs to pay due
attention to all these issues, in an integrated manner that reflects an appropriate
understanding of what is needed in the long as well as short term public interest. The
basic objective that has underpinned assessment law in most jurisdictions for the past
40-some years has been avoidance or reduction of significant adverse environmental
effects (with “environmental” sometimes limited to biophysical considerations and
sometimes extended to the social, economic and cultural realms). For climate change
mitigation purposes, and increasingly for other areas of concern, this traditional focus on
adverse effects is not sufficient.

Meeting Canada’s climate change commitments under the Paris Agreement clearly
entails achieving a substantial transformation of important aspects of the national
economy, soft and hard infrastructure and entrenched behaviour. Much the same is true
in other areas of concern. In sectors as diverse as reconciliation with Indigenous peoples,
management of ocean fisheries and planning for urban growth, needs for positive
alternatives to long-established practices are well recognized. Simply reducing negative
effects – doing things less badly – is not a potentially adequate objective.
As with these other areas, climate change mitigation imperatives entail efforts not only
to preserve and protect valued existing qualities but also to foster positive transformation
from undesirable present conditions and trajectories to ones that are more attractive and
viable.
Typically, the key components that establish the core objectives in assessment law are
set in the purpose and scope sections of the statute, reflected in the statutory decision
criteria, and elaborated in accompanying regulations and policies. These components
also need to be supported by more specific provisions concerning, for example, what
gets assessed, how mandatory assessment considerations and evaluations are defined,
and how process credibility is ensured.
For Canadian federal assessment law, the key needs centred on purposes, scope and core
objectives are as follows:
● The law should establish its core objective as ensuring that approved
undertakings make positive contributions to sustainability while avoiding
significant adverse effects.
● More specifically to address climate change mitigation objectives, the law’s
purpose and scope and key decision factors should
o include the specific purpose of contributing to meeting Canada’s
international commitments to climate change mitigation and maintaining a
healthy and stable climate for future generations;
o ensure that positive contributions to sustainability are defined explicitly to
emphasize intergenerationally lasting contributions (such as climate change
mitigation);
o define the general scope of assessment considerations to include all factors
that may affect lasting wellbeing, and their interactions531 (whether the
factors are identified in the common social economic, biophysical/ecological,
cultural and health categories, or in more directly relevant cross-cutting
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as required under the Paris Agreement, Article 4.1.
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categories of basic requirements for progress towards lasting wellbeing,532 or
some combination);
o require attention to cumulative as well as undertaking-specific effects,
interactive as well as individual effects, indirect as well as direct effects,
effects beyond Canada as well as domestic effects, and lifetime/lifecycle as
well as more immediate effects; and
o require, in each case, comparative assessment of reasonable alternatives,
including the null option of not proceeding with the proposed undertaking,
and identification of the best option for positive contributions to
sustainability, including climate change mitigation (in contrast to assessing
only whether the proposed undertaking is “acceptable”).
Additional provisions related to the basic objectives of the law are needed to recognize
the unique set of challenges raised by climate change mitigation. Two special challenges
of attention to climate change effects in assessments merit particular attention:
The first challenge arises from the atypical characteristics of climate change issues.
These are that the effects of GHG emissions and sink losses are cumulative at the global
scale, and their most significant consequences are intergenerational. Consequently, they
cannot be addressed usefully by traditional assessment approaches that identify
particular effects attributable specifically to particular undertakings. Instead, climate
effects assessments must focus on doing our part in the global efforts to avoid
devastating climate change. That includes compliance with international climate change
mitigation commitments and it entails that assessments determine whether the GHG
implications of a proposed undertaking are consistent with meeting global needs for
GHG emission reductions and sink enhancements that are set out most authoritatively in
international commitments, currently led by the Paris Agreement commitments.
Accordingly, the assessment law must base the test for climate change effects on
consistency with meeting international commitments. That is one key reason why
meeting international climate change mitigation commitments should be one of the
purposes of the law. Two complementary steps are also needed:
● To ensure that climate change effects assessment is centred on consistency with
the implications of international commitments, the law should
o require decision makers to ensure decisions are consistent with meeting
international climate commitments/obligations;533 and
o provide for regulations to specify suitable approaches to assessing effects on
climate change commitments.
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The second special climate change challenge for assessments is that any potentially
adequate global mitigation efforts must go well beyond the usual approaches to effects
mitigation in assessment practice. In the case of climate change, GHG reduction and
sink enhancement must reflect best efforts and must achieve substantial transformations
– for example, transformation of current energy, transportation and other systems and
associated institutions, structure and practices.
● To ensure that climate change effects assessment addresses needs for
transformations as well as more conventional mitigation, the law should
o clarify that the legislated purpose of compliance with climate change
commitments entails fostering necessary transformations as well as
contributing to the reduction of net GHG emissions in line with what is
required to meet the commitments;
o provide for regulation making and other guidance to clarify how to determine
the transformational needs of relevant sectors and/or regions;534
o provide for regulation making and other guidance on how to determine
whether a proposed undertaking will or will not contribute adequately to
meeting transformational needs, and if not, to determine whether and how the
proposed undertaking could be redesigned to meet transformational needs;
and
o provide for regulation making and other guidance on how application of
requirements centred on meeting climate change mitigation commitments is
to be integrated with consideration of other requirements for progress
towards sustainability.
4.3.2

How the Impact Assessment Act, as proposed, addresses purposes, scope and
core objectives?

As proposed, the Impact Assessment Act clearly and repeatedly recognizes climate
change commitments as serious imperatives – most notably in the list of factors to be
considered in all assessments [s.22(1)] and as one of five core factors for attention in
decisions on assessed projects made by the Minister of Environment and Climate
Change or the Governor in Council (Cabinet) [s.63]. The language used requires
assessors and decision makers to consider:
(e) the extent to which the effects of the designated project hinder or
contribute to the Government of Canada’s ability to meet its
environmental obligations and its commitments in respect of climate
change.535
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If a comprehensive new federal climate act were passed, the assessment statute could reference
clarifications provided under that law.
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House of Commons of Canada, Bill C-69 (as passed by the House of Commons, 20 June 2018), Part 1,
Impact Assessment Act, section 22(1)(i) and section 63(e). Identical language is used in the two sections.
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Moreover, the mandatory attention to climate change commitments and other such
obligations comes in a section setting out decision making criteria that begin with the
broader requirements to consider contributions to sustainability and reduction of adverse
effects.536 See Box 9, below. The sustainability-based decision making is supported by a
suitably broad assessment scope. Most of the key sustainability-related effects categories
and other considerations are incorporated explicitly537 and those that are not – notably
interactive and intergenerational effects – are arguably covered implicitly as being
inherent in any serious assessment of contribution to sustainability.
Box 9. The Impact Assessment Act’s core considerations for decision making, in
section 63
63 The Minister’s determination under paragraph 60(1)(a) in respect of a designated
project referred to in that subsection, and the Governor in Council’s determination under
section 62 in respect of a designated project referred to in that subsection, must be based
on the report with respect to the impact assessment and a consideration of the following
factors:
(a) the extent to which the designated project contributes to sustainability;
(b) the extent to which the adverse effects within federal jurisdiction and the adverse
direct or incidental effects that are indicated in the impact assessment report in respect
of the designated project are adverse;
(c) the implementation of the mitigation measures that the Minister or the Governor in
Council, as the case may be, considers appropriate;
(d) the impact that the designated project may have on any Indigenous group and any
adverse impact that the designated project may have on the rights of the Indigenous
peoples of Canada recognized and affirmed by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982;
and
(e) the extent to which the effects of the designated project hinder or contribute to the
Government of Canada’s ability to meet its environmental obligations and its
commitments in respect of climate change.

Oddly, the purposes section of the Act as proposed does not contain a clause on meeting environmental
and climate change commitments. This may be a simple oversight. Also, given that mandatory attention to
these matters is required in the sections discussed above, the silence of the purposes section is probably
not consequential. It may however, be identified for correction through amendments to the statute during
the legislative process.
536
Section 63 (a) and (c).
537
See especially s.22(1).

Together, these provisions incorporate essential contents consistent with the needs set
out above. Especially important is the focus on meeting the Government of Canada’s
commitments, which certainly include those made in the Paris Agreement, and the
explicit requirement to consider potential for hindering the needed steps towards
meeting climate commitments as well as potential for positive contributions to meeting
the commitments.
Limitations remain, however. The s.63 criteria apply only to assessment decisions on
proposed projects; no equivalent decision making rules are set out for assessments of
strategic and regional assessments (addressing policies, plans, programs and other
broader initiatives) that could have major implications for meeting the climate. Also,
while the law requires consideration of alternatives, it does not clearly required that the
s.63 criteria be applied in a comparative evaluation of potentially reasonable alternatives
to identify the best option for climate and other purposes.
Further uncertainties surround key specifics. These include how the assessment and
decision-making requirements are to be met – what climate-important projects (and
other undertakings) will be assessed, what specific criteria are to be applied, what
analyses must be undertaken and how the provisions for strategic assessments will be
used to clarify the implications of Canada’s climate commitments for individual cases.
Like many other statutes, the Impact Assessment Act establishes only the bare bones of
requirements on many topics and leaves details for determination in regulations, policy
guidance and case-by-case practice. Consequently, many of the particulars remain to be
addressed, possibly through amendment of the statute before it is passed, but more likely
through the development of regulations and associated guidance.
One expected venue and vehicle for specification of requirements is a strategic
assessment of the implications of climate commitments for project level deliberations.
Such an assessment was identified as a matter under consideration in a federal
government discussion paper on assessment process reform released in June 2017.
While no announcement has yet been made and the terms of reference are not yet
known, a climate-centred strategic assessment could provide a useful forum for
deliberation on the issues and options raised in the following pages.
4.4 Climate-related analyses and criteria for assessments and decision making
under the law
The Impact Assessment Act as passed by the House of Commons incorporates two
crucial fundamentals for effective attention to climate change mitigation imperatives.
The Act has sustainability-based core objectives and decision factors, and it sets out
explicit requirements for considering whether proposed undertakings will “hinder or
contribute to” meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments.
By themselves, these two components of the new statute represent a major and laudable
step towards serious attention to climate imperatives. As noted above, however, these
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fundamentals and their implications are unlikely to be understood or addressed reliably
and predictably unless they are accompanied by specific directions for application and
compliance. The directions will need to set out the necessary analytical approaches,
criteria for evaluations, specific tests to be used and means of applying these tests, and
the information required to serve these activities so that proponents, assessors, and other
process participants share a common understanding of what is involved. Perhaps most
importantly, the specific directions are needed for decision makers, not only to establish
clear expectations but also to confirm that the rules will be applied authoritatively and
consistently.
For that, several key areas of vagueness and uncertainty need attention.
4.4.1

Identification of best options through comparative evaluation of alternatives

In all assessments, the public interest is best served by processes designed to identify
best options, rather than require a yes (with conditions) or no decision on the
acceptability of a proposed undertaking. This is especially important for climatesignificant projects. As we have found in parts 1-3 of this report, meeting Canada’s
climate commitments requires best efforts to reduce and eliminate GHG emissions and
sink impairments.
Experience in jurisdictions that have required attention to alternatives suggests that
comparative evaluation of reasonable alternatives can lead to some of the most
significant contributions of assessment processes to better decision making and better
decisions. To facilitate identification of best options, including for climate change
mitigation, assessment law should
● require comparative evaluation of alternatives to proposed undertakings
(including the “no-go” alternative) in light of context-specified sustainability
criteria;
● ensure that the range of alternatives to be considered in assessments is
centred on potentially feasible and desirable options and is sufficiently broad
to identify possibilities for substantially greater contributions to lasting
public interest.
● provide strong anticipatory guidance on consideration of alternatives;
● establish an early planning stage in assessments that clarifies the range of
potentially reasonable alternatives to be addressed, and avoids premature
selection of the preferred alternative to be assessed as the proposed project;
● clarify assignment of responsibility for considering the relevant alternatives,
including responsibility of government bodies to consider alternatives that
may lie outside the capacities and authority of the proponent;
● require decision makers to include comparative evaluation of alternatives (in
light of sustainability-based criteria) as a basis for their decisions; and
● emphasize use of strategic assessments to address broad alternatives as well
as major cumulative effects and big policy issues.

The Impact Assessment Act as proposed provides a basis for addressing most if not all of
these points but with few of the necessary specifics. The Act begins well establishing
that all assessments must consider, among of the factors,
(d) the purpose of and need for the designated project;
(e) alternative means of carrying out the designated project that are technically
and economically feasible, including through the use of best available
technologies, and the effects of those means;
(f) any alternatives to the designated project that are technically and
economically feasible and are directly related to the designated project;538…
[s.22(1)].
How the consideration of alternatives is to be incorporated in to proponent submissions,
assessment reviews and decision making is not delineated in the Act. Also unclear is
how assessments would consider the extent to which project alternatives would hinder or
contribute to meeting climate commitments, as required under section 63(e).
The Act does introduce a “planning phase” for assessments [s.10-15]. If that planning
phase were to begin early enough, it could facilitate identification and examination of
reasonable alternatives before the preferred option is selected as the specific project to
be proposed. As well, it could provide an opportunity to assign responsibilities to
government bodies for evaluating alternatives beyond the proponent’s capacities.
However, the Act does not require any of this. It provides no guidance on how the
alternatives are to be identified or evaluated. Although alternatives are to be considered
in every assessment, there is no explicit reference to comparative evaluation of these
alternatives as a basis for justifying the project as proposed.
If the Act’s requirements to consider alternatives and to address climate change
implications are to be applied effectively, the existing provisions of the Act will need to
be supplemented by authoritative regulatory and policy guidance
● to clarify that the selection of the proposed project, and decision making on
whether or not to approve the project, must be based on a comparative evaluation
of the alternatives;
● to specify how reasonable alternatives for assessment purposes are to be
identified;
● to specify how climate tests (see Box 8) will be used in the comparative
evaluations;
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The final phrases in s.22(1)(f) were added as amendments proposed by the Standing Committee and
passed by the House of Commons. The requirement to consider “alternatives to” is now limited to “any
alternatives to the designated project that are technically and economically feasible and are directly related
to the designated project. The intent may have been to narrow the scope of “alternatives to”. However it
seems unlikely that technically and economically infeasible alternatives would have been considered in
any event, and it is not yet clear what reasonable alternatives “directly related to the designated project”
might exclude.
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● to specify how the proponent is to compare alternatives, including with climate
tests before selection of the preferred alternative as the proposed project; and
● to specify how the Agency, review panels and the decision makers (the Minister
and the Governor in Council) are to do comparative evaluations of the project as
proposed, the project with recommended conditions of approval, and other
alternatives (alternatives to, alternative means of designing and carrying out the
project and the null option of not proceeding with the project).
Some of these needs concerning the identification and comparative evaluation of
alternatives could be addressed very broadly through amendments to the statute in the
latter parts of the Parliamentary review process. However, most guidance will have to be
provided in regulations made under s.109 and s.112(a) of the Act and in associated
policy directives. For particular issues, regions and sectors, regulatory and policy
guidance for identifying and comparing alternatives may be informed by strategic and
regional assessments.
4.4.2

Specification of overall sustainability-based criteria and approaches to
evaluations

The core criteria for assessments and decisions are set out in section 63 of the Impact
Assessment Act539 and reproduced in Box 9, above. The criteria combine the climate
change mitigation obligation with imperatives to seek overall contributions to
sustainability, avoid or mitigate adverse effects and respect the interests and rights of
Indigenous peoples. All of these criteria need clarification and specification through
regulations with further detail in policy guidance. Otherwise, uncertainties and
inconsistencies will cloud interpretations of the existing broad provisions and undermine
both the effectiveness and efficiency of assessment law application.
The needed guidance on criteria and evaluations would have to cover the Act’s overall
sustainability-based agenda as well as its more focused requirements concerning climate
and other issues. The full set of contribution to sustainability criteria would extend
across the broad scope of the legislation, covering ecological, social, economic and
health considerations and their interactions, recognizing the main generic requirements
for progress towards sustainability, and addressing major Pan-Canadian requirements
such as those for human rights, gender equity, and reconciliation and respect for the
interests and rights of Indigenous peoples.
The overall sustainability-based guidance would include
● more specific criteria setting out the generic requirements for progress towards
sustainability, the interactions among these requirements, and their links to other
key considerations in Canadian assessment law (including human rights, gender
539

In the Impact Assessment Act, the core criteria for decision making by the Minister of Environment and
Climate Change and the Governor in Council (Cabinet) are set out in s.63. Important related
considerations are set out in s.22(1), which lists key considerations for all assessments.

equity, reconciliation and respect for the interests and rights of Indigenous
peoples, and meeting environmental and climate change commitments);
● means of further specifying the criteria in individual assessments to recognize
the particulars of the case and context;
● criteria for considering trade-offs; and
● procedural and methodological approaches for applying these criteria (e.g., in the
comparative evaluation of alternatives) in assessments and decision making.
The requirements for climate-specific criteria and trade-offs are discussed in the
following sections.
4.4.3

The challenge of specifying climate-related criteria for evaluations and decisions

The Act includes a core decision criterion that is explicitly tied to climate (section 63(e),
see Box 9). It requires consideration of the extent to which proposed projects may
“hinder or contribute to” meeting Canadian climate change commitments. In light of the
discussion above concerning alternatives, we will assume that the analyses supporting
application of this core legislated criterion would need to include determination of the
extent to which a proposed project and its reasonable alternatives may “hinder or
contribute to” meeting Canadian climate change commitments. The big challenge,
however, is not in determining what alternatives to assess but in translating Canada’s
climate commitments, especially those in the Paris Agreement, into implications for
individual cases subject to assessment requirements.
The “hinder or contribute” determination is inevitably complex – technically, ethically
and politically. As is evident from the preceding parts of this report, a host of challenges
must be addressed in interpreting what the Paris Agreement commitments imply for
overall GHG reduction obligations for Canada. Many different approaches and tools are
available and likely to be needed for determining deadlines, allocating responsibilities,
identifying viable pathways to compliance, enhancing motivations, ensuring fair
transitions, and addressing other concerns and opportunities. Applications in individual
assessments must accommodate a diversity of cases and contexts. The climate-change
considerations need to be addressed in ways that respect and support other sustainability
objectives. And the whole climate and sustainability agenda demands creative ways of
bridging immediate pressures and long-term imperatives.
Despite the complexities, however, all assessment participants will need a credibly
developed, shared base of guidance on how to determine the extent of hindering or
contributing in particular cases. Consequently, the core climate-related decision criterion
in section 63(e) needs to be elaborated in some detail.
4.4.4

The tests to be applied

Parts 1-3 of this report examined in some detail the major considerations and options for
translating the Paris Agreement commitments into implications for Canada and projects
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assessments in Canada. The findings indicate that the criteria developed to guide
determination of whether a project or other undertaking will “hinder or contribute” to
meeting climate commitments must
● be centred on our best understanding of what Canada must accomplish to meet
its international commitments;
● recognize that meeting our commitments requires both our best domestic efforts
and assistance to less advantaged and less culpable nations, since we have
already delayed effective action past the point where meeting our full fair share
obligations domestically was possible;
● make use of multiple approaches and tools – for example to identify compliance
pathways, allocations, economic measures, attributable emissions and sink
damages, and legitimate offsets;
● respect the role of projects and other individual undertakings in needed broader
transformations (e.g., decarbonisation of particular sectors by a specified
deadline);
● favour capacity to deepen GHG emission cuts or increase sink enhancements to
address higher future requirements arising from the increasingly ambitious future
national commitments expected under the Paris Agreement;540 and
● ensure that Canadian GHG mitigation and sink enhancement initiatives reflect
“highest possible ambition” or best efforts and not impede more promising
options.
The results point to the initial set of core tests set out in Box 8, above. These tests would
be applied to all proposed undertakings that may hinder or contribute to meeting
Canada’s commitments.
4.4.5

Elaborating on the tests through climate-centred criteria for assessments and
decision making

The tests in Box 8 clarify how to apply the core statutory requirement for determining
whether a proposed undertaking will hinder or contribute to meeting Canada’s climate
commitments. For practical application, however, the tests would need to be elaborated
in considerable detail for informed and consistent application.
A credible process is required. As should be evident, developing detailed guidance for
these tests through open and meaningfully participative strategic policy making (e.g.,
through application of legislated strategic assessment requirements) would be preferable
to relying on gradual clarification through experience with diverse and inconsistent caseby-case interpretations and debates on the test requirements and implications.
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The Paris Agreement, Article 4.3

The elaborations would also need to be authoritative. While some reliance on policy
guidance is likely to be helpful, the essential specifics that need to be taken seriously
must be set in enforceable regulations. Finally, these tests would need to be applied to
all activities and undertakings affecting prospects for meeting Canada’s climate change
mitigation commitments, including existing activities and undertakings and ones
otherwise not subject to legislated assessment requirements. Consequently, the tests
provide a basis for identifying what categories of undertakings should be subject to the
legislated assessment process. They can also be used for finding equivalent means of
dealing with activities and undertakings that are climate-significant but not properly
subject to assessment law.
Elaborating the tests begins with the core statutory climate requirement in s.63(e).
Means of understanding and applying this requirement and the tests would be best
specified at two levels. The first level is detailed climate-centred criteria established by
regulation and meant for application in all assessments and decision making where there
is a need to determine the extent to which a proposed undertaking may hinder or
contribution to meeting the climate commitments. The second level is further case-bycase specification of the criteria in individual assessments to recognize the particulars of
the case and context.
The criteria established by regulation would provide for common understanding and
consistent application to all assessments involving undertakings with potential effects on
meeting the climate change mitigation commitments. The criteria themselves would be
accompanied associated guidance for criteria application. The case-specific criteria
would be based on the criteria established by regulation, but would be elaborated for
each particular undertaking and its context.
The climate change criteria and associated guidance would need to be responsive to
learning. Their design and application should feature flexibility and regular review to
adjust the criteria and resulting decision making and conditions of approvals in response
to more demanding future international commitments as well as evolving climate change
understanding, technological innovations and other emerging practicable options.
Also, as will be discussed below, successful application of specified climate change
criteria will depend on ensuring an adequate information base and consistent approaches
to gathering and interpreting the information (e.g., about attributable emissions and sink
damaging effects, and about potential offsets and their potential permanence).
4.4.6

Particular issues to be addressed in the criteria

The specific climate-related criteria to be set out in regulation and supported by
associated policy guidance would need to cover the Paris Agreement commitment
implications for all sectors represented by individual undertakings subject to assessment,
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and address the full range of climate change mitigation issues commonly faced in
individual assessments.
The specific climate-related criteria to be set out in regulation should
● cover the steps towards GHG neutrality within the deadlines implicit in Canada’s
international commitments, including steps to ensure sufficiently complete and
timely reduction of GHG emissions, to protect and enhance existing GHG sinks,
and create permanent new GHG sinks;
● require positive contributions to the transition to a low-GHG future as needed to
meet Canada’s current commitments and retain sufficient flexibility to
accommodate more demanding future obligations;
● specify what is needed to apply the multiple climate change mitigation policy
tools and climate change mitigation tests set out in Box 8, above;
● clarify the full scope and nature of effects that could hinder the Government of
Canada’s ability to meet its climate change commitments and specify appropriate
means of determining the extent to which such effects would hinder progress
towards meeting climate change commitments;
● require proposed undertakings to avoid, or provide legitimate new domestic
offsets to neutralize, any properly attributable GHG emissions or sink
impairments past the Canadian deadline for GHG neutrality entailed by Canada’s
current international commitments; and
● require proposed undertakings to be consistent with ensuring that Canadian GHG
mitigation and sink enhancement initiatives reflect “best efforts” and not impede
more promising options; and
● favour capacity to deepen GHG emission cuts or increase sink enhancements to
address higher future requirements arising from the increasingly ambitious future
national commitments expected under the Paris Agreement.
Further direction through regulation and policy guidance should be provided to clarify
● how the climate change mitigation obligations are to be met in ways that also
serve other sustainability-based purposes and criteria under the law; and
● how requirements, including conditions of approval, may be amended in light of
evolving climate change understanding and changes in future international
commitments, technological and other innovations that affect the availability of
new options (e.g., for additional and/or less costly mitigation, or for more
effective sink enhancements and newly proven permanent offsets).
4.4.7

The process for developing climate-related regulations

Perhaps even more than other regulations that are needed for the Impact Assessment Act,
those for climate change will be complex, demanding and controversial as well as
crucial. Moreover, as noted above, climate-related assessment regulations would need to
be elaborated in considerable detail for informed and consistent application. A credible

process for the development -of these regulations – with meaningful public participation
and rigorous and independent assessment – is therefore required.
One possibility is use of an open and accountable strategic assessment process. A
process for strategic assessments is introduced in the Impact Assessment Act541 and the
federal government has indicated that it is planning a strategic assessment on the
implications of Canada’s climate change commitments. This climate strategic
assessment should not await passage of the new legislation.542 If done with suitable
participation, rigour and independence, it could provide both regulatory clarification of
climate-related assessment requirements and a model for future strategic assessments.
Unfortunately, the results of such a strategic assessment, or any equivalent credible
process, are not likely to be available soon for translation into regulations.
4.4.8

Areas of assessment regime decision making in which the criteria should be
applied

The climate-related criteria may be designed mainly to guide deliberations and decision
making on individual proposed undertakings, but they should also be applied in many
other deliberations and decisions in the assessment regime.
● The climate-related criteria should be designed for use in
o decision making in management of the overall assessment regime, including
decision making on what categories of undertakings are to be subject to
legislated assessment requirements, in guidance for assessment reviews, and
in rationales for decisions (and decision conditions and follow-up
requirements) on particular undertakings;
o decision making in the assessment of individual undertakings, including in
assessment reviews and deliberations concerning approval, rejection and/or
determination of needed terms and conditions of approval, follow-up, effects
and compliance monitoring, and responses to monitoring findings; and
o the planning of undertakings subject to assessment, including in early
determination of whether a contemplated undertaking may be able to meet
climate change mitigation criteria, in the identification and comparison of
reasonable alternatives, in the selection of one option as the proposed
undertaking and in the proponent’s justification of the decision making
leading to the proposal.
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Impact Assessment Act, s.92-103. See the discussion below under heading 4.6.1.
Government of Canada, Discussion Paper: Developing a Strategic Assessment of Climate Change
(Gatineau: ECCC, July 2018), online: ˂https://www.strategicassessmentclimatechange.ca/discussionpaper>.
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4.4.9

Core associated information requirements

Key information requirements to be met in all assessments should be established in the
statute, and where appropriate elaborated in regulations and policy directives. Section
4.8, below, sets out the main categories of needed information requirements for
sustainability-based assessments and indicates where climate change mitigation
requirements fit in those categories. It also covers the main provisions needed for
specification and elaboration of key information and analysis requirements related to
climate change mitigation. The points immediately below present the main
considerations related to climate change mitigation commitments.
The basic climate-related information requirements are implied by the statutory
obligation to consider effects that may hinder or contribute to meeting Canada’s climate
change commitments. That includes information on the following matters, all of which
should be specified by regulation:
● effects that would increase or decrease GHG emissions and/or GHG sink
capacities that are attributable to the undertaking and assessed alternatives
(including effects that are direct and indirect, cumulative, over the undertaking’s
entire lifecycle and lifetime and over relevant parts of the lifecycle and lifetime,
domestic and beyond Canada);
● means of reducing the anticipated GHG emissions and adverse effects on GHG
sinks;
● means of enhancing existing GHG sinks and/or establishing new GHG sinks;
● proposed legitimate (new, domestic, permanent, etc.) offsets;
● proposed follow-up plans including for monitoring and response to monitoring
findings about the accuracy of effects predictions and the adequacy of
achievements in meeting climate commitments, and
● overall consistency with meeting the broad Canadian commitments to climate
change mitigation with reference to the several tools and tests noted in Box 8,
and with meeting any more fully specified climate-related (as well as other)
criteria that have been developed through a strategic assessment or other credible
public process.
Associated regulations and policy directives should provide guidance on how to address
the identified factors for consideration related to meeting climate change mitigation
commitments:
● how to determine what GHG emissions and effects on GHG sinks are properly
attributable to an individual undertaking;
● how to determine what initiatives would qualify as legitimate offsets for GHG
emissions and adverse sink effects;

● how to determine consistency with climate-related criteria, including what
information is needed and what analytical approaches are appropriate; and
● how, in the absence of broadly elaborated criteria, to proceed on a case-by-case
basis to determine consistency with meeting the broad Canadian commitments to
climate change mitigation.

4.5 Climate-related trade-off rules and processes
4.5.1

Key issues related to trade-off rules and processes

Trade-offs in sustainability-based decision making involve sacrificing one possible
contribution to sustainability to gain another. Since sustainability objectives are typically
interdependent, trade-offs are undesirable.543 Sustainability-based assessment laws and
processes should be designed to discourage trade-offs in favour of mutually-reinforcing
gains across the criteria categories. Nonetheless, trade-offs are not entirely avoidable.
We can anticipate cases where proposed undertakings would deliver important
contributions to sustainability in some areas (e.g., by protecting intact ecological
systems, providing lasting livelihood opportunities where these are lacking, or supplying
particular minerals required for the transition to renewable energy), but be incompatible
with meeting climate commitments (e.g., by blocking part of a pathway to transition
from fossil to biomass or other renewable energy sources). Also, we can anticipate
undertakings that would contribute to meeting climate commitments (e.g., by replacing
fossil fuels with biomass fuels), but have adverse effects in another area of sustainability
concern (e.g., by adding to pressures on forests or food systems). Consequently, special
climate-specific trade-off rules are likely to be important to encourage integration of
climate change mitigation obligations with other sustainability-based objectives in
assessments so that all are served to the extent possible in mutually reinforcing ways.
Among the difficult questions to be addressed are the following:
● If a proposed undertaking would entail a trade-off that would compromise
meeting climate change commitments (i.e., proceeding with the undertaking
would not meet the Box 8 tests), should this result in
o assigning the case to a special process addressing serious trade-off issues?
and/or
o mandatory re-examination of possible alternatives to identify ways of
avoiding the trade-offs, including through additional legitimate offsets?
● Should it be possible to accept a trade-off that would allow approval of a
proposed undertaking or alternative that would not comply with the core climaterelated purpose and criterion requiring consistency with meeting Canada’s
international climate change mitigation commitments (e.g., inconsistency with
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national, regional or sectoral efforts needed to meet those commitments) if the
undertaking offered positive contributions to other sustainability-based
objectives?
● If trading-off compliance with the basic climate-related criterion were potentially
acceptable, how should the opening for a trade-off be limited, for example,
o by establishing specific thresholds beyond which compromises to climate
commitments will not be considered and no proposal for an undertaking
entailing such a compromise can be accepted for review;
o by requiring identification and support for feasible new initiatives (e.g.,
legitimate offset initiatives not already anticipated in pathway delineations)
to make up for any climate commitment compromise due to the undertaking
in question?
● Should it be possible to accept a trade-off that would allow approval of a
proposed undertaking or alternative that would make a positive contribution to
the core climate-related objective but have negative effects on other
sustainability-based objectives (e.g., extend or worsen existing inequities), and if
so with what limitations?
4.5.2

Means of addressing trade-off concerns in the law and associated guidance

Trade-offs pose some of the biggest challenges in assessment process design and those
involving climate change mitigation are particularly difficult. Because climate change is
increasingly disastrous the longer it remains unchecked, climate change mitigation is
increasingly a non-negotiable imperative. But because climate change is also gradual
and has delayed effects, mitigation action has been easily compromised. Accordingly,
anticipating how to deal with climate-related trade-offs is crucial.
Efforts to set out climate-related trade-off rules and other guidance must recognize that
undertakings subject to assessment processes must also deliver other needed
contributions to sustainability. Requirements focused on climate change matters must
therefore be well integrated with other considerations in the planning and assessment of
relevant undertakings. Moreover, all assessments should centre on the comparative
evaluation of alternatives so that the result is the undertaking or version of the
undertaking that has the best prospects for contributing to sustainability, including
climate change mitigation and adaptation, while avoiding significant adverse effects.
To address the need for basic direction on trade-off rules and processes, the statute and
associated regulatory clarification and guidance should
● clarify that application of the core sustainability-based purpose of the assessment
regime must pursue sustainability-based objectives in ways that to the extent
possible ensure that progress towards all objectives is achieved in mutually
reinforcing ways;
● specify basic trade-off rules including rules

●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●

o precluding any trade-off that would displace any significant adverse effect to
future generations (including the effects of non-compliance with climate
change commitments) unless all other options are worse for those
generations;
o limiting possible compromises of consistency with meeting climate
commitments, including compromises that would increase difficulties in
meeting Canada’s international and domestic commitments (e.g., difficulties
for keeping within our GHG budget, staying on a viable pathway, being
viable given the full social costs of the GHGs involved, or achieving a
necessary sectoral transformation; and
o elaborating and providing guidance for all evaluations and decision making
related to possible trade-offs that would compromise prospects for meeting
climate change mitigation commitments.
require identification and evaluation of potential trade-offs in all assessments,
including in the comparative evaluation of alternatives and incorporation of
legitimate offsets;
require reasons for decisions on proposed project and other assessed
undertakings to identify and provide justification for all anticipated trade-offs;
establish particular requirements for decision making attention to trade-offs,
emphasizing the desirability of avoidance and minimization, including in the
selection among alternatives;
require any assessment recommendation or decision supporting a proposed
undertaking that involves a climate-related trade-off (or any other significant
trade-off) to document efforts to identify a viable alternative that avoids the
trade-off;
in particular, require justification of any accepted trade-off that would make
meeting climate mitigation commitments more difficult in light of trade-off rules
established under the Act, with explanation of how the compromise of prospects
for meeting climate change mitigation commitments will be made up through
other new initiatives;
require that the conditions of approval in any decision involving a trade-off
include requirements for regular review of and reporting on any emerging
possibilities for meeting the compromised criterion or criteria;
require clear delineation and evaluation of the future development opportunities
foreclosed as a result of the trade-off;
require continued monitoring of the cumulative implications of all trade-offs
involving compromises to prospects for meeting climate change mitigation
commitments, with regular public reporting and mandatory responses to
findings;
establish and guide application of trade-off rules through regulations under the
Act;
provide particular trade-off rules for cases involving potential compromise of
prospects for meeting climate change mitigation commitments;
provide regulatory and policy guidance on the limits to possible compromises of
consistency with meeting climate commitments; and
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● provide specifically for refusal to review any proposal for an undertaking that
would exceed any such limits.544
4.6 Application of assessment requirements to potentially climate-significant
project-level undertakings
Federal assessment law in Canada so far has applied only to projects (mines,
hydrocarbon extraction and pipelines, hydropower dams, highways, etc.). In many
international jurisdictions, and in some Canadian provinces, assessment requirements
are also applied to strategic-level undertakings (especially policies, plans and programs).
The new Impact Assessment Act, sections 92-103, introduces strategic assessment and
regional assessment provisions. Following assessment tradition, this section will begin
with application of the law to projects. Application to strategic level policies, plans and
programs will be addressed in the following section.
4.6.1

Means of identifying climate-important projects that are to be subject to
assessment requirements

The Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 relies on a projects list, established
by regulation,545 to identify categories of projects that are subject to assessment under
the law. Other possible approaches include use of a triggering mechanism that ensures
mandatory application of assessment obligations to all projects that a permit or licence
under specified laws.
Regulatory triggers have the advantage of avoiding questions of jurisdiction, since
federal permitting and licensing requirements tend to be accepted as within federal
jurisdiction. Unfortunately, triggers tied to regulatory permitting have two major
limitations. The first is that the regulatory licence requirements were put in place for a
variety of non-climate purposes and represent only some matters of federal jurisdiction.
The second limitation is that determination of assessment obligations through permitting
triggers may happen very late in project planning, long after assessment studies,
consultations and incorporation of findings in project selection and design ought to have
been initiated. Generally, then, it is better to use the Project List to cover the same
categories of projects in a more anticipatory manner.
The new Impact Assessment Act, section 109(b), provides for a designated projects list.
With that list, application of assessment law to climate-important projects would be
accomplished by adding categories of foreseeable projects that could have important
consequences for meeting Canadian climate change mitigation commitments.
544

Section 17(1)(b) of the Impact Assessment Act empowers the Minister generally to order refusals to
assess where “the designated project would cause unacceptable effects within federal jurisdiction or
unacceptable direct or incidental effects.”
545
Regulations
Designating
Physical
Activities (SOR/2012-147),
online:
˂http://lawslois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2012-147/page-1.html>.

Identification of the categories could be informed, for example by the considerations
about compliance with pathways, GHG budgets, etc. as listed in Box 8.
In addition, the new Act, section 9, establishes that the Minister of Environment and
Climate Change may designate for assessment particular projects beyond those in the
projects list. Moreover, these designations may be in response to public requests. In
decision making about designations, the Minister must consider the potential for adverse
effects linked to federal jurisdiction and public concerns related to those effects.
For both Project List and individual designation decisions, the key climate-related
questions include what more specific criteria should be applied in listing or designating
projects that could affect prospects for meeting climate commitments, and what
processes should be used in for deliberations leading to listing or designation.
4.6.2

Considerations for identifying potentially climate-significant projects that should
be subject to assessment

Provisions for the development of the Project List should ensure that the categories of
climate-relevant projects included in the list cover all projects that individually or
cumulatively546 could have a substantial effect on prospects for meeting Canada’s
climate change mitigation commitments, including effects that would hinder meeting
these commitments.
Identification and definition of climate-relevant project categories to include in the list
should take into account multiple factors, including potential for
● annual attributable (including direct and indirect)547 GHG emissions and/or sink
impairments over a certain threshold;
546

Projects that would have modest individual implications for meeting climate commitment, but
contribute to cumulative problems, would be more effectively and efficiently addressed through strategic
level assessments, if they were undertaken. In the absence of strategic level assessments, use of the project
level option may be necessary.
547
Attention to indirect emissions and sink impairments involves complexities both in decision making on
which undertakings require assessment and in decision making within the assessment process. Most
fundamental among these complexities is the matter of indirect effects outside Canada (e.g., effects
outside Canada resulting from the facilitation of GHG-emitting undertakings in the supply of nondomestic components for a Canadian project or in the use of Canadian products abroad). For the
immediate purposes of meeting Canadian commitments for climate change mitigation, emissions and sink
impairments abroad do not count towards the national inventory. They are the responsibility of the
jurisdiction in which the emissions and sink impairments occur. But in the larger context of climate
change mitigation and the Paris Agreement, those emissions and sink impairments do matter to the world
and consequently to Canada.
In any event, indirect emissions and sink impairments properly attributable to individual projects (or
strategic initiatives) would need to be defined in the regulations, with elaborations on methods of
calculation provided in policy guidance. They would include, for example, the upstream and downstream
effects of fossil hydrocarbon pipelines that facilitate GHG emissions upstream in extraction and
processing and downstream emissions in processing and combustion.
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● lifetime attributable emissions and/or sink impairments over a certain threshold;
● attributable emissions and/or continued sink impairments in Canada beyond the
established or reasonably anticipated deadline for GHG neutrality in Canada
overall and in the relevant sector;
● contribution to cumulatively significant GHG emissions or sink impairments at a
level that would make meeting specific mitigation commitments (e.g., for a
sector or region) more difficult to meet;548
● contribution to further entrenching or extending fossil dependency or activities
that impair GHG sinks;
● important roles in a sector that is understood to require significant transformation
to ensure climate mitigation commitments are met;
● inconsistency with steps required to stay on a recognized or reasonably
anticipated pathway to meeting Canada’s climate mitigation commitments,
remain within a defensible Canadian carbon or other GHG budget, or
demonstrate viability if the social cost of the emissions or sink impairments and
the costs of transition to GHG neutrality were fully charged; and
● inability to meet any other requirement entailed by the climate change mitigation
tests set out in Box 8, above.
Any one of these would qualify as sufficient grounds for requiring assessment of the
project.
Additional important considerations include the following:
● Identification and definition of climate-relevant project categories to include in
the list should, where possible, use identifying characteristics that are evident at
the outset of project planning, so that the application of assessment requirements
is known and respected from the earliest stages of project conception and
development.
● Identification and definition of climate-relevant project categories to include in
the list should define categories, especially those involving thresholds, in ways
that preclude project splitting and other threshold-avoiding behaviours to avoid
assessment obligations.
● The process for developing the designated projects list should be transparent and
consultative and development of the climate-relevant Project List categories
should be led by the government agency most expert in and responsible for
meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments.
● Development of the designated projects list under federal assessment law should
involve collaboration with other Canadian jurisdictions with overlapping
responsibilities. This is a matter of practicality as well as principle. Authority for
assessment processes and for decision making related to climate-significant
undertakings is shared among jurisdictions under the Canadian Constitution.
548

For example, any project with significant attributable GHG emissions and a project life extending over
ten years may be judged likely to lock in emissions past the date for virtual elimination of anthropogenic
GHG emissions in Canada.

While the federal government can act to assess climate-significant
undertakings,549 many aspects of such undertakings are likely also to be subject
to provincial, Indigenous and/or territorial authority. Moreover, effective action
on climate change mitigation is likely to depend on informed and committed
interjurisdictional collaboration. That should include collaboration in the
assessment of climate-significant undertakings and should begin with the
designated projects list.
For decision making on what to include in (or later add to or delete from) to the
designated projects list and on individual designations, the processes should
● be transparent and provide for meaningful public participation;
● be open to proposals from proponents, other jurisdictions, organizations and
members of the public, as well as from within government;550
● apply explicit criteria centred on the potential of the project, individually or
cumulatively, to make meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation
commitments more difficult; and
● require public reasons for decisions, based on the criteria.
Finally, the projects list should be reviewed regulatory for amendment needs. Given the
likely pace of change and the needed pace of learning, review of the climate-related
categories every three years would be appropriate.
4.7 Application of assessment requirements to potentially climate-significant
strategic-level undertakings
While the Impact Assessment Act focuses on assessment of projects, it also establishes a
process for assessment of strategic undertakings – new or revised policies, plans,
programs and other such government initiatives. The Act’s provisions for strategic-level
assessments (sections 92-103) are bare bones. They represent a long awaited step into
549

The issue of federal jurisdiction over climate change is complex. There are no constitutional
jurisdictional issues when it comes to the information-gathering step of the assessment but the decision
making step may be limited to the federal jurisdiction to act on climate change. Federal jurisdiction to
implement a carbon price under its taxation power, and to regulate GHG emissions under its criminal law
power, is well established. Additional possible grounds for federal jurisdiction include the interprovincial
and international nature of the impacts of climate change, and residual federal powers over matters of
national concern and emergencies under the principle of Peace, Order, and Good Government (POGG).
While none of these powers establishes unlimited federal jurisdiction over climate change, they
collectively do offer clear federal jurisdiction to act.
550
Openness to requests is already incorporated, though without process specifics, in the section 9(1)
provisions for designation of individual projects by the Minister. Also, public consultations on the new
Project List regulation were initiated in February 2018, with the existing Project List as the starting point.
See Government of Canada, “Consultation Paper on Approach to Revising the Project List”, 2018, online:
˂https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/conservation/assessments/environmentalreviews/environmental-assessment-processes/consultation-paper-approach.html>.
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law-based assessments of policy, plan, program and regional initiatives, but the Act does
little more than enable such assessments. Specifics about the process and anticipated
products are left for subsequent attention, perhaps in regulations.
For climate change mitigation purposes, the new opening for legislated strategic
assessments introduces two possible uses of strategic assessment:
● to help build Canadian climate policy, including filling the gap between the Paris
commitments and due attention to climate commitments in project level decision
making; and
● to ensure due attention to climate commitments in the planning and approval of
climate-relevant policies, plans, programs and regional initiatives.
The latter possibility raises questions about what climate-significant policies, plans,
programs and regional strategic initiatives should be subject to legislated strategic
assessment. For all possible strategic assessments, however, there remain needs to
establish more specific requirements and guidance to ensure that the assessments are
properly independent, rigorous, participative and attentive to the key issues to be
credible and effective.
4.7.1

Using strategic-level assessment to address climate commitment implications

At the strategic level, assessments involve the planning and approval of new or revised
policies, plans, programs and other such government initiatives. Sometimes they are
undertaken as means of policy (or plan or program) development where there is an
identified unmet need.
For the purposes of meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments, strategic
assessments would be useful for two related purposes:
● to play a key role in developing policy and associated guidance translating
Canada’s international climate commitments into implications for deliberations
and decision making on specific undertakings, including individual projects
subject to assessments; and
● to guide the planning, review and decision making on particular policies, plans or
programs that could have important consequences hindering or contributing to
meeting the climate commitments.
For both purposes, the strategic assessments would need to be open, participative,
rigorous, independent and authoritative to provide credible results.
Credible strategic assessments are valuable because strategic undertakings can have a
much broader and more powerful influence in moving towards sustainability than
individual projects. Moreover, strategic assessments can address serious cumulative

effects more effectively and efficiently than assessments at the project level. Meeting
climate change mitigation commitments represents both an important subject for
attention in the development of influential policies, plans and programs and the most
dramatic and fully global example of cumulative effects. It is therefore leading candidate
for attention in the application of strategic-level assessment requirements.
The new Impact Assessment Act, as proposed, provides for strategic assessments (and
for regional assessments that are also at the strategic level).551 The provisions [sections
92-103] are not well elaborated. For example, it is not clear to what strategic
undertakings the new assessment requirements will be applied, what processes are to be
used in the assessments, what may be done in response to strategic assessment reports,
or what authority these responses may have. However, the assessments are to ensure
opportunity for public participation [s.99] and make the information used in the
assessment publicly available [s.98].
The government has already signalled interest in undertaking a strategic assessment on
climate change policy matters, presumably as the first strategic assessment under the
new law. The assessment has not yet been announced and no terms of reference have
been released for the strategic assessment on climate matters. However, the expected
core task is to determine how to translate broad climate change mitigation commitments
into implications for assessment of specific proposed projects.552 Such an assessment
would have to address many of the issues and options raised in this paper.
551

Law-based strategic assessment will be an innovation at the federal level. Since 1990, the federal
government has formally required assessments of federal policies, plans and programs under a policybased Cabinet Directive. Since 1990, the federal government has formally required assessments of federal
policies, plans and programs under a policy-based Cabinet Directive (Government of Canada, The Cabinet
Directive on the Environmental Assessment of Policy, Plan and Program Proposals (Ottawa: The Privy
Council Office and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, 2010), p. 18, online:
˂https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/ceaa-acee/documents/strategic-environmental-assessment/cabinetdirective-environmental-assessment-policy-plan-programproposals/cabinet_directive_on_environmental_assessment_of_policy_plan_and_program_proposals.pdf>
.) This process is non-transparent and the federal Commissioner for Environment and Sustainable
Development in various reviews has found serious deficiencies in the application of the policy
requirements (see for example Auditor General of Canada, 2004 Report of the Commissioner of the
Environment and Sustainable Development: Chapter 4—Assessing the Environmental Impact of Policies,
Plans,
and
Programs,
2004,
p.
38,
online:
˂http://www.oagbvg.gc.ca/internet/English/parl_cesd_200410_04_e_14917.html>.) Legislated federal strategic assessment
requirements have long been advocated. See House of Commons Standing Committee on Environment
and Sustainable Development, Sustainable Development and Environmental Assessment: Beyond Bill C-9
(Ottawa: Parliament of Canada, March 2003) at 34; and Robert Gibson and others, “Strengthening
Strategic Environmental Assessment in Canada: An Evaluation of Three Basic Options”, Journal of
Environmental
Law
and
Practice,
20.3
(2010),
175–211,
online:
˂https://works.bepress.com/denis_kirchhoff/3/>; Multi-Interest Advisory Committee.
552
Discussion Paper, p.9. In that paper, the government’s raised the possibility of a strategic assessment
to clarify the implications of the Pan-Canadian Framework for Clean Growth and Climate Change for
assessments under federal law. Since then there have been indications that the focus may not be limited to
the Pan-Canadian Framework. The language in the Impact Assessment Act s.63(e) presents the relevant
assessment criterion as the extent to which a proposed project would hinder or contribute to meeting
climate change commitments, without any qualification that would limit the commitments to domestic
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In addition to guidance for project-level assessments, the initial strategic assessment on
climate commitments could also consider how best to apply assessment requirements to
subsequent strategic undertakings that could have climate-significant implications. That
would involve determining
● what climate-important policies, plans and programs, including regional strategic
initiatives, should be subject to strategic assessment requirements; and
● what particular strategic assessment process characteristics and requirements
need to be established to ensure that assessments of climate-significant strategic
level undertakings are rigorous and credible.
However, on both of these matters the government should have basic working positions
for interim application while the climate strategic assessment is considering the
specifics.
Ideally, all climate-related strategic assessments would be undertaken under an
overarching climate agenda supported by a comprehensive legislative initiative covering
Canadian climate commitments and their implementation. Since neither the overarching
agenda nor the comprehensive federal climate law is in place, the anticipated climatecentred strategic assessment could play a major early role in establishing the rules and
processes for ensuring due attention to climate commitments in the development of
federal policies, plans and programs as well as projects.
As the first strategic assessment under the new the Impact Assessment Act, the climate
assessment would establish the initial character of federal strategic assessments. In the
absence of specifics in the Impact Assessment Act concerning strategic assessment
processes and products, the government’s decisions about this assessment’s mandate,
basic process characteristics, expected analyses and report contents will establish the
initial standard and path for other strategic assessments.553
4.7.2

Determining what climate-significant policies, plans, programs and regional
strategic initiatives should be subject to legislated strategic assessment

Beyond the fundamental strategic need for clarification of the implications of Canada’s
climate commitments for project level assessments, many strategic undertakings merit
law-based strategic assessment for climate-related reasons. Development of an
infrastructure funding program and associated policies for implementation, for example,
would benefit from assessment under the Impact Assessment Act. So would hydrocarbon
industry subsidy programs and agricultural support arrangements that facilitate activities
that deplete soil organic matter.

ones. The strategic assessment on meeting climate commitments would presumably adopt a similar scope,
covering Canada’s international as well as domestic commitments.
553
See also section 4.12.1, below.

As with projects, however, application of assessment requirements would not be needed
on climate grounds for policies, plans and programs with minimally consequential
implications for meeting Canada’s climate change commitments. Therefore, provisions
will be needed to identify what strategic undertakings are to be subject to legislated
assessment requirements.
The general approach to applying legislated assessment requirements to strategic
undertakings could follow the one for application to projects. That approach involves
establishment by regulation of a list that identifies and delineates categories of
undertakings to which assessment requirements apply and supplements the list with a
process for designating particular undertakings that are not on the list but merit
assessment.
For climate-significant strategic-level undertakings. automatic application of assessment
requirements could be established on the basis of the following recommendations:
● A regulation-based Strategic Undertakings List should be established to set out
categories of policies, plans and programs to which law-based assessment
requirements apply, including categories of strategic undertakings that
individually or cumulatively554 could have a substantial effect on prospects for
meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments. Those categories
would include all strategic undertakings that
o could facilitate GHG emissions or sink impairments at levels or over periods
incompatible with meeting one or more of the climate tests in Box 8, above;
o could otherwise make meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation
commitments more difficult; or
o could fail to identify and adopt the most positive feasible means of reducing
GHG emissions or sink impairments.
● Identification and definition of climate-relevant categories of strategic
undertakings to include in the list should take into account multiple factors
similar to those set out above for the climate-related categories in the Project
List, except that greater emphasis would need to be placed on the potential for
indirect effects on GHG emissions and sink impairments through support for or
other facilitation or maintenance of activities that could
o contribute to GHG emissions and/or sink impairments or to entrench lifetime
attributable emissions and/or sink impairments in Canada over a certain
threshold;
o contribute to GHG emissions and/or sink impairments beyond the established
or reasonably anticipated deadline for GHG neutrality in Canada overall and
in the relevant sector;
554

Projects that would have modest individual implications for meeting climate commitment, but
contribute to cumulative problems, would be more effectively and efficiently addressed through strategic
level assessments, if they were undertaken. In the absence of strategic level assessments, use of the project
level option may be necessary.
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●

●
●

●

o contribute to cumulatively significant GHG emissions or sink impairments at
a level that would make meeting specific mitigation commitments (e.g., for a
sector or region) more difficult to meet;
o contribute to further entrenching or extending fossil dependency or activities
that impair GHG sinks;
o play important roles in a sector that is understood to require significant
transformation to ensure climate mitigation commitments are met;
o be inconsistent with steps required to stay on a recognized or reasonably
anticipated pathway to meeting Canada’s climate mitigation commitments,
remain within a defensible Canadian carbon or other GHG budget, or
demonstrate viability if the social cost of the emissions and sink impairments,
or costs of transition to GHG neutrality were fully charged; and
o be unable to meet any other requirement entailed by the climate change
mitigation tests set out in Box 8, above.
Any one of these would qualify as sufficient grounds for requiring assessment of
the strategic undertaking.
Where possible, the delineation of strategic undertaking categories for
assessment would use identifying characteristics that should be evident at the
outset of development of the strategic undertaking so that the need to meet
assessment obligations is known and respected from the earliest stages of
deliberations about potential strategic undertakings.
The process for developing the Strategic Undertaking List would be transparent
and provide for meaningful public participation.
Development of the climate-relevant list categories would be led by the
government agency most expert in and responsible for meeting Canada’s climate
change mitigation commitments, though the ultimate decisions on assessment of
strategic undertaking will lie with the Governor-in-Council.
As with development of the Projects List, development of the Strategic
Undertakings List should involve collaboration with other Canadian jurisdictions
with overlapping responsibilities.

As with projects, there will be climate-important policies, plans and programs not
anticipated or for other reasons not included in the initial version of the Strategic
Undertakings List. In addition, there will be policy, plan and program gaps – subjects of
importance that are in evident need of credible policy clarification, forward planning, or
suitable program response. Some of these gaps – such as the need for policy direction on
the implications of climate change commitments for project assessments – may be
recognized and addressed by the government. In other cases, however, gaps may be first
identified in project assessments or other processes, or recognized most clearly by other
jurisdictions, non-government bodies or individuals. For both unanticipated strategic
undertakings and undertakings needed to fill strategic gaps, provisions for case-by-case
designation are needed.

Designation of individual strategic issues and undertakings for assessment under the
Impact Assessment Act is included with minimal elaboration in section 95 of the Act as
proposed. The approach emphasizes Ministerial authority and also provides for public
requests for designations [s.97]. It may be possible to establish more robust specifics by
regulation, setting out more clearly the criteria and process for designation decision
making.
● The regulations should establish specifics for the process for designation of
individual strategic undertakings and for adding new categories to the Strategic
Undertakings List to cover individual cases and categories that were not
anticipated in the List or that are needed to address identified strategic gaps.
● The processes for designation of individual strategic undertakings and adding
new categories to the Strategic Undertakings List should
o be transparent and provide for meaningful public participation;
o be open to proposals for a designation of an individual strategic undertaking
or a new category in the Strategic Undertakings List from authorities,
interests and individuals outside the government;
o apply explicit criteria centred on the potential of the undertaking, to make
meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments more difficult;
and
o require public reasons for decisions based on the criteria.
● The process for adding new categories to the Strategic Undertakings List should
be supported by a requirement for review and potential amendment, at least of
the climate-related contents of the list, every three years.
● For the designation of strategic undertakings needed to address perceived policy,
plan or program gaps, the law would need to establish responsibility for
o determining what bodies are to be assigned to propose the needed strategic
undertaking;
o ensuring that those bodies are adequately resourced for the task; and
o making and providing public rationales for decisions on the designation
requests.
● The law should also identify any special criteria for designating new strategic
undertakings to address gaps.
4.7.3

Establishing a rigorous and credible process for strategic assessments, including
those addressing climate-significant policies, plans, programs, regional strategic
initiatives and issues arising from strategic gaps

A rigorous and credible process is needed for all strategic assessments. Few process
details are set out in the statute as proposed. Needed specifics may be possible to
establish by regulation. The priorities are to strategic level process features to ensure that
every assessment of strategic level undertakings
● is open and transparent;
● encourages and supports meaningful participation;
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● applies explicit sustainability-based criteria, including those based on the core
climate change mitigation criterion in section 63, to deliver positive
contributions to meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments and
to block strategic undertakings that would hinder meeting these commitments;,
● compares a suitable range of reasonable alternatives; and
● is otherwise likely to be rigorous and worthy of public credibility.
4.8 Climate-related information and standards
In the Impact Assessment Act, the core decision considerations set out in section 63 (see
Box 9, above) are support by a longer list of factors to be considered in all assessments,
which is set out in section 22(1). The considerations cover environmental, health, social
and economic conditions and changes, and represent broad categories of factors
(purposes and needs, alternatives, rights, cumulative and other effects, diverse kinds of
knowledge, and comments from key sources, etc.). Due attention to all of these matters
entails information gathering. In most cases, analyses of some sort are also involved.
For clarity of expectations and consistency of practice, regulatory guidance and policy
guidance will be needed. Detailed elaborations of expectations and approaches will be
especially crucial for information and analyses concerning the climate change
considerations, because they are new to federal assessments.
4.8.1

Needs for information and standards in project and strategic assessments

Once it is clear that a climate-important project- or strategic-level undertaking is subject
to legislated assessment requirements, two further sets of overlapping questions arise.
Both concern assessment expectations. The first is about what information about the
proposed undertaking and alternatives and their predicted effects must be provided in the
key documents at successive stages in assessments. The second is about what standard
rules or guidance (e.g., concerning concept definitions and methods) are to underlie the
information gathering and assessment analyses, the resulting decisions on approval or
rejection and throughout follow-up.
For project assessments the main steps involving information and associated standards
are represented by
● the initial project notices prepared by the proponent (s.15(1));
● the case-specific guidance documents provided by the Agency to the proponent
(s.18(1)(b)), especially
o the guidelines for information or studies (which are called the “impact
statement” in consultation documents);555
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The Impact Assessment Act does not establish a requirement for the proponent to submit an Impact
Statement. Nor does the Act mention impact statement guidelines. However, the terms are used in
consultation documents and the requirement appears to be assumed. See also Government of Canada,
Consultation Paper on Information Requirements and Time Management Regulations, 19 April 2018, p. 5

●
●
●
●

o plans for “cooperation with other jurisdictions,” “engagement and
partnership with the Indigenous peoples of Canada,” and “public
participation”; and
o permitting plans.
the impact information and studies (or impact statement) submitted by the
proponent;556
the impact assessment report prepared by the Agency (s.25-28) or a review panel
(s.51) for decision makers;557
the decision statement with detailed reasons provided by the Minister (s.65(1)
and(2)); and
the reports produced by any follow-up program (s.64(4), 105(2)(e) and
105(3)(e)).

For strategic and regional assessments, the Act does not set out established process
steps. These remain to be established through regulations and/or gradual consolidation
of case-by-case practice, but steps very roughly similar to those for project assessments
may be anticipated.
Given the sustainability-based approach to assessments under the Impact Assessment
Act, the factors to be considered and the needed guidance for information provision must
also address the potential for contributions to (and adverse effects on) sustainability,
including potential for hindering or contributing to meeting climate change mitigation
commitments.
To provide a base for assessing a project’s or strategic undertaking’s potential for
hindering or contributing to meeting climate commitments the following discussion
begins with information requirements and then considers specific concerns related to
standards and approaches to analysis.
4.8.2

Core requirements for information

The essential information requirements for assessments are established at least implicitly
by the aims of the legislation, the list of mandatory factors for consideration in
assessments, and the factors or criteria to be applied in decision making. In the new
Impact Assessment Act, as proposed, Section 63 sets out the five decision making factors
on which assessment decision making must be based: – contribution to sustainability,
adverse effects in federal jurisdiction, mitigation measures, impact on Indigenous groups
and rights, and effects on meeting Canada’s climate commitments (see Box 9, above).
The longer list of mandatory considerations in assessments in section 22(1) covers more
<
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/conservation/assessments/environmentalreviews/environmental-assessment-processes/consultation-paper.html>.
556
Government of Canada, Consultation Paper on Information Requirements and Time Management
Regulations, 19 April 2018, p. 5
557
The Act presents the Agency or review panel’s work as the “impact assessment” (not the review of the
proponent’s assessment. The proponent’s submissions are “information” and “studies” (e.g., s.18(1)).
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specific matters that merit attention, especially because they affect understanding and
judgements on the five core decision making factors.
The requirements for consideration, and consequently information, established in section
22(1) include the climate-centred consideration on whether the project’s effects would
hinder or contribute to meeting Canada’s climate commitments [s.22(1)(i)]. The other
factors provide further supporting grounds for attention to effects, information sources
and analyses that are likely to be important in determining a project’s implications for
meeting climate commitments.
Each factor for consideration entails needs for information and analyses. The factors are
presented concisely and leave needs for clarifying definition and elaboration of suitable
methods for analysis. For consistency of interpretation and applications, many of factors
for consideration will have to be elaborated in regulations and policy directives.
Taken together, the list of factors to be considered in assessments, plus elaborations in
regulatory and policy guidance should support information gathering and analysis
needed to determine a project’s implications for meeting Canada’s climate commitments
and to follow-up decisions based on these determinations of climate implications.
That information gathering and analysis would need to serve the following climaterelated assessment elements:
● description of the characteristics of the proposed undertaking and its reasonable
alternatives, including characteristics that may affect GHG emissions and sinks
and consequently may affect prospects for meeting Canada’s climate change
mitigation commitments;
● development and application of case-specified sustainability-based criteria and
trade-off rules (clarifying how the core criteria are to be elaborated in light of the
undertaking and alternatives and their context), including specified criteria and
trade-off rules related to meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation
commitments;
● the potential and predicted effects of the proposed undertaking and its reasonable
alternatives, including all of the usual general categories of sustainability-related
effects (positive and adverse, individual and cumulative, direct and indirect,
short and long term, simple and interactive, more or less certain or uncertain,
etc.) and their significance (magnitude, extent, timing, duration, intensity,
distribution, reversibility, etc.) plus effects on potential consistency with meeting
Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments, and more particularly
o the potential and predicted effects of the proposed undertaking and its
reasonable alternatives on GHG emissions and GHG sinks (including effects
that are direct and indirect, cumulative, over the undertaking’s entire
lifecycle and lifetime and over relevant parts of the lifecycle and lifetime,
domestic and beyond Canada); and

●

●

●
●
●

o proposed measures to mitigate potential adverse effects and to enhance
potential beneficial effects, including on GHG emissions and GHG sinks and
prospects for consistency with efforts to meet Canada’s climate change
mitigation commitments;
comparative evaluation of alternatives, through application of sustainabilitybased criteria, including the criterion on consistency with meeting Canada’s
climate change mitigation commitments, as the means of and justification for
selecting the proposed undertaking;
determination of overall contributions to sustainability, including consideration
of consistency with efforts to meet Canada’s climate change mitigation
commitments;
determination of whether any climate-related and other trade-offs would be
entailed;
determination of how the climate-related and other effects and trade-offs of the
proposed undertaking compare with those of the alternatives; and
follow-up monitoring needs and plans, including components addressing the
accuracy of predictions concerning GHG emission and sink effects and
consistency with meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments.

Not all of these assessment components are set out explicitly in the Impact Assessment
Act, as proposed. Most importantly, comparative evaluation of alternatives is implied by
the requirements to consider alternatives to the project and alternative means of carrying
it out, but not mentioned directly in the Act. Also, the Act includes no direct reference to
identification and justification of trade-offs, which are implied by the requirement to
consider contributions to sustainability. On these matters and the others, the core
requirements for consideration set out in the statute will need to be elaborated in
regulations and policy directives.
4.8.3

Specifics on definitions, standards and methods of analysis

The Impact Assessment Act, as proposed, needs clarification and elaboration in many
areas. As noted above, this is usually the case with legislation that addresses highly
complex issue areas and is therefore designed largely to enable development and
application of needed responses. Some of the needs for elaboration involve matters that
affect all assessment cases, not just ones with climate commitment consequences.
Clarification of how to carry out comparative evaluation of alternatives in light of
sustainability-based criteria, and how to specify and apply trade-off rules, for example,
is needed for all assessment applications.
The following discussion focuses on needs for elaboration of how to address key
climate-specific assessment needs.
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i) Determination of what GHG emissions, sink losses and offsets are to be reported and
counted in assessments.
To clarify what GHG emission and sink effects are to be considered, through regulatory
specification and additional policy guidance is needed for the following:
● approaches to identifying potential individual and cumulative effects of the
undertaking and its alternatives on GHG emissions and sinks, including
particular and cumulative, direct and indirect, annual and lifetime effects;558
● means, including criteria, for determining what GHG emissions and carbon sink
impairments are properly attributed to a proposed project or strategic undertaking
and its alternatives,559 including attention to how emissions and sink impairments
beyond Canada should be considered; and more specific guidance for
determining what indirect GHG effects, domestic and non-domestic) are properly
attributable to particular kinds of undertakings (e.g., pipelines and other
hydrocarbon transportation projects with export markets, highways, hydropower
dams, shipping terminals, mines) over their lifetime and after closure;
● means, including criteria, for determining what qualifies as a positive effect on
anthropogenic GHG sink enhancement that may be taken into account in
assessments (e.g., guidance on determining the likely performance and
permanency of proposed enhancements); and
● means, including criteria, for determining what, if any, offsets for domestic GHG
emissions or GHG sink degradation may be taken into account in assessments
(e.g., guidance on determining the likely performance and permanency of
proposed offsets).
ii) How to assess the implications of predicted GHG emissions, sink losses and offsets
for meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments.
In the new Impact Assessment Act, the basic climate test for each proposed undertaking
is that it must be consistent with (contribute to and avoid hindering) meeting Canada’s
international climate change mitigation commitments. That clearly involves contributing
to the timely transition to GHG neutrality that is entailed by these commitments.
However, more specific tests are clearly needed. Box 8 identifies a set of tests that
would provide complementary means of applying the core test using available tools (that
need further development and specification for Canadian application), and on existing
Canadian policy guidance (that need to be adjusted to reflect our current and anticipated
international commitments).
558

Here and elsewhere, a proposed requirement for climate change mitigation purposes may also merit
broad application in support of many other purposes. For example, the range of potential effects listed
here should probably be generally required in the statute for all applications.
559
The regulation making should recognize that the specified requirements may appropriately differ for
different categories of undertaking (e.g., rules for attribution of indirect GHG emissions and sink effects
for metal mining could be different from those for hydrocarbon extraction and transportation
undertakings).

The implications may now be considered directly in light of Canada’s Paris Agreement
and other international climate commitments as further informed by existing domestic
commitments with adjustments to address the gap between Canada’s current Nationally
Determined Contribution and the more demanding commitments of the Paris
Agreement. Further near-term specification of complementary tests could be assigned to
the strategic assessment on climate change commitment implications discussed above.
As that happens, and as other credible processes are used to expand the available official
guidance for applying climate tests in the assessment of particular undertakings, the
results can be incorporated in regulations under the statute.
● The regulations under the Act should elaborate on the core statutory tests that
require undertakings to contribute to and avoid hindering steps to meet Canada’s
climate change mitigation commitments. The tests to be described, and supported
by guidance on specific requirements and application methods, should include
ones set out in Box 8.
● The regulatory clarification of these tests should anticipate needs for more
specific guidance, for example to illuminate
o how to determine whether and how well proposed undertakings (and
alternative options) will contribute to timely progress along the identified
pathways and to respect for GHG budget limitations through their lifetimes;
o how to incorporate calculation of the costs of mitigation and/or damages
associated with GHG emissions (and carbon sink losses) in evaluations of
overall project costs and associated project viability (e.g., using the social
cost of GHGs used in Canada and the US or the shadow price or marginal
abatement cost used in UK and Europe);
o how to calculate global, national and local costs (e.g., costs associated with
future stranded assets, further entrenchment of GHG-emitting sectors,
structures and practices) in cost and risk calculations; and
o how to estimate future costs and gains?
● The regulatory clarification of the tests should also anticipate needs for guidance
on
o how to recognize and address uncertainties (e.g., about likely future changes
in international climate change mitigation commitments) reporting of
climate-related factors and application of climate-related criteria; and
o how to address the conflicting implications of different climate change
mitigation commitments (e.g., the overall Canadian commitment in the Paris
Agreement, the weaker commitment in Canada’s Nationally Determined
Contribution (NDC)560, the incomplete response to the NDC commitment in
the Pan-Canadian Framework and its implementation so far).561

560
561

The current NDC dates from the period when a global maximum of 2ºC warming was the target.
Pan-Canadian Framework (2016).
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● In light of the number of test approaches, the benefits of complementary
applications, and the probably uneven pace of their elaboration, the likelihood
that some may serve more effectively in applications in some cases than others,
the statute should include provisions for use of multiple approaches to assessing
the GHG-related aspects of proposed undertakings.
As noted in the general discussion of information needs, interim approaches will be
required for application in near term cases. In the matter of climate effects evaluation,
the tests listed above in Box 8 are available in the absence of formally accepted national
policies and detailed regulations. For interim application, they can be elaborated
modestly in basic initial working policy guidance and applied, individually or
collectively, for pilot use in determining the implications of emission and sink effects on
meeting Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments. In the absence of more fully
established protocols for using these approaches, debating and testing versions of them
in individual assessments could contribute to greater understanding as well as serve as
workable means of informing the necessary judgements about the climate commitment
effects of assessed undertakings.
Reliance on case-by-case application and clarification of these tests, however, raises
many difficulties. For equity as well as effectiveness, the tests should be designed and
used in applications to all activities and undertakings that affect prospects for meeting
Canada’s climate change mitigation commitments. In addition to assessment cases, they
should apply to existing activities and undertakings and ones otherwise not subject to
legislated assessment requirements.
Case-by-case specification and application of these tests can continue to guide
individual assessments and to enrich the base of learning while the overall climate tests
are elaborated and associated policy of broad application is developed. However, timely
attention to the strategic level attention to establishing consistent and defensible
guidance for all cases and for major sectors and regions of activity should ensure
substantial gains in effectiveness, efficiency and fairness by clarifying expectations,
improving the consistency of interpretations and decisions, and reducing burdens at the
project assessment level.
iii) Climate-related aspects of the suite of difficult issue areas that are commonly
confronted in assessments, including broad alternatives, major cumulative effects
and important policy concerns.562
To address needs for clarification of how alternatives are to be identified and properly
considered in cases involving implications for climate commitments, regulatory
requirements and supporting policies should be developed to guide identification and
comparative assessment of the range of reasonable alternatives to be considered in
562

For project-level assessments, the needed guidance on key alternatives, cumulative effects and large
policy issues may come from strategic and regional assessments. Some such strategic and regional
assessments could involve multiple proponents and collaboration among multiple jurisdictions.

individual cases with implications for meeting climate commitments,563 with particular
attention to means, including criteria and processes, to be used to determine
● what alternatives are within the capacity and authority of the proponent;
● what broader alternatives lie beyond the capacity and authority of the proponent
but merit attention in the assessment; and
● what government bodies are to address these broader alternatives, what credible
process is to be used, and how the results are to be incorporated in the
assessment.
To address needs for clarification of how broad cumulative effects are to be identified
and properly considered in cases involving implications for climate commitments,
regulations and policies are needed to guide identification and comparative assessment
of the range of climate-related cumulative effects to be considered in individual cases,
with particular attention to guidance on the criteria and processes to be used to
determine
● what potential cumulative effects are within the capacity and authority of the
proponent;
● what potential cumulative effects lie beyond the capacity and authority of the
proponent but merit attention in the assessment; and
● what government bodies are to address these broader cumulative effects and
suitable responses to them, what credible process is to be used, and how the
results are to be incorporated in the assessment.
To address needs for clarification of how large policy issues are to be identified and
properly considered in cases involving implications for climate commitments,
regulations and policies are needed to guide identification and comparative assessment
of any big policy issues that arise in individual cases, with particular attention to
guidance on the criteria and processes to be used to determine
● what big policy issues merit attention in the assessment; and
● what government bodies are to address these big policy issues and suitable
responses to them, what credible process is to be used, and how the results are to
be incorporated in the assessment.
To address needs for clarification of what, if any, offsets for GHG emissions or GHG
sink degradation may be taken into account in assessments, regulations and policies are
563

Guidance on the broad options for reasonable alternatives will have to recognize that relevant
alternatives for project assessments will be different from alternatives for assessments of strategic
undertakings – and alternatives for the various categories of projects and various types of strategic
undertakings (strategic policies, programs, sectoral and regional plans) will differ.
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needed to establish the criteria (e.g., permanency) and other guidance for evaluating the
potential legitimacy of proposed offsets.
To address needs for careful attention to potential trade-offs in cases involving
implications for climate commitments, regulations and policies are needed to guide the
identification and consideration of climate-related trade-offs in assessments submitted
by proponents, in assessment reviews and in decision making as elaborated above.
iv) Other needs for guidance for key aspects of assessment deliberations and decision
making that are likely to affect climate-related considerations.
For application in decision making in all aspects of the application and review of the
legislation, regulations and policies are needed on how Indigenous rights, including
Aboriginal and treaty rights (and the associated duty to consult and accommodate), and
rights under the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples to free, prior and
informed consent, are to be incorporated, including in climate-significant assessment
decision making.
Also for decision making in the common cases of potential for effects in and
overlapping responsibility with, other Canadian jurisdictions (especially provincial,
Indigenous, and territorial jurisdictions), regulations and policies are needed on sharing
information, seeking collaborative involvement and other such matters.
To address needs for guidance in decision making about applications of assessment
requirements to categories of undertakings and designation of individual undertakings,
regulations and policies are needed to
● specify criteria for defining, assessing and including categories of climateimportant undertakings in the Project List and Strategic Undertakings List; and
● set out information requirements for proposed designations of individual
undertakings for inclusion in the Project List or Strategic Undertakings List.
For consistency in climate-related criteria development in individual cases, regulations
and policies are needed to guide the integration of climate change mitigation criteria into
case-specified criteria for comparative evaluation of effects, alternatives, and trade-offs.
To address needs for clarity on how uncertainties should be considered in assessments
and follow-up monitoring of individual undertakings, regulations and policies are
needed on key categories of uncertainty related to climate change mitigation issues,
including guidance about appropriate approaches to technological uncertainties (e.g.,
where there is reliance on potentially emerging or fading technological options), and
guidance on how to establish capacity to adapt to changes in overall mitigation
requirements (e.g., in light of potential tightening of overall global GHG abatement

deadlines and consequential adjustments to Canada’s national responsibilities and
changes within Canada on matters such as the allocation of carbon and other GHG
budgets).
To address more general needs to improve the information base for assessments,
regulations and policies are needed to
● guide how uncertainties are to be considered in assessments, including follow-up
monitoring, of individual undertakings (e.g., where there is reliance on
potentially emerging or fading technological options) and in the overall guidance
(e.g., in light of potential tightening of overall global GHG abatement deadlines,
and adjustments to Canada’s national fair share, etc.);
● guide identification of assessment components (including on climate-related
matters, such as climate-related models) that should be subject to peer review;
and
● ensure long-term, open public access to assessment predictions and monitoring
findings (including on climate related matters, such as effects on GHG sinks.
For post-decision implementation, monitoring and follow-up, regulations and policies
are needed to
● clarify means and responsibilities for setting and enforcing terms and conditions
of approval to ensure approved activities comply with terms and conditions,
including those related to meeting climate change mitigation commitments (e.g.,
providing specifics on requirements for surety bonds for cover the possible costs
of providing additional offsets if the undertaking fails to deliver the promised
positive GHG reduction effects);
● clarify through regulations and policy guidance mechanisms for adjustments to
the conditions of approval for undertakings [for projects under s.68-69] for cases
where climate-related effects predictions turn out to be wrong, where mitigation
efforts do not work as predicted, where climate change mitigation commitments
are tightened, and/or where new technological options or other opportunities
arise to adjust the activity to minimize negative or maximize positive
contributions; and
● provide regulations and policy guidance to assign responsibilities and establish
and specify protocols for monitoring and reporting GHG emissions, sink
damages and enhancements, and other climate-related effects of individual
undertakings.
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4.9 Multi-generational interests and learning
Climate change mitigation is a long-term objective that requires broadly informed
intergenerational vision and commitment. The same is true for the broader objective of
progress towards sustainability. Both demand significant, though gradual multigenerational transitions. While the transitional steps offer great opportunities as well as
inevitable challenges, they are not easy.
Serious attention to the long-term transition needs is not common in conventional
decision making practices. Even assessment processes, which centre on the anticipation
of future effects, have a disappointing record on inter-generational matters. Two major
problems are involved. The first is that future generations are not present now to defend
their own interests, including their interests in avoiding disastrous global climate
change. The second is that multi-generational transitions for climate and sustainability
purposes are highly complex, and considerable effort is required to understand why they
are needed and how they can be achieved.
Because the core decision factors of the new assessment law include sustainability and
climate change, the regulatory and other tools guiding application of the Act should pay
special attention to
● strengthening and supporting intergenerational equity, and
● facilitating use of assessment processes to foster learning, including learning
about climate change mitigation needs and opportunities.
Both objectives require attention in the elaboration of criteria for evaluations and
decisions. They should also affect processes – the design and application of deliberative
practices for assessments and decision making on individual climate-significant
undertakings and on other major assessment matters (e.g., decisions on process
application and on development of regulations and policies).
4.9.1

Key measures to respect the interests of future generations and enhance
associated learning in assessments

Several measures to respect the interests of future generations and to foster and facilitate
learning, including about climate change mitigation needs of options, have already been
discussed in the earlier sections. The points below consolidate and add to these.
To recognize and protect the interests of future generations that are not present to defend
their own interests, including their interests in avoiding disastrous global climate
change, the elaboration of provisions in the Act through regulations and policy guidance
should
● emphasize that the Act’s provisions that establish contribution to sustainability as
a core requirement, entail a focus on contributions to lasting wellbeing and

obligations to identify and assess long term effects, including intergenerational
effects and the legacy effects of limited-life undertakings;
● ensure that the more specific criteria established by regulation to clarify the
requirement to consider “contribution to sustainability” [s.63(a)] include a
criterion for enhancement of intergenerational equity;
● ensure that more specific criteria established by regulation to clarify the
requirement to consider the undertaking’s potential to hinder or contribute to
meeting Canada’s climate commitments [s.63(e)], include criteria centred on the
respect for the interests future generations (intergenerational equity); and
● ensure that the trade-off rules set elaborated in regulations include a rule
prohibiting displacement of any significant adverse effects to the future unless all
other options are worse for future generations.
Measures to enhance learning, including about climate change issues and options, begin
with the basic imperatives for credible service to the public interest. For process
credibility the assessment law and its application must deliver openness, meaningful
public participation, independent critical review, impartial administration, accountable
decision making for the development and review of applications, regulations and
policies (including for criteria and standards) as well as in individual case deliberations
and decisions.
In addition to overall process design and implementation for process credibility,
regulations and associated policy guidance should incorporate particular measures foster
learning about multigenerational climate change mitigation needs and opportunities.
Major requirements include the following:
● ensure that the more specific criteria established by regulation and associated
policy guidance to clarify how to consider “contribution to sustainability”
(s.63(a)) incorporate;
o a criterion emphasizing learning, including intergenerational learning;
o a criterion for enhancement of awareness and understanding of sustainabilityrelated issues and options, including over the long term;
o a criterion for enhancement of intergenerational equity;
● ensure that more specific criteria established by regulation to clarify the core
climate change requirement (s.63(e)), include a criterion centred on contributions
to broad learning as a necessity for meeting Canada’s climate commitments;
● design criteria and process requirements to emphasize meaningful public
participation, including in the elaboration and open use of the climate
commitments compliance tests set out in Box 8 above (e.g., in development of
pathways to decarbonisation, establishment of national and more specific carbon
budgets, applying carbon pricing and the social cost of carbon in the evaluation
of undertakings);
● encourage participative construction and comparison of long-term climate and
sustainability scenarios;
● ensure independent critical evaluations of contentions climate analyses; and
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● make regular use of strategic assessments to address big climate and other
sustainability issues in credible public processes.
4.10

Interjurisdictional collaboration

The Impact Assessment Act emphasizes collaboration between the federal government
and other jurisdictions. For climate change purposes, the collaboration should be built
jointly on acceptance of federal responsibility to lead action to meet the country’s
international climate change commitments, and active encouragement and facilitation of
interjurisdictional collaboration in meeting those responsibilities.
4.10.1 Interjurisdictional collaboration needs and challenges
Canadian success in meeting its international commitments in climate change mitigation
will depend heavily on efforts by all Canadian jurisdictions – provincial, Indigenous,
territorial, municipal, as well as the federal government. To the extent possible, the
approaches taken should be collaborative. This imperative arises in part from the
overlapping assignment of powers and rights, especially among federal, provincial and
Indigenous authorities, in the Canadian Constitution. But collaborative approaches are
also important for practical reasons of political feasibility, long term effectiveness and
efficiency, fairness and consistency with expectations for good practice, including in
assessment processes.
These matters of interjurisdictional engagement and collaboration are to be faced
broadly in all activities related to meeting the nation’s international commitments on
climate change mitigation. Certainly, they apply to all of the steps addressed in this
paper. The key questions are as follows:
● What relations between and among federal and provincial, territorial, Indigenous
and municipal authorities, and their assessment laws and processes on climate
matters, would best enhance prospects for positive contributions from assessment
law in meeting the Paris Agreement commitments (and likely stronger ones to
follow)?
● How can these relations be fostered and facilitated most effectively in provisions
in the assessment statute, regulations and other related initiatives?
● How should federal assessment legislation recognize both the central federal
responsibility for meeting climate change mitigation commitments, and the need
to engage with provincial, Indigenous and territorial jurisdictions that have
complementary authority (e.g., in resource extraction and land use matters
contributing to and affected by climate change)?

4.10.2 Means of enhancing prospects for interjurisdictional collaboration, especially in
climate-significant cases
As proposed, the Impact Assessment Act recognizes the importance of cooperation with
other jurisdictions, including Indigenous ones (especially s.6(1)(e) and (f)). It also
establishes requirements to offer to consult and cooperate with other jurisdictions in both
project and regional assessments (s.21 and 94) and empowers the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change to enter into assessment agreements with other
jurisdictions (s.114). Elaboration of how these cooperative arrangements are to be define
and delimited is left to regulations, policy guidance and case-by case practice.
Building interjurisdictional collaboration on climate change mitigation matters cannot be
accomplished through assessment law alone. It needs to be part of a larger agenda and
suite of gradually built understandings, relationships, processes, shared commitments,
conventions, etc. Assessment law must, however, provide openings, structures and other
means of facilitating collaborative actions. On that basis of the provisions already
incorporated in the proposed Act, regulatory and policy guidance should be able to
enhance prospects for effective cooperation. The following points set out some initial
priorities.
Regulatory and policy guidance for application of the Act’s commitments to cooperation
and to meeting Canada’s climate commitments should be built jointly on
● acceptance of federal responsibility to lead action to meet the country’s
international climate change commitments (e.g., by using potential effects on
meeting those commitments as a criterion for applying federal assessment
obligations to anticipated undertakings); and
● active encouragement and facilitation of interjurisdictional collaboration in
meeting those responsibilities.
To encourage interjurisdictional collaboration on climate change mitigation matters,
regulatory and policy guidance under the Act should
● anticipate and encourage interjurisdictional collaboration in joint initiation of
climate-related regional strategic undertakings (e.g., preparation of regional
climate change mitigation plans that would contribute to meeting the
international commitments), in joint assessments of these undertakings, and in
joint monitoring of approved undertakings and response to the monitoring
findings;
● provide similarly for interjurisdictional collaboration in the initiation of climate
relevant undertakings at the project level, also including assessment review,
implementation, monitoring and response to findings;
● clarify the potential forms and uses of core mechanisms for joint engagement in
designating, assessing and monitoring climate-relative projects, including those
proposed private sector proponents where federal, provincial, Indigenous and/or
territorial authority applies; and
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● elaborate more specifically the provisions for government-to-government
collaboration between federal and Indigenous authorities, in decision making on
climate-related matters (e.g., on application of assessment requirements to
climate-important projects and strategic-level undertakings, and the assessment
of such undertakings), recognizing that climate-change mitigation successes and
failures will affect Indigenous rights, including treaty rights, and interests and
require the free, prior and informed consent of Indigenous groups and
authorities.
4.11

Roles for the statute, regulations and policy guidance

The discussions above on meeting Canada’s climate commitments through assessments
under the new Impact Assessment Act have focused on needed specifics. The Act itself
could and may be amended further before it is passed to flesh out some of its bare bones
contents. The bulk of the concerns raised above, however, will be left to regulations and
policies.
Of the two, enforceable regulatory direction is the stronger tool. While policies are
valuable for supporting details and interim measures, their application at least in
assessment matters has been unreliable and largely ineffective unless carefully anchored
in statute and regulations. Both, however, will be crucial in meeting the climate
commitments in the Impact Assessment Act.
For climate change mitigation purposes, relying on elaboration in regulations and
policies is appropriate. The Act provides a reasonably strong basic foundation. The
requirement in sections 22 and 63 to consider “extent to which the effects of the
designated project hinder or contribute to the Government of Canada’s ability to meet its
environmental obligations and its commitments in respect of climate change” is clear
and suitably demanding. It recognizes that global nature of climate change effects entails
that climate effects must be examined in reference to meeting the commitments needed
to avoid intolerably severe consequences. It incorporates attention not only to
contributing to meeting those commitments but also to the less obvious imperative to
avoid hindering necessary progress. Also, since the climate-centred decision criterion is
one of five that must be addressed in reasons for Ministerial and Cabinet decisions, there
is some basis for confidence that the climate considerations will be taken seriously.
The Act could have provided more detail on how the foundational climate requirement
should be interpreted and addressed. The advantage would have been that inclusion in a
statute provides greater certainty of authority and continuity. While requirements in
regulations are enforceable, they can also be changed more easily than statutes. In the
case of climate-related requirements in assessments, however, ease of adjustment is
likely to be important.
At best, Canada has a weak existing base of guidance for and experience in addressing
climate change mitigation commitments seriously in assessment practice. The gap

between the Paris Agreement and assessments of particular undertakings has been
largely neglected in assessment practice and our best efforts in this report have only
begun the needed deliberations. Specific climate assessment rules and guidance will
need flexibility to accommodate learning from continuing advancements in climate
science and from the results of experience in applying the new climate provisions in this
legislation. As noted above, the rules and guidance will also have to be adjusted to deal
with increasing ambitions in future national commitments under the Paris Agreement. In
that context, it is sensible to rely heavily on regulations to specify the core climate
requirements in the Act.
Non-enforceable policy guidance is even more flexible than regulation, but provides
guidance only. Application depends on the varying commitments and capacities of the
responsible authorities and Canadian experience with policy guidance in assessment
applications has been dominated by examples of selective compliance and general
disregard.564 Policy guidance can, nevertheless, be useful for interim purposes, for
setting out viable options, for pilot testing of new approaches, and for providing detailed
specifics concerning matters addressed clearly but broadly in regulation.
4.11.1 Use of regulations and policies to clarify and elaborate climate assessment
matters under the Impact Assessment Act
To clarify and elaborate the implications and means of addressing the Act’s core climate
assessment requirements:
● regulations should be used as the primary vehicle for establishing the specifics of
expectations, approaches, processes and methodologies needed for consistency
of assessment practice, adequacy of analytical rigour and sufficiency of
information for decision making purposes;
● policy-based guidance can play a valuable supplemental role in providing
detailed specifics concerning matters addressed clearly but broadly in regulation,
including setting out suitable methodological options;
● policy-based guidance may also be appropriate for interim purposes, providing
needed information for practice and building a base of experience while more
carefully considered regulations are being developed;
● both regulation making and policy development must be undertaken in
transparent processes with meaningful public participation; and
● the regulations and policy directives under the Act should be subject to
mandatory review no later than four years from the date of publication and with
similar frequency thereafter.

564

Weak commitment to policy application typified experience under the policy-based federal processes
that served from the early 1970s to 1995, and continues to characterize experience with the federal
strategic assessment process established under a Cabinet Directive in 1990.
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4.12

Developing climate-related regulations and policy guidance

4.12.1 The process for developing climate-related regulations
Perhaps even more than other regulations that are needed for the Impact Assessment Act,
those for climate change will be complex, demanding and controversial as well as
crucial. Moreover, as noted above, climate-related assessment regulations would need to
be elaborated in considerable detail for informed and consistent application. A credible
process for the development of these regulations – with meaningful public participation
and rigorous and independent assessment – is therefore required.
Development and application of needed climate guidance for assessments would need to
be based on credibly developed overall analyses of what is needed to cover the gap
between the Paris commitments and Canadian obligations addressed in the earlier parts
of this report, and then clarify implications for assessment of particular undertakings.
That would be a suitable mandate for the strategic assessment on climate and assessment
matters that the federal government has promised and for which it is now preparing an
initial consultation paper. Such a climate strategic assessment could be initiated before
the new legislation comes into effect. If done with suitable participation, rigour and
independence, it could provide credible recommendations for regulations and policies
that establish a reasonably comprehensive set of climate-related assessment
requirements and policies. It could also serve as a model for future strategic
assessments.
Unfortunately, the results of such a strategic assessment, or any equivalent credible
process, are not likely to be available soon. The issues explored above are numerous and
complex, and the implications will be variously uncomfortable for many interests.
Difficult analyses and delicate deliberations are unavoidable and credible conclusions
will take time.
In the interim, we can expect new proposals for designated projects and new strategic
undertakings that will have consequences for meeting Canada’s climate commitments
and merit assessment under the Impact Assessment Act. Given needs for immediate best
efforts to reduce GHG emissions and protect sinks, there can be no justification of
delaying careful attention to climate commitment implications in assessments until the
strategic assessment is completed. Moreover, the climate factor for decisions set out in
s.63(e) will apply with the rest of the Act as soon as it is proclaimed in force.
4.12.2 Interim means of addressing climate commitments in assessments while
adequate regulatory and policy criteria and other guidance are being developed
For the period before the strategic assessment is completed and its conclusions
established as authoritative guidance, the law will need to ensure suitable arrangements
for addressing these matters effectively and credibly at the project level and. One option
would be to use the broad regulation making-provision of section 109 to issue interim

regulations to clarify how project and strategic level assessments are to determine
whether and to what extent a proposed project or strategic undertaking (in comparison
with alternatives) would hinder or contribute to meeting Canada’s climate commitments,
as is to be required by section 63(e).
In the interim, it is prudent to consider how the climate change mitigation tests in Box 8,
above, could be specified and applied in the absence of adequate policy guidance, and
how climate-related decisions should be made in assessments of particular proposed
undertakings in the absence of detailed climate-related evaluation and decision making
criteria set out in regulation under the new assessment statute.
The obvious starting point for developing interim regulations and associated policy
guidance is recognition that Canada’s climate commitments and the obligations for
decision makers under section 63(e) of the Impact Assessment Act apply whether or not
their implications have been formally elaborated. Because of the decision-makers’
obligations, consistency with meeting the climate commitments must be addressed in
impact statements and the assessment reviews, upon which decisions are to be based.
Whether a proposed project will contribute to or hinder meeting climate commitments
will be addressed case-by-case in the assessments of individual undertakings with or
without interim regulations and policy.
At all stages, however, some criteria and/or set of tests will be applied. As is the
tradition in environmental assessment processes in most jurisdictions, the proponent is
required to make the case for the proposed undertaking in light of the law’s purposes
and more specific requirements. That would apply to cases with implications for
meeting climate change mitigation commitments. The proponent’s submitted impact
statement – effectively the proponent’s case for the project, including its climaterelevant aspects – would face evaluation by a review panel or the Agency, with
participation from government bodies and other authorities, experts, stakeholders and
members of the public, all of whom would apply some criteria and tests. The relevant
review panel or the Agency would make recommendations, with specified rationales,
and the decision-makers would take final responsibility for determining, and justifying
their decision on, whether the proposed undertaking would contribute to or hinder
meeting the climate change commitments.
Even in the interim period, the evaluations and rationales at all stages would be more
consistent and probably also less aggravating and less vulnerable to challenge if guided
by a basic structure of credibly developed initial regulatory and policy guidance.
With at least some credible guidance, proponents would have the relatively modest task
of determining the particular planning and assessment implications for their
undertakings and subsequent reviews would have some roughly common path to follow.
In the absence of such guidance, each proponent would have a much more onerous task
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in making the case for the proposed undertaking, and face a much less predictable
review. The tasks for reviewers in each case would be similarly greater.
Box 8, above, provides an initial framework of the major components of a potentially
defensible set of tests. Many of them rely on specifics that are not yet available. For
example, we do not have officially defined sectoral and regional pathways to meeting
the Paris commitments, or an elaborated a GHG budget for Canada. But we do have
incomplete beginnings that can be at least roughly adjusted to serve as working bases for
interim tests. As noted in Box 8, we could at estimate what additional efforts would be
needed to fill the gap between Canada’s current Nationally Determined Contribution and
the more demanding commitments of the Paris Agreement, plus flexibility to address the
expected increasing ambitions under that Agreement. We could do the same with the
requirements implied by the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate
Change.
Interim guidance could then recognize the Box 8 tests, make initial efforts to provide
basic working specifications and thereby provide a foundation for participants in caseby-case assessments to prepare and deliberate on more advanced versions. In the
absence of interim guidance, participants in climate-significant assessment cases are
likely to engage in their own elaborations of suitable tests without the benefit of a shared
initial framework.
The case-by-case route is preferable to early regulatory and policy guidance that
arbitrarily imposed and substantively indefensible. Eventually, a case-by-case debates
and decisions could build greater mutual understanding and a set of precedents that
would stand as reasonably reliable policy guidance. In the absence of well-considered,
openly debated early guidance that is seriously designed meet the Paris commitments,
the following points would represent the fall-back option:
● In the absence of a full set of credibly developed regulatory and policy guidance
or direction from criteria established in or under the assessment statute,
deliberations and decision making on climate-related matters in particular
assessments should proceed with critically examined use of the best available
information in support of specifying and applying the tests set out in Box 8,
above.
● Where the available guidance is ambiguous or contested by alternative guidance
from reputable sources, the relative merits of options become issues to be
resolved case-by-case in the particular assessment.
4.13

Feasibility

Any analysis focused on the implications of the Paris Agreement and Canada’s
associated Canadian international commitments to climate change mitigation will raise

concerns about the feasibility of implementation. Inevitably, doubts will be expressed
about whether the transitions involved can be accomplished politically, economically
and institutionally, and whether the costs will be acceptable. Almost as inevitably, the
discussants will need reminding that the effects of the “do little” alternative are more
surely unacceptable. Climate change damage is already substantial and growing.
Allowing overall warming and other changes across the Paris thresholds and beyond
threatens the planet’s life-sustaining systems and the civilizations we have built upon
those systems. The feasibility questions are about how, not whether, to meet our
international commitments.
None of that makes the feasibility questions any less important. But we may wish to
frame them differently. Rather than treating feasibility concerns as the enemy of
effective climate action, we might ask how meeting our international commitments can
be done in ways that have the most beneficial effects – how they can maximize
understanding, protect the most vulnerable, deliver lasting economic prosperity, and
build mutually reinforcing support among all relevant authorities and stakeholders.
The core requirements of the Impact Assessment Act as proposed establish core decision
factors that combine climate change mitigation obligations with an imperative to seek
overall contributions to sustainability, avoid or mitigate adverse effects and respect the
interests and rights of Indigenous people. That package provides a fully workable
foundation for pursuing climate change mitigation with multiple lasting benefits.

Conclusions and recommendations from Part 4
The proposed new federal Impact Assessment Act is sustainability-based and requires
consideration of whether assessed undertakings would “hinder or contribute to” meeting
Canada’s climate change commitments. However, the Act’s promising basic
requirements are unlikely to be understood or applied reliably and predictably unless
accompanied by specific directions for application and compliance.
Recommended amendments to the Act, or regulations and supportive policy under the
Act, would deliver the following specifics:
● clarify how contributing to (and not hindering) meeting the commitments entails
consistency with viable pathways towards GHG neutrality within the deadlines
implicit in Canada’s international commitments;
● clarify how assessments should incorporate
o contributing to transitions to a low-GHG future,
o avoiding or offsetting GHG emissions or sink impairments past the Canadian
deadline for GHG neutrality,
o avoiding entrenchment of climate-inappropriate structures, practices and
dependencies,
o ensuring “best efforts” for GHG mitigation and sink enhancement, and
o favouring capacity to meet increasingly ambitious future national
commitments;
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● clarify how the climate change mitigation obligations are to be met in ways that
also serve other sustainability-based purposes and criteria under the law;
● specify requirements for all assessments to include comparative evaluation of
alternatives as well as the proposed undertaking, with particular attention
comparisons to identify best options for contributing to meeting climate
commitments;
● establish trade-off rules and processes affecting climate commitments, ensuring
that climate trade-offs are avoided to the extent possible, subject to explicit
limitations, supported by explicit public justification;
● ensure that the Project List, which identifies and delineates categories of projects
to which the law-based assessment requirements apply, covers all projects that
could have important consequences for meeting Canadian climate change
mitigation commitments, with particular attention to
● annual and lifetime attributable (direct and indirect) GHG emissions and/or sink
impairments over a certain threshold, as well as those that extend beyond the
deadline for GHG neutrality;
● contribution to cumulatively significant GHG emissions or sink impairments that
make specific mitigation commitments more difficult to meet, as well as the
contribution to further entrenching fossil fuel dependency; and
● sectors that require transformation to ensure climate commitments are met.
● establish at the strategic level a similar list that identifies and delineates
categories of policies, plans, programs and strategic issues that require
assessment, including strategic undertakings that, individually or cumulatively,
could have important consequences for meeting Canadian climate change
mitigation commitments;
● specify processes for regional and strategic assessments, including the
anticipated strategic assessment on meeting climate commitments, to ensure
transparency and meaningful participation, apply sustainability-based criteria,
compare a suitable range of alternatives, and be rigorous and worthy of public
credibility;
● clarify means of responding to strategic assessment findings, including those on
climate matters, though authoritative guidance for project level assessments;
● while comprehensive regulations and policy guidance are being prepared,
establish interim working direction on how the extent to which proposed
undertakings and alternatives would hinder or contribute to meeting Canada’s
climate commitments is to be determined and documented in individual
assessments;
● set out detailed expectations and approaches to climate-related information and
standards for evaluations, including best means for determining
o which GHG emissions and sink effects are properly attributed to particular
undertakings, including attention to lifecycle and lifespan direct, indirect and
cumulative effects;
o the extent of positive effects on anthropogenic GHG sink enhancement;
o legitimate offsets for GHG emissions or sink degradation;
o how to identify and compare the climate implications of alternatives;

o how to use carbon pricing, social cost of carbon, costing of future stranded
assets and entrenchment of GHG-emitting sectors, and other means of
identifying the economic implications of climate-important undertakings;
o contributions to the major transformations needed to achieve GHG neutrality,
including means of ensuring just transition; and
o effects on intergenerational equity;
● clarify means of fostering and facilitating interjurisdictional collaboration,
including joint climate-related strategic undertakings, joint assessments of
climate-related undertakings, and joint monitoring, as well as government-togovernment collaboration between federal and Indigenous authorities; and
● extend opportunities for learning and adjusting climate assessment regulations
and policies.
Finally, for application in both project and strategic assessments, we propose a suite of
climate tests (Box 8, above), based on the findings of this report that should guide the
comparative evaluation of alternatives and decision making on proposed undertakings.
Applications of the climate tests, duly elaborated in regulations and policy guidance
under the new Impact Assessment Act, could play a major role in ensuring the
assessment practice, including decision making, makes positive contributions to
Canadian efforts to meet our Paris Agreement commitments.
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Part 5 Summary of full report recommendations
Serious gaps in law, policy and practice lie between Canada’s commitments under the
Paris Agreement and individual assessments of proposed undertakings with significant
implications for meeting those commitments. Filling those gaps is not going to be easy,
and the deadlines for major accomplishments are near.
In this report we have attempted to set out the needed steps and their main implications,
especially for new assessment law, regulation and policy. The steps are not fully defined
and many components include a range of possible options. Our intent and expectations
have not been to deliver final answers but to establish a firm basis for informed
conversation of a matter of pressing importance. The challenges identified in this report
are numerous and demanding but reasonably clear.
When Canada signed on to the Paris Agreement in 2015, we made an international
commitment to do our fair share “to limit global average temperature rise to well below
2°C above pre-industrial levels, and to pursue efforts to limit the increase to 1.5 °C.”565
With this commitment come a number of obligations.
Internationally, Canada must make substantial contributions to the global efforts to keep
global average temperatures within this new temperature goal to well below 2°C.
Meeting these commitments clearly has numerous domestic implications. One necessary
component of serious efforts to meet the Paris commitments is proper planning and
assessment of climate-significant projects and strategic undertakings (policies, plans and
programs). While current assessments do not ensure projects contribute to meeting our
climate commitments, this will change under the new Impact Assessment Act that is now
before Parliament.
Informed and effective efforts to close the broad gap between Canada’s international
climate commitments and assessments of individual undertakings involve two core
components. First, the Paris Agreement and Canada’s associated international climate
commitments must be translated into implications for what Canada needs to do and
accomplish. Second, particular requirements must be specified for assessment legislation
and application to the planning, approval and implementation of individual
undertakings.
5.1 Translating the Paris Agreement and associated commitments into specific
implications
The translation component in turn involves two steps: one to determine the overall
implications of the Paris Agreement commitments for Canada, and a second to
determine what implications entailed for the development and application of particular
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tools for understanding what needed to be accomplished and tests for evaluating
available options and proposals.
5.1.1 The overall implications of the Paris Agreement commitments for Canada
Determining the overall implications entailed reviewing the overarching principles
within the Agreement, understanding what the temperature goals implied for GHG
reduction targets, and evaluating different interpretations of “fair share” approaches.
Our key findings begin with the fundamental starting principle is that climate change
mitigation must be pursued in ways that support and are supported by efforts to meet the
suite of other sustainability imperatives, including human rights, the rights of Indigenous
peoples and biodiversity.
While significant uncertainties remain in understanding the implications of the new
temperature goal of the Paris Agreement for greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation
imperatives globally and nationally, some initial answers are possible:
● Keeping overall global warming to the Paris Agreement limit of well below 2ºC
and aiming for 1.5ºC will require immediate and sustained best efforts, especially
by the most advantaged countries.
● Using a carbon budget approach as a means of translating the Paris Agreement’s
temperature goal into a global maximum of further GHG emissions, reveals that
the remaining global budget for allocation among countries is much smaller than
is currently acknowledged in policy making and would be exhausted within 8 to
19 years at the current emissions rate.
● A profound transformation of energy and economic systems is necessary to stay
within this finite total budget.
● GHG sinks and reservoirs such as peatlands and forests are a critical component
of the global GHG mitigation targets, but accounting approaches need to be
improved by better understanding of anthropogenic impairments and the
potential for their permanent enhancement.
● Large scale, risky and uncertain future negative emissions technologies should
not be relied upon in establishing GHG mitigation targets or used to justify
abatement delay.
● Allocating responsibility for GHG reductions requires facing complex questions
about who is responsible, which emissions are counted, over what time period
are emissions counted, and how equity is considered. While there is little
established agreement on the best answers to any of these questions, it is clear
that current efforts are inadequate. Nations, including Canada, have not yet
begun serious efforts to make “fair share” allocations or act on them.
● Canada’s and most developed countries’ current approach focuses on national
actors and emissions only in recent years, is weak on limiting further extraction
of GHG-generating hydrocarbons and other undertakings likely to entrench more
deeply GHG-generating practices, and ignores equity considerations and
exported and embedded emissions.
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● Determining Canada’s fair share allocation of the global carbon budget involves
choices among various options based on competing equitable considerations.
o From the Canadian “fair share” allocations that have been calculated by
independent researchers, all but the most marginally equitable option find
that the remaining Canadian “fair share” of the global carbon budget is
negative. That means every tonne of GHG emitted today and tomorrow
simply adds further to Canada’s climate indebtedness towards other nations.
o Even under the most marginally equitable option, Canada would exhaust its
share of the global carbon budget within a decade if our GHG emissions
continue at current levels.
5.1.2 Implications for development and application of particular tools and tests
With the basic goals established, we then turned to what they entailed for the
development and application of particular tools for understanding what needed to be
accomplished and tests for evaluating available options and proposals That entailed
reviewing Canadian climate policy and decarbonization pathways, identifying key gaps
for making climate-responsible decisions, and crafting suitable recommendations for
how the gaps might be addressed.
Our main broad conclusions about the overall policy context are as follows:
● While there are positive steps within Canada’s existing climate policy landscape,
such as the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change,
the ambitions of the existing policies fall well short of what is needed to meet
Canada’s Paris Agreement commitments, and critical gaps remain between our
objectives and clear guidance for particular climate-significant decisions.
● So far, the earliest technologically feasible date identified in any of the studies
for decarbonization in Canada is 2050. Given that our fair share decarbonisation
deadline is most likely passed or, at best, looming in the next decade, 2050 as the
earliest feasible achievement date should be adopted as Canada’s latest possible
deadline for achieving decarbonisation.
● Reconsidering what is politically, culturally, and behaviorally possible could
bring the feasible decarbonization deadline closer to the short term and reduce
the gap between mitigation efforts in Canada and what is considered to be our
fair share under the Paris Agreement.
● Any working deadline for decarbonization must be accompanied by always
attempting to do better and by international assistance in support of mitigation
and adaptation abroad to compensate for our past inaction and domestic lateness.
For planning and decision making on particular new and existing undertakings,
including those subject to assessment requirements, the current and developing package
of targets, frameworks and applied tools needs extensive strengthening to provide an
adequate basis for determining what activities would be consistent with meeting
Canada’s commitments under the Paris Agreement. This strengthening will entail the
following:

● raising the level of specific domestic commitments to reflect the 2050 working
deadline for decarbonisation, plus best efforts to do more and to make substantial
contributions beyond Canada to meet international commitments;
● developing more ambitious pathways to decarbonization, examining alternative
future scenarios, testing the feasibility of different GHG neutrality deadlines and
comparing alternative routes to meeting particular deadlines;
● adopting a carbon budgeting system, roughly following that of the UK to clarify
expectations and track accomplishments over time;
● building explicit long range energy policies, incorporating means of meeting the
decarbonization deadline and encouraging best efforts;
● mobilizing economic and regulatory tools more effectively, including by
recognizing both carbon pricing and the social cost of carbon and clarifying
when and with what caveats each should be used in evaluations of policy options
and other applications;
● differentiating between GHGs that will be subject to a carbon price, those that
will be abated (as it may not correlate) and those that will be emitted unabated.
For unabated emissions, using the social cost of GHGs as an estimation of global
damages associated with a project’s GHG emissions, only after consistency with
climate commitments has been established;
● designing and applying climate and sustainability-based matrices to compare
alternative policy, planning, program or project options with different GHG
implications;
● establishing best means to
o account for GHG emissions and sinks;
o recognize the differences among greenhouse gases, including their different
timescales of impacts, and their implications for decision making;
o account for emissions and sink effects stemming from land disturbances and
protecting existing sinks and reservoirs;
o adjust the carbon price and regulatory regime to match the current and
expected increases of mitigation ambition under the Paris Agreement;
o adopt and ensure transparent use of the social cost of carbon in evaluations of
climate-significant proposals (e.g., in regulatory impact assessments, and
project and strategic assessments);
o attribute emissions, including indirect ones, to particular undertakings, over
their full lifecycles;
o incorporate attention to just transition imperatives in planning and decision
making climate-significant undertakings; and
o evaluate the legitimacy of proposed offsets;
● establishing financial and other tools to guarantee that commitments to and
requirements for future GHG reductions and offsets are fulfilled;
● enhancing public understanding, including through open deliberations, decision
making transparency and convenient public access to climate-relevant
information (important data and assumptions for climate-related studies, and the
modelling of alternative climate change policy options; and
● improving coordination between and among the federal, provincial, territorial
and Indigenous and municipal governments.
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Together, these advances would provide a far better foundation for clear, rigorous and
consistent decision making including about policies, plans, programs and projects. The
next step is to ensure that these foundations and gap-filling approaches are specified
translated into clear and authoritative requirements, and applied effectively.

5.2 Specifying requirements for assessments of climate-significant undertakings
The federal Impact Assessment Act that is currently before Parliament has considerable
potential as a vehicle for progress on climate change mitigation. It is sustainability-based
and requires consideration of whether assessed undertakings would “hinder or contribute
to” meeting Canada’s climate change commitments. However, the Act’s promising basic
requirements are unlikely to be understood or applied reliably and predictably unless
accompanied by specific regulatory directions and policy guidance for application and
compliance.
To ensure clear expectations and common understandings for applying Canada’s climate
commitments under the new Act, we recommend (failing further positive amendments to
the Act) regulations and supportive policy under the Act, to deliver the following
specifics:
● clarify how contributing to (and not hindering) meeting the commitments entails
consistency with viable pathways towards GHG neutrality within the deadlines
implicit in Canada’s international commitments;
● clarify how assessments should incorporate
o contributing to just transitions to a low-GHG future;
o avoiding or offsetting GHG emissions or sink impairments past the Canadian
deadline for GHG neutrality;
o avoiding entrenchment of climate-inappropriate structures, practices and
dependencies;
o ensuring “best efforts” for GHG mitigation and sink enhancement; and
o favouring capacity to meet increasingly ambitious future national
commitments.
● clarify how the climate change mitigation obligations are to be met in ways that
also serve other sustainability-based purposes and criteria under the law;
● specify requirements for all assessments to include comparative evaluation of
alternatives as well as the proposed undertaking, with particular attention
comparisons to identify best options for contributing to meeting climate
commitments;
● establish trade-off rules and processes affecting climate commitments, ensuring
that climate trade-offs are avoided to the extent possible, subject to explicit
limitations, supported by explicit public justification;
● ensure that the Project List, which identifies and delineates categories of projects
to which the law-based assessment requirements apply, covers all projects that
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could have important consequences for meeting Canadian climate change
mitigation commitments, with particular attention to
o annual and lifetime attributable (direct and indirect) GHG emissions and/or
sink impairments over a certain threshold, as well as those that extend
beyond the deadline for GHG neutrality;
o contribution to cumulatively significant GHG emissions or sink impairments
that make specific mitigation commitments more difficult to meet, as well as
the contribution to further entrenching fossil fuel dependency; and
o projects playing significant roles in sectors that require transformation to
ensure climate commitments are met;
establish at the strategic level a similar list that identifies and delineates
categories of policies, plans, programs and strategic issues that require
assessment, including strategic undertakings that, individually or cumulatively,
could have important consequences for meeting Canadian climate change
mitigation commitments;
specify processes for regional and strategic assessments, including the
anticipated strategic assessment on meeting climate commitments, to ensure
transparency and meaningful participation, apply sustainability-based criteria,
compare a suitable range of alternatives, and be rigorous and worthy of public
credibility;
clarify means of responding to strategic assessment findings, including those on
climate matters, though authoritative guidance for project level assessments;
clarify how, while regulatory direction is being prepared, individual assessments
are to evaluate the extent to which proposed undertakings and alternatives would
hinder or contribute to meeting Canada’s climate commitments;
set out detailed expectations and approaches to climate-related information and
standards for evaluations, including best means for determining
o which GHG emissions and sink effects are properly attributed to particular
undertakings, including attention to lifecycle and lifespan direct, indirect and
cumulative effects;
o the extent of positive effects on anthropogenic GHG sink enhancement;
o legitimate offsets for GHG emissions or sink degradation;
o how to identify and compare the climate implications of alternatives;
o how to use carbon pricing, social cost of carbon, costing of future stranded
assets and entrenchment of GHG-emitting sectors, and other means of
identifying the economic implications of climate-important undertakings;
o contributions to the major transformations needed to achieve GHG neutrality,
including means of ensuring just transition; and
o effects on intergenerational equity;
clarify means of fostering and facilitating interjurisdictional collaboration,
including joint climate-related strategic undertakings, joint assessments of
climate-related undertakings, and joint monitoring, as well as government-togovernment collaboration with Indigenous authorities; and
extend opportunities for learning and adjusting climate assessment directions and
guidance.
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Finally, for application in both project and strategic assessments, and as a foundation for
developing interim and more permanent regulatory and policy guidance, we propose a
suite of climate tests, based on the findings of this report that should guide the
comparative evaluation of alternatives and decision making on proposed undertakings.
The tests are summarized above in Box 8. Applications of the climate tests, duly
elaborated in regulations and policy guidance under the new Impact Assessment Act,
could play a major role in ensuring that assessment practice, including decision making,
makes positive contributions to Canadian efforts to meet our Paris Agreement
commitments.

Annex: Supplementary Information of Methods and Tables
1. Effort sharing approaches considered for Figure 1 in Part 2
There are many approaches to sharing what is left of the global carbon budget, either
from a sum total or from annual emissions along a global emissions path/trajectory. Here
we use a combination of methods to derive the results in Figure 1 and Table A1. Note
that this work was undertaken prior to the release of the IPCC’s “Global Warming of
1.5°C special report” and therefore does not include carbon budgets associated with a
66% chance of limiting global warming to 1.5°C.
Effort-Sharing Approaches
CERP 1850 | High Progressivity
CERP 1950 | Medium Progressivity
CPC 1850
Median excluding "unfair" metrics
CERP 1990 | Low Progressivity
CPC 1960
CPC 1990
EPC 2018
C&C 2030
C&C 2050
Grandfathering

1.5°C (50%)
[Gt CO2eq]
-45
-37
-28
-18
-18
-17
-7
4
7
10
15

2°C (66%)
[Gt CO2eq]
-32
-24
-14
-8
-7
-8
0
9
11
15
26

Paris Allocation
[Gt CO2eq]
-39
-35
-21
-13
-13
-13
-4
7
9
12
21

Table A1. Effort-sharing approaches to allocating the remaining carbon budget.
Cumulative emissions are shown in the legend in billion tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalents (Gt CO2eq), and represent Canada’s share of the entire world’s total
remaining GHG emissions between 2018 and 2100. The Paris Allocation is calculated
by taking the mean of the carbon budgets at the temperature target bounds. “Median
excluding ‘unfair’ metrics” takes the median of the values of all the listed effort-sharing
approaches except “Contraction and Convergence” (C&C) 2030, C&C 2050, and
Grandfathering since these are considered to be unambiguously “unfair.”
There are three main projects that have undertaken the challenge of estimating
“equitable” or “fair” shares of the remaining carbon budget or mitigation pathway: 1)
Paris Equity Check (PEC, http://paris-equity-check.org/), 2) Climate Action Tracker
(CAT, http://climateactiontracker.org/), and Climate Equity Reference Project (CERP,
https://climateequityreference.org/). However, there are significant methodological
differences between approaches used in the effort-sharing literature by these three
research groups. The main issues concern differing underlying methodologies that
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reflect debate over the definition of “equitable” outcomes. Other concerns centre on
more technical methodological differences (though, of course, any difference in method
has implications for what is defined as “equitable”, even if it is not a consciously or
deliberately normative decision).
CERP uses a mixed approach to determine historic responsibility, including both past
emissions, as well as current capacity to act as judged by the income of a country. Only
emissions and income of those earning above the development threshold of $7500/year
(USD, PPP-adjusted) are counted towards this measure of responsibility and capacity.
Emissions and incomes of those above this development threshold are estimated using a
lognormal distribution parameterized by the country’s Gini coefficient. There is an
option to weight emissions of countries above a luxury threshold at a higher rate than
those between the development and luxury threshold (effectively discounting the
emissions of those between the development and luxury thresholds), and the emphasis
on “responsibility” and “capacity” can be weighted in any combination that sums to
unity. Adjusting the emphasis on either responsibility or capacity tends to have little
effect on effort sharing pathways for most countries, and so only outcomes with equal
weighting of both are used in this study. This lack of sensitivity is due to the fact that
historic emissions are linked to current states of economic development, and the current
wealth of developed nations largely predicated on their advantages due to
industrialization relying on use of fossil fuels with associated GHG emissions.
Three settings are used to create the range of CERP pathways exhibited here. CERP
asserts that the most equitable results in the most stringent share for Canada, and is
derived by employing the most progressive measures, including counting of luxury
income at a higher weight to increase the responsibility of those earning above
$50,000/year (USD, PPP-adjusted), and counting all emissions from industrialization
(1850) to present. The medium equity setting also counts 100% of luxury income
towards responsibly and capacity but includes emissions only from 1950 onwards. The
lowest equity setting includes only emissions occurring after the year 1990, and lowers
the development threshold to an individual income of $2500/year.
Other allocations are derived using CAT’s pathways and sharing calculator. Cumulative
Per Capita (CPC) shares all emissions equally per capita over time also starting from the
earliest point in industrialization (1850), and up to 2100, using a projection of
population and emissions along a 1.5°C and 2°C trajectory. Equal Per Capita (EPC)
shares all remaining emissions equally per capita, hence ignoring historic inequities
from overuse of atmospheric capacity by the developed world, and also ignoring current
and future inequities of wealth garnered from this historic inequality. We therefore
consider this allocation to be considerably less fair, compared to the CPC and CERP
allocations; however, despite EPC’s low-equity, no developed nation has succeeded in
achieving even this level of ambition (see CAT website above), either with or without
considering aid measures and projected negative emissions.
We have also included other allocation methods for reference purposes that we consider
to be based on inequitable allocation principles. Contraction and Convergence (C&C)

sets a future target of equal per-capita emissions, which perpetuates existing
asymmetries in per capita emissions between developed and developing nations.
Grandfathering, by partitioning remaining emissions proportionally to historical usage,
is by far the most unfair allocation method, as it does not include any mechanism to
correct current inequities, and rather perpetuates these inequities indefinitely.
Grandfathering emissions is like adopting C&C allocations with a convergence date set
at infinity.
The population projections used here are highly uncertain, though we consider this
preferable to the use of historical population data to allocate future emissions, which
would also be subject to high uncertainty with respect to whether current population
distributions can fairly represent future population distributions. Also note that all
pathways share emissions up to the year 2100, and that quoted figures in cumulative
emissions are the sum of annual emissions from 2018 to 2100, inclusive.
PEC, CAT, and CERP use different pathways from which shares are derived, so that
even if the method employed was identical, the results would still differ since they
would be apportioning emissions from different global pathways (though both are
labeled as 1.5°C and 2°C pathways for limiting warming to below these thresholds by
2100 with a 50% and 66% chance of success, respectively).
That being said, certain metrics that share the same name differ in method. For example,
the way that C&C is calculated in CAT and CERP is equivalent to EPC from PEC since
PEC’s EPC method uses a convergence date when countries reach equal per capita
emissions (making it in practice equivalent to C&C). The convention in the literature
would be to refer to this as C&C; however, in the PEC methodology, it is deemed
impossible to achieve equal per capita emissions immediately, and so there must be a
period to allow for convergence, rather than parameterize cumulative emissions so that
this discrepancy is corrected). It is therefore in the opinion of the authors that the EPC
method as outlined by the PEC project is mislabelled, when in fact it is a form of C&C,
since it has a start date in the future when emissions will be shared equally per capita by
nations, which is the definition of the C&C approach and not the EPC approach, which
will allocate emissions equally per capita starting immediately.566
We refrain from using any PEC pathways in our analysis. Their omission is for
consistency in our analysis, since we feel that its inclusion warrants more detailed
comparative analysis. Also, in the spirit of full disclosure, the authors of this portion of
the report have either helped create or have already worked with the approaches
included in this study, and are therefore better versed in and more comfortable using
methods and output from CAT and CERP. With that said, the authors maintain that the
methodologies used in these projects represent equity consideration effectively. Future
research should explore the differences between methodologies further, though a brief
comparison is included to demonstrate certain methodological differences in Fig A1.
566

In private correspondence with the author it was later revealed that the study refrained from using the
common name in order to avoid paying royalties since “Contraction and Convergence” and “C&C” are
now trademarked terms.
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Of the three effort sharing projects, PEC generally gives the largest allocations to
Canada, while CERP is most stringent. For the purposes of this report, carbon budget
allocations (referred to as Paris Quotas in the main text) were derived using solely CERP
and CAT effort-sharing methods and approaches in order to illustrate “fair share”
estimates.
For example, what is labeled as Greenhouse Development Rights (GDR) effort sharing
follows a significantly altered process (one that has been outlined in CERP and its
predecessor GDR,567 and for this reason it is has been omitted from the graph.

Figure A1. Comparison of select effort sharing pathways for Canada.
The above figure contains effort-sharing pathways, which share annual global emissions
along a modeled trajectory to meet a specified temperature target. Annual emissions are
in million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2eq), and exclude emissions from Land
Use, Land Use Change, and Forestry (LULUCF), in order to standardise the data for
comparison. Three projects are shown: 1) Paris Equity Check (PEC, http://paris-equitycheck.org/), 2) Climate Action Tracker (CAT, http://climateactiontracker.org/), and
Climate Equity Reference Project (CERP, https://climateequityreference.org/). PEC
generally gives the largest allocations to Canada, while CERP is most stringent.
Cumulative emissions are shown in the legend in billion tonnes of carbon dioxide
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See supplementary data table accompanying Christian Holz, Sivan Kartha, and Tom Athanasiou,
“Fairly Sharing 1.5: National Fair Shares of a 1.5 °C-Compliant Global Mitigation Effort”, (2018). Such
reduction obligations going beyond 100% would imply a dual obligation where a “country can be in
compliance with its allocation through a combination of domestic emission reductions and enabling
emission reductions outside its borders, with the specific balance of these two options determined by
various factors, including ethical, political, social, technological, and cost-effectiveness considerations.”

equivalents (Gt CO2eq), and represent the Canada’s share of world total remaining GHG
emissions between 2018 and 2100.
Only the most stringent of the PEC allocations for Canada are included for comparison
in Figure A1. PEC’s approach can be seen to differ significantly from the method
employed by CAT. CPC used by PEC does not include all historic emissions while CAT
does unless otherwise specified; note the large difference in cumulative emissions
attributed to Canada using the two methods, where CAT’s approach of sharing all
emissions equally from 1850 to 2100 yields a projected allocation (tantamount to a
projected climate debt) of -12 and -26 Gt CO2eq while PEC’s method allocates Canada a
share of 1 and -2 Gt CO2eq for 2 and 1.5-degree pathways respectively. CPC as defined
by PEC more closely aligns with CAT’s CPC with a 1990 cumulative historic emissions
start date as defined by CAT (not shown here in time series form; however cumulative
emissions are quoted in Table A1 (0 and -7 for 2 and 1.5-degree pathways respectively).
To summarize, EPC uses a 30-year convergence period from 2011 onwards, which is
equivalent to C&C with a 2041 convergence date. CPC uses a 1990 historical emissions
start date, and discounts emissions occurring before the start date at a rate of 1.5%,
extending from the start date backwards into the past. Consequently, it is not equivalent
to ECP but is a modified version where most historic emissions are significantly
discounted. It lies between EPC and CPC as defined by the convention used in this
study.
As the effort-sharing research community seeks a stronger consensus by working
together through open and transparent research collaboration, the debate continues in the
literature.568
2. Data sources on Canadian Pathways and Sectors definition for Figure 3 / Part 3
Chosen Pathways
BAU
Reference
DDPP
EMRG
TEFP

Data Source / Chosen Scenario
Type of Modeling Project
Range provided by DDPP and EMRG n/a
BAU modeled projections
Range provided by DDPP and EMRG n/a
BAU modeled projections
Regulations and Carbon Pricing Decarbonization
model:
(w/low oil prices)
economy-energy-emissions
model
Flexible Pathways (w/low oil prices)
Decarbonization
model:
economy-energy-emissions
model
S8b_TEFP_R60
Decarbonization
model:

568

Sivan Kartha and others, “Cascading Biases against Poorer Countries”, Nature Climate Change, 8.5
(2018), 348–49, online: ˂https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-018-0152-7>.
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ECCC
Solutions Project

economy-energy-emissions
model
PCF + additional measures extended to Decarbonization
model:
2050 Midcentury target
economy-energy-emissions
model
Canada interpolated between present Utility
model:
civil
emissions, near term, and long-term engineering, utilities, grid
objectives
dispatching

Table A2. Data sources for decarbonization pathways used in this report’s analysis.
Data from DDPP, EMRG, and TEFP are not publically available and were made
available upon request.
The Trottier Futures Energy Project (TEFP) is omitted from the graph since the sectoral
classification scheme used differs too greatly from the conventions used in the models
displayed here. Agriculture is excluded from this comparison table and panel since it is
unclear how it is distributed amongst the sectors in the DDPP project. The reader should
note one particularly important caveat that these sectors have not been fully harmonized,
and so some discrepancies between models may cause significant differences in
modelled decarbonization pathways and emissions trajectories. Two of the above sectors
are newly aggregated by the author: 1) “Manufacturing, Mining, and Industry” is
comprised of Chemical Products, Industrial Minerals, Iron and Steel, Metal Smelting,
Mineral Mining, Paper Manufacturing, Other Manufacturing, and Coal Mining (same
distinctions are made for both EMRG and DDPP). Coal mining is including in
Manufacturing, Mining, and Industry rather than listed alone as the other Canadian fossil
fuel extraction sectors are since it is insignificant by comparison; 2) “Renewable Fuels”
comprises Ethanol and Biodiesel production.

Sector

DDPP
CO2eq]
124
241
153
333
481
682
1070
1455
1432
n/a

Renewable Fuels
Petroleum Refining
Waste
Residential
Commercial
Natural Gas Extraction
Electricity
Transportation Personal
Transportation Freight
Agriculture
Manufacturing, Mining, and
1313
Industry
Petroleum Crude Extraction
2226

[Mt EMRG
CO2eq]
390
571
763
928
950
1023
905
1459
2036
1992

[Mt Share of total
emissions
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%
12%
15%
15%

2437

16%

2491

20%

Sum [Gt CO2eq]

9.5

16

100%

Table A3. Cumulative emissions from 2018 to 2050 (inclusive) by sector.
The emissions are measured in million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalents (Mt CO2eq)
and are listed in increasing order. Both models predict that the largest greatest
cumulative emitter from present to mid-century will be petroleum crude extraction. This
is commensurate with today’s distribution of emissions where upstream emissions from
unconventional oil production are the largest and fastest growing source of greenhouse
gas emissions in Canada. The sector’s dominance in emissions share will only continue
as other sectors continue to decarbonize if emissions from oil and gas extraction do not
fall as well. Percent shares are derived using the mean of DDPP and EMRG of the mean
total (except in the case of Agriculture, which only is represented in EMRG).
Data from the Solutions Project are excluded form the comparative analysis since only
EMRG and DDPP are sectorial-explicit models for Canadian decarbonisation. The
Solutions Project is an entirely different kind of model, which only looks at optimizing
technical constraints of utilities, grid and efficiency.
The Trottier Futures Energy Project (TEFP) is omitted from the graph since the sectoral
classification scheme used differs too greatly from the conventions used in the models
displayed here. Agriculture is excluded from this comparison table/panel since it is
unclear how it is distributed amongst the sectors in the DDPP project. The reader should
note one particularly important caveat that these sectors have not been fully harmonized,
and so some discrepancies between models may exist. Two of the above sectors are
newly aggregated for this research report: 1) “Manufacturing, Mining, and Industry”
comprises Chemical Products, Industrial Minerals, Iron and Steel, Metal Smelting,
Mineral Mining, Paper Manufacturing, Other Manufacturing, and Coal Mining (same
distinctions for both EMRG and DDPP). Coal mining is included in this category rather
than listed alone as the other Canadian fossil fuel extraction sectors since it is
insignificant in comparison; 2) “Renewable Fuels” comprises Ethanol and Biodiesel
production.
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Figure A2. Decarbonization pathway for the agriculture sector.
Note the difference in category definition, and that this sector has been aggregated into
others, into its more primary inputs, in the DDPP project. Agriculture appears to be very
unresponsive to mitigation measures. It merits more targeted analysis than can be
provided in this report.
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